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Abstract

This practicum consisted of the application of structural farnily therapy and ecological
famiiv systerns theory to fdmilies who had been affected by violence in the form of child abuse or

domestic violence. Structural family therapy as a model, places primary importance on the

stmcture of relationships within a family, and between the family and its larger environment. The
serting for the practicum was the Elizabeth Hill Counsehg Center. A total of 12 Eunilies were
seen during the practicum and in sorne cases family members were seen individually. During the
inrervention, primary consideration was given to the safety of fiunily memben. A thorough
assessrnent occurred pnor to the intervention to determine a f d y ' s suitability for therapy.
Severai themes ernerged during the practicum experience which uicluded the existence of alcohol

and violence in families, and the unique issues of violence in multiproblem f d e s . Resistance to

therapy was another issue which emerged in various forms. Another theme which was addressed
were the ethical issues present in working with families affected by violence.

1 would kke to acknowledge a nurnber of people for their support in my completion of this

practicum. My advisor and committee chair, Diane Hiebert-Murphy provided s u p e ~ s i o nclinicai
,

expertise, and endless support to me throughout this endeavor and 1 am grateful. 1 would also
iike to thank Enid Britton, and Linda Perry for their supervision, and encouragement. 1 am
grateful for the support of my M

y and ftiends.

-

Introduction

This practicum consisted of the application of ecological systems theory and

stmctural farnily therapy to families where violence had been identified as a probiem. The

idea of considering the entire family as the focus of treatment for family violence is ail1 a
relativeiy new and controversial approach. Concerns of safety?as well as legal and ethical
issues were given primary consideration in al1 aspects of the intervention. The practicum
was both a challenging and rewarding experience.
Violence can take a variety of foms in families depending on the relationship
between the members involved and the nature of the behaviour. This practicum focused

primarily on chiid abuse and wife abuse and the underiying systems within the family and
society which suppon these foms of f a d y violence. Both ecological systems theory and
struc~raifamily therapy were well suited to conceptuaking the etiology and the
treatment of family violence in this manner.
An ecological perspective recognizes that human behaviour is iduenced by
multidirnensionai factors within the individual, family?immediate environment, and
broader culture. It builds on family systems theory by incorporating the relevance of the

social. political, and cultural contexts and their reciprocal relationship with the family.

This theory was particulariy effective in addressing family violence which is widely
considered to be multi-causal in nature. One of the characteristics of the ecological mode1
is its ability to accommodate a variety of interventions and techniques. For this practicum

structural farnily therapy was used to complement the ecological perspective.
Structural family therapy is a systemic approach which places pnmary importance
on the structure of relationships within a f d y , and between the family and its larger
environment. Problems in family functioning, and individual syrnptoms of family members

are considered to be the result of structural problems within the family. The stmcturd
mode1 is based on a fiamework of normal family functioning. The characteristics include a

structurally organized system with clearly defined boundaries around the marital and

sibling subsysterns and the family as a whole ( H o h a n , 1981).
The literature contains some examples of structural family therapy as it has been
applied to work with families afFected by violence but this iiterature is still relatively

sparse. Gelles and Maynard ( 1983) identify that the aim of structural family therapy when
working with this population is to alter the structure of f d y relationships to eliminate
the use of violence between members, to improve fiudy members' relationships with

other systems and to irnprove the level of functioning of the famiiy as a whole.
It is difficult for any one theory to explain the existence of violence in families, and
there is no one particular intervention that is proven effective. It is important for the
clinician to be aware of the different theories as they relate to wife assault and child abuse
and to consider that they di have contributed to Our understanding of this complex and
emotionally laden issue.
This report provides a review of the literature begllining with a look at families as a
unit. and their relationship with society. A review of ecological systems theory and

structural farnily therapy is presented as well as their application to families affected by
violence. The literature on family violence, in particdar theories of its etiology, and the
treatment of family violence as it has evolved over the past few decades, is also reviewed.
Chapter two outlines the procedures and other practical aspects of the practicum

including setting, clients, supervision and evduation. Chapter three provides a case
sumrnary of al1 the clients seen during the practicurn. Their names have been changed to

ensure confidentiality. Chapter four provides an in-depth andysis of three of the clients
seen during the practicum and details the application of structural f d y therapy and
ecological theory.
Chapter five explores clinical themes which emerged during the practicum which
inciuded dealing with resistance, ethicai issues unique to the area of famiiy violence, the

relationship benveen alcohol and violence, and the challenges of multiproblem families and

farnily violence.
The final chapter provides a summary of the evaiuation of the practicum. -4s well,
this chapter includes a critique of the approaches used, a discussion of the applicability of

the selected models of treatment and a final commentary on the achievernent of learning
goals.

SECTION ONE: LITERATURE REVIEW

The F a d y and Society
The family is the primary unit which makes up society. The definition of family
varies both culturally and historically. For the purpose of this repon, family will be

defined as a group of individuals related by biological ties or a long-term cornmitment and
an expectation of loyaity and trust, who generaliy inhabit one household, who share

activities and who may share responsibility for chiid rearing. Families are expected to
perfom tasks which include the socialization and protection of children as well as to
provide companionship and love for the addt members. Throughout recorded history, the
family has been a core element in human groupings. The f d y has ensured the s u ~ v aof
l

these se-ments of humankind by carrying out procreating, socializing, nuturing, material,

maintenance, and various social control functions (Wood & Geismar, 1989).
It is important in understanding the relationship between families and society to

note that the relationship is a reciprocal one. Society has certain expectations of the
family as described above and the f a d y expeas 'legitimization, physical and social
security, order and continuity from society" (Wood & Geisrnar, 1989, p. 2). The

reciprocal relationship includes mutual dependency as well as adaptation. The family is
expected to accommodate to a culture and to transmit that culture and its values to its
members (Minuchin, 1974). The family accommodates to society, and is therefore
changing with it. The nature of this relationship results in the family reflecting societal
beliefs and values. The relationship between the farnily and society is crucial in
considenng the values and beliefs that contibute to domestic violence and other abuses
within the family.

Like society, the f d y is a social unit made up of smaller units. The relationship
between the family and the individual is aiso reciprocal. Nurturance, protection, and
socialization are considered a family's intemal functions. (Although they may also meet

the expectations of the larger society. they rneet the needs of the child within the family.)

In the early process of socialization. families mold and program the child's behavior and

sense of identity. These individuals spend a great deai of time together (Bolton & Bolton,
1987). Straus ( 1979) for example has noted that the intensity of involvement between

family rnembers is unparalleled in any other relationship. The sense of belonging cornes
with an accommodation on the child's part to the f d y group and with hisher

engagement in transactional patterns in the family structure that are consistent throughout
different life events (Minuchin. 1974).
We know that when a family b c t i o n s well the health and weil-being of its
rnembers is promoted and maintained. Similarly, farnily dysfunction cm contribute to
persona1 ancilor social problems. In the broadest sense, a family is seen as being a societal
concem when it fails to cars, out its expected fûnctions. Such a f d y tends to be labeled

as dysfunctional, or malfunctioning, meaning that some of these functions are not
performed at ail or are performed so badly as to bring about negative consequences both
for the family itself and for those who are associated with it (Wood & Geismer, 1989).
Based on a cursory review of the titerature it would appear that we know more
about dysfunctional families than functiond ones. Perhaps it's easy to identify f d y
problems or weaknesses but harder to iden*

family strengths. Minuchin ( 1974) suggests

that a well functioning f d y is identified not by the absence of problerns, but rather by
the family's ability to cope with them. Garbarino and Abrarnowits (1992) identiQ the

following characteristics of strong families:
1 . Clear. open, and frequent communication arnong family members.

2. A sense of belonging to a warm, cohesive, social unit, while at the sarne time

numiring the deveiopment of individual strengths and interests
3. Mutual support, recognition, and respect, and a wihgness to make sacrifices if

necessary to preserve the well-behg of the family.
4. A religious or spiritual orientation.

5 . The ability to adapt to and cope with stressful and potentially damaging events, as

well as predictable iifecycle changes.
6. The existence of social connectedness and availability of fiiends, extended f h l y ,

neighbors. and community organizations .
7. Clear well defined rotes, and responsibiiities and an enjoyrnent from spending time

together (p. 80).
Athough this does not arnount to a comprehensive List of characteristics it
provides a generd sense of what a well functiorring f d y might look like, and how the

members rnight relate to one another. This discussion provides a founciation upon which a
review of family violence d
lbe conducted. It is important to understand that violence,

like other social probiems must be considered in context and that the contexts include the
individual. the family, and society. Understanding the problem involves understanding the

inter-relatedness between the contexts in which it occurs.

Violence in Families
When family members hun each other emotionally, physicaiiy, or sexually, they are
not functioning in a way that is promoting the health and well-being of the members.
Many theones exist which attempt to explain why family violence occurs. In reviewhg

these theories it is important to recognize that our understanding and recognition of family

violence has varied depending on the politid ciimate and historical context.
Family violence has been in existence long before it was publicly acknowledged,

and its incidence has not changed so much as its visibility. Society's response to the
problem has been influenced by what was considered the cause of the problem and by the
nature of the social control agencies which responded to it (Gordon, 1988). Thus family
violence mua be considered in its historical context to appreciate the political forces

which have influenced the public perception and response to the problem.

Theories of the origin of child abuse and domestic violence will be explored
separately but it is important to understand that there are common features to dl violence

in families and its origins. Finkelhor (1983) notes that al1 violence which occurs in families
is an abuse of power. Whether the violence is by the husband against the wife or the

parent against the chiid. a power differential exists. The abuse itself is oflen a response to
perceived powerlessness (Finkelhor, 1983). In addition to these features, violence which
occurs in families has an impact on family members which does not occur to the sarne
extent outside the family. Finkelhor (1983) notes that abusing families share similar
characteristics such as social isolation, and patriarchai structure.
There were also cornmonalities in the social response to different foms of family
violence (Finkelhor. 1983). As noted above f d y violence has gone through an
evolution depending on the historical context. Finkelhor (1983) notes that in each of the
kinds of abuse, a social movernent amse which drew attention to the abuse that was
occumng. But in each case some ambiguity remained about how to defke the normative
boundaries of the abuse (Finkelhor, 1983). The area of family violence, therefore is
cornplicated by problems around defining what constitutes abuse.

ology of çhild Abuse

A plethora of theories exist to explain the occurrence of child abuse in families.

sociological; social
They can be grouped int O five main approaches: rnedi~~ndividual;
leaniing; family systems; and multidimensional and feminist approaches. The
medi~~ndividual
model was perhaps the first recognîzed model developed to explain the
existence of child abuse. It evolved fkorn the work of Hefier and Kempe (1962) with the

discovery of the Battered Child Syndrome. The emphasis was on the medical model of

explainino the accidental injury in the child Mctim as weIl as "mental illness" in the abusive
parent. This gave rise to the psycho-pathological model of child abuse which focused
almost exclusively on the parent who was thought to be suffenng from a psychologicd

patholog or sickness that accounted for abusing or battenng a child. Thus, factors were
[ooked for wit hin the person that may differentiate abusive individuals fiom non-abusive
individuais (Murph-Berman, 1994). Psychologicai characteristics of abusive parents
were thought to include impulsivity, imrnaturity, and depression (Gelles, 1979). The

parent's "sickness" rnanifested itself in the parent-child relationship. The model funher
suggested that the parents' psychopathology was a r e d t of their early childhood
experiences which included abuse and abandonment (Gelles, 1979). Eariy proponents of
this model suggested that child abuse cases made up a cross-section of socio-econornic

starus, ethnicity, age and education. These factors were not considered relevant to
understanding abuse.
Clearly there were a lot of weaknesses to this model. Gelies (1979) identifies that
the model f d e d to pin point which psychological characteristics characterized the
pathology. In other words. there was no consistency as to which personality traits were
associated with child abuse. There was a lack of adequate research and most studies were
conducted after the abuse had occurred. "These types of after the fact expianations
offered little predictive power in the study of child abuse" (Gelles, 1979, p. 32). The

pnmary limitation to the theory was that it was hear in nature. It was believed that
"Early childhood experience characterized by abuse creates psychological mess that
produces certain psychopathic States. These psychopathic conditions in tum cause abuse
acts towards the child" (Gelles, 1979, p. 30).
There is a significant amount of criticism of the medical model in the literature, and
it

is rarely used solely to explain child abuse today. The model needs to be taken in its

histoncal and political context. Society's social institutions had not experienced the
impact of the women's movement and the profession of social work was not highly
recognized at the time (Bolton & Bolton, 1987). 1s it possible that the &ess-as-cause
hypothesis was accepted readily because it soothed socieîy7sconscience, as well a.5 the
conscience of individual parents who may be subject to abusive impulses. Society was

absolved from g i l t by this interpretation, for if child abuse was the result of the emotional
illness of the perpetrators, social conditions need not be blarned, society was justified in
the self-nghteous prosecution of individual perpetrators, and it need not examine social
circumstances and cultural trends which may be major factors in abuse (Gd. 1980).
The second major school of thought is the sociological model which attributes the

problem primarily to social stress factors such as poverty, unemployment, dnnking and
isolation (Gordon, 1988). Murphy-Berman ( 1994) notes that sociological and cultural
systems approaches place risk factors not only within the individual him or herself, but
also within the individual's environment and culture. For instance, low family income,
poor housing and unemployment have dl been identified as contnbuting stress that may
exacerbate family strain and abuse (Murphy-Berman, 1994). The leading proponents of
the sociological model of family violence are Murray Straus and Richard Geiles. They
found in their research that there were patterns of sociological and contexhial variables
that were associated with child abuse (Gelles, 1979). Sources of stress such as
unemployment, and unplanned or unwanted prepancy were thought to contnbute to
psychological stress in the parent to and lead to child abuse. Social diagnosis of this son
impiies social action and demands resources. Gordon (1988) notes that social
explanations of family violence dorninate when progressive attitudes and social reform
movements are snonger, as was the case during the 1970's when this theory was popular.
Sociological theories also explain why a certain amount of violence is considered
acceptable in families. It recognizes that violent behavior exists in a sociological contea

and is subject to the values and noms of society. For example what was considered
spanking a cenniry ago rnight be considered abuse today (Gordon, 1988). Thus, there is a
dilernrna as to whether social control is exerted to maintain a certain level of violence in
families, or whether social control is designed to keep violence nom occurring (Gelles,
1983)

Social l e d n g theory has had a major impact on how family violence is
understood. Gelles ( 1983) explains that experience with, and exposure to violence serves
as a leaniing experience which teaches that violence cm and should be used toward family
members. The farnily provides exarnples for imitation and role models which can be
adopted in later life as the individuai draws f?om childhood expenences (Gelles & Straus.
1979). Social leaming theory therefore, explains the intergenerational transmission of

viofence.
F d y -stems theory has contributed to our knowledge of family violence.

Straus's (1973) general systems mode1 of violence between M

y members was the fira

theoreticai application of a syaems perspective to f d y violence. He proposed that
violence. rather than being viewed as an aberration or product of the psychopathology of
an individual rnernber, was viewed as a system product or output (Maynard & Gelies,
1987). Systems theorists are interested in transactional sequences especially positive

feedback loops, which are the immediate cause of the escalations that lead to violence.

Masson and O'Byme ( 1990)looked at family systems theory as an explmation for
both child physicd and child sexual abuse. Family systems theory emphasites
dysfunctional interactional patterns w i t h families, supra-systems that may both create

and maintain stress, and societai systems that paint unrealistic pictures of child rearing and
the ease of parenting (Masson & 07Byme,1990). Even though parents are responsible

for the abuse, there are factors in the interaction between M

y members, and the systems

surrounding the family which help to explain the other predisposing factors which may
increase the likelihood of abuse occumng. Parents who are physically abusive are oflen
isolated and mistrustful of the outside world, and have a symbiotic relationship with each
other (each seeking to be taken care of by the other) der with a child (expecting the
child to take care of the parent), which l a d s to unrealistic demands and inevitable
disappointment and hstration (Masson & O ' B p e , 1990). These transactional patterns
can give rise to and perpetuate abusive behaviour.

In reviewing the various theories proposed to explain child abuse, it is clear that no
one particular theo- can adequately in explain the existence of cMd abuse. "Twenty

years of research and theory construction have moved thinking about the nature and
causes of family violence from an indMdual/psychologicalmodel to a multidimensional
model which examines the individual, the family system, and the society" (Gelles &
Maynard, 1987. p. 271). Gil was viewed to be one of the &st to consider the
rnultidimensional view of family violence. He concluded that the phenornenon of physical
abuse of children should be viewed as multi-dîmensional rather than uniforrn with one set
of causal factors. He identified the foiiowing set of causal forces: (a) environmental

chance factors; (b) environmental stress factors; (c) deviance or pathology in areas of
physical, social. intellectud, and ernotionai functioning on the part of caretakers, and\or

abused children themselves; (d) disturbed intrafamiiy relationships involving codicts
between spouses and or rejection of individual children; and (e) a combination between
these sets of forces (Gil, 1970). He added that these forces are supenmposed on the
cufturally permissive attitude that the use of a measure of physical force in caretakerkhild
interaction is acceptable, and related clearnit legal prohibitions and sanctions against this
particular fom of interpersonal violence are absent (Gil, 1970). Gi1( 1970) was perhaps
the first to develop a multi-dimensional theory and such models have become more
sophisticated over t h e and perhaps more popular. Murphy-Berman (1 994) explains that
ecological models are the most comprehensive and dehe in terms of the degree of
adequacy with which the individuai is able to cope within the context of complex
interactive family, community, and socioculhiral constellations.
Child sexual abuse has undergone a sUnilar evolution from individual based
theories to multi-causal theories. Family systems theory is helpu in contributing to Our
understanding of sexual abuse in families. Certain family patterns in particular, seem
predisposed to abuse such as high secrecy, avoidance of conflict between marital partners,

and intense fears of separation so that the child is called upon/sacrificed to maintain

rogethemess at the expense of the child's needs (Masson & 07Byrne. 1990). F a d y
'stems

theory on its own is not an adequate explanation for child sexual abuse, and

muiti-causal theories have been proposed to provide an explanation for sexually abusive
behaviour.
For example, Finkelhor (1984) developed a Four Preconditions Mode1 of Sexuai
Abuse which is rnulti-causal in nature. It was an effort to address the shortcomings of

previous theories which focused solely on the infidual, or the famiy and neglected
sociological factors. The model identifies four conditions which need to be met before
semal abuse cm occur:
(a) A potential offender needs to have some motivation to abuse a child sexually.
(b) The potential offender has to overcome interna1 i n h i i o n s agauist acting on that
motivation.
(c) The potential offender haç to overcome extemal impediments to committing sexual

abuse.
(d) The potential offender or some other factor has to undermine or overcome a
child's possible resistance to the sexual abuse (Finkeihor, 1984, p. 54)This model explains, h m a multidirnensional perspective, how factors within the
individual, the family and society interact resulting in the occurrence of sexual abuse.
Masson and O'Byme ( 1990) provide the foilowing exarnple of how the model is applied:
A father, himself abused as a child and s e e h g to be powerftl in semal

relationships. fantasizes about his daughter; alcohol may have lowered his internai
inhibitions or he may r a t i o n a b that it is an expression of love for bis daughter;
extemal inhibitors are low because mother is not present or able to prevent it or mother
and daughter are not close and daughter is unable to confide; and finally father, by

using force or fear, exploiting trust, or making daughter feel gurlty about holding the
family toget her, overcomes the child's resistance (p. 188).

Systems theory is not without criticism. ''The major problem with the proposed
-stems theory is that it is so extensive and muitidimensional that it cannot be tested"

(Pagelow. 1984. p. 108). Any phenornena which is multicausal in nature is difficult to
audy. and to base conclusions on. There are no direct cause-effect results when deaiing
with child abuse, but rather there are many factors which affect the outcome of an
individuai's behaviour. Although muitidimensional theones rnay be ditncult to test
through traditional research methods, it has been proven through research that no one
theory c m be used to explain the existence of child abuse.

The femuiia movement has had an impact on the issue of child abuse, the theories

used to explain it and the public awareness it has obtained. The movement helped to bring
light to the fact that families refiect the values and beliefs of society. A patriarchal society,
that is one which is dominated by men, is reflected in traditional families wtiich results in
limited power for women and limited choice of role. Feminist analysis recognizes abuse as
rooted in unequal power relationships in the family and speaks to how women and
children are victims of those relationships (Washbume, 1983). Thus women's power in
society and the farnily is a factor in understanding abuse in families.
Women are also the perpetrators of violence against children, and Washbume
( 1983) States that feminists have giossed over this issue perhaps because of the discornfort

of the idea of women as victimizers. Using a feminist analysis, she offers the following
explanation for why women abuse children:
Wornen's abuse of children stems directly from their own oppression in society and
within the family. Women are expected to be the major caretakers of children yet have
few supports for accomplishing this since they have prllnary responsibility for
maintairting the family. Women have fewer options than men for self-fuifiilment and
self-definition outside the family. It is not surprishg ,then, that some women displace
their hstration and anger on their children., the family members who are less powemil
than they(p. 291).

This is an important perspective to incorporate in the anaiysis of child abuse. It is helpful
in understanding how agencies intervene with families in cases of chiid abuse. Oflen tirnes

the intervention is focused on improving the mother's parenting, rather than the father's.
Even when the father is the perpetrator the rnother is seen to have f d e d in some way

because she was not able to prevent his violence.
The feminist movement was influentid in the area of chiid sexual abuse. It can be

credited for bringing the issue into public awareness and perhaps even for the mobilization
of resources which occurred during the 1980's in response to the problem. Finkelhor
( 1984) notes that

ferninist thinkers stress that most abuse is committed by men against

girls and therefore sexuai abuse is a function of the idenor status of women and children.
This perspective suggests that the source of the problem exins in the larger society, and

therefore interventions and efforts to address the problem should be targeted at that level.
The feminist movement has been cntical of family systems approaches to child
sexual abuse because it negates the larger issues and places responsibility on a system
which is not responsible for the abuse.

In challenging the f d y systems approach,

which fails to take into account power structures reinforced by society, feminists point out
that families don't assault children sexuaily, men do (Masson & O'Byme, 1990). A
systerns approach has been criticized for leading to blaming the mother for her pmner's
sexual abuse of her child. This criticism has been valuable to f d y systems therapists
who have been forced to rethink their underlying assumptions about semai abuse and the
role of mothers. A new feminist-informed approach to farnily therapy has evolved which
takes into account the issues of larger society, and their influence on familes.

For the most part theories explaining the existence of violence against women have
mirrored those explaining child abuse. GeUes (1983) notes that the early writings on both
child abuse and wÎfe abuse portrayed the causes of domestic violence as arising from

offenders' psychological problems. . UnIike child abuse however, theones have also
developed which point to psychological problems in the victim, in this case the battered
women, as the cause of the violence. Walker ( 1979) states however, that no scientific
data exits to support this, and if battered women behave strangely, it is probably as a
consequence (not a cause) of being battered.
Social leamhg theory is aiso applied to domestic violence in considering the
manner in which behaviour is transmitted intergenerational. Social leaming considers the
role of early socialkation of girls and boys into gendered positions in relationships and

how this can contribute to violence (Goldner et al., 1990). The cycle of vioIence is also
explained with this theory. Walker ( 1979) describes the cycle of violence consisting of
three stages: the tension building phase, the violent episode, and the reconciliation penod.

This cycle maintains the relationship and ailows the abuse to be perpetuated. It appears
that both partners may have leamed this behaviour fiom their f d e s of ongin and may
believe that it is the normal or usual way couple react, or they rnay feel trapped in a
"hopeless" situation without knowing how to break the cycle (GefIher, Mantooth, Franks
& Roa, 1989).

Another group of theories considers how Iarger systems impact individuals thereby
contributing to violence. Sociologicai theories recognize that violent behaviour exists in a
sociological context and it is subject to the values and n o m of society. Cultural approval
of violence is also a factor. Pagelow (1984) states that our culture promotes, stimulates,
and even encourages and rewards violent behaviour and that this cultural approval of
violence is an important factor in family violence. Social political theories which include
ferninist theory are also included in this group in tems of how family violence is explained.

This theory looks at the power structure of society as a whole and how it is represented in
the farnily. Histoncai research shows that the hierarchical structure of the f d y vests
power in men to dominate and control others, and to use whatever means required to
maintain their authority. Further, the unequal relations between men and women are

supported by society's institutions (Pagelow, 1984). The feminist level of analysis
considers the extemai power differentials between men and women includhg men's
subjective sense of entitlement, privilege. and permission to d e women, and women's
subjective belief that they rnust serve men (Goldner et ai., 1990).
Farnily systems theory has aiso been applied to explain domestic violence. Violence
is seen as a system's product or output rather than as a product of individual pathology

(Gelles, 1979). The manner in which family members relate to each other, and the
transactional pattern that deveiop create a system where violence is maintained. Goldner
et al. ( 1990) note that in their work, on a systemic level, they are interested in the
transactional sequences, especially positive feedback loops, which are the immediate
"cause" of the escalations that lead to violence, as weil as ad the double binding processes
e
between the couple, the extended families, and the treatment and social s e ~ c contexts
that constitute the problem-maintaining system. Geffer et al. (1989) explain that in
viewing the f a d y as a system, the violent behaviour is seen to maintain equilibrium or

homeostasis. Inteniai or externai stressors unbalance the f d y system, which leads to
instability in the relationship, and this leads to the violence that then stabiiizes the
system.

Family systems theories have been cnticized by the feminst movement because of
the tendency to biame women for the violence. At best traditional f d y systems
approaches watered down the batterer's responsibility for the violence. In t e m of a
public response more emphasis was placed on why women remained in abusive
relationships as opposed to why men were violent in the kt place. Feminists cm be

credited for challenghg traditional f h l y systems approaches and for the evolution of
feminist informed practice with families.
Currently, integrated multi-causai models of domestic violence are becomùig
increasingiy popular. Geiles (1983) notes that multi-causal models of child abuse were
developed long before models of domestic violence. Goldner et al. (1990) developed a

mode1 which integrates psychoanalytic. social learning, systemic, and socio-political
perspectives into its treatment program. This approach takes into account the
multi-determined nature of domestic violence and develops it into a comprehensive
treatment approach.
ct

of Ab-

Before proceeding to lookine at the treatment of famiiy violence it is important to
look at the impact on f a d y members. Views of the impact of violence on families Vary
according to which theory of the etiology of violence is subscribed to. For example, hear
theories consider the impact to be isolated to the people involved whereas
multidimensional theories interpret a ripple effect fiom violence. To streamline this
discussion the impact of violence will be discussed using a multidimensional view of the
etiology of violence.
The impact of abuse on children is difnnilt to iden*

specincally because "most

research is retrospective and this limits Our ability to detect causai relations" (Garbarino,
1987, p. 299). Clearly however, children do experience not just the physical h m f?om

abuse but also psychological and emotional consequences. Clear conclusions are diacult
to draw due to the minad of factors at play. in a comprehensive review of the
consequences of abuse and neglect. Martin (1980) identified three major forms of h m :
medical problems (ranging from nutritionai deficiencies to hearing loss to brain damage);
developmental problems (from mental retardation to language deficiencies to impaired
motor skills); and psychological problems (encompassing the extremes on most
dimensions for example being either very shy and inhibited or very aggressive and
provocative, as well as generd unhappiness, poor attachent, and inadequate peer
relations).
Garbarino (1987) proposed applying an ecological fiamework towards organizing
the knowledge about chiid maltreatment. This perspective d o w s us to look at how the
child and the systems surroundhg him or her are affecteci and the interactive relationships

both within and between those environments. It also incorporates bio-social aspects of

each individual child and explains the inter-relationship between the two. Child

development is incorporated in this framework because of the interplay between biological

factors and the child's environment and primary relationships. "Our evolved biology sets
an agenda for environmentai infiuences on the organism's growth and development"

(Garbarino, 1987, p. 302).
Garbaruio (1 987) aiso discusses the importance of attachent as a comerstone to
healthy child development as weU as a potential mediating factor against the h d l

effects of abuse and neglect. Because the h d a n organism is primed to d

e extreme

investments to establish and maintain attachment, the consequences to the child of a parent
who irnpedes this process are likely to be grave. Ifwe view child maltreatment as a threat

or impedirnent to attachment then we should expect that maltreated children wii1 suffer
developmentaily for their efforts to fulfili the biological script for attachment (Garbarino,
1987).
G a r b a ~ o( 1987) looked at mediating factors of child maltreatment in dEerent

systems. These factors are important in understanding the impact of abuse and the
interplay and multidimensionai nature of violence. He discusses five leveis: (a) organism,
(b) microsystem, (c) mesosystem, (d) exosystem, and (e) macrosystem. Of particdar
interest is the role of microsystems in ternis of what else is going on in the family that may
affect the darnage done by dtreatment, and what other microsystems the child
phcipates in. For example, a study conducted by Hunter and Kilstrom (1979) çuggests
that the efforts of non-abusive parents within a f d y can be very significant in reducing
the damage done to the child by an abusive parent. In looking at the mesosystem levei,
the farnily's interconnectedness with other social systems ( f h d k , peer groups, religious
organizations, recreatiod groups, etc.) may have a rnediating affect. Not only do these
systems offer support to families they can also make up for parenting deficits and share in
the rearing and socialization of children.

Exosystem factors are at play in terms of institutional policy and practice which
affect victirns of child maltreatment. Macrosysternic factors indicate the components of
political ideology, for example the laws and values which protect family privacy. Risk
factors and mediating factors combine in a multidirnensiond way at al1 of the diflerent
system levelS.
As with physical abuse, the psychological and emotional trauma caused by semai

abuse is ofien of greater concern than physical trauma. The same factors considered in
Garbarino's framework are also relevant to child sexual abuse. Further complexity is
added to the issue due co the inherent secrecy of the act, the social and legal
consequences for the abuser and the farnily and the fact that it cannot occur in the process
of "nomiai child rearing" as can physical abuse.
Because of these complexities, the impact of sexual abuse is expenenced
differently that physical abuse. Browne and Finkelhor (1986) note that research on the
initial effects of child sexual abuse identq anxiety, reactions of fear, depression, anger,
hostility and inappropriate sexual behaviour to be commonly associated with sexual abuse.
Long-term effects include depression, se@destnictive behaviour, anxiety, feelings of
isolation and stigma, poor self-esteem, a tendency toward revictirnization, and substance
abuse (Browne & Finkelhor, 1986). The emotional impact is a result of the darnaging
interaction which occurs with sexual abuse. Browne and Finkelhor (1986) explain that the
sexual abuse creates trauma by distorting the child's self-concept, world view, and

affective capacities.
The final section in looking at the impact of violence on chiidren is the impact of

domeaic violence. This area is relatively new. Research exists to suggest that children are
aBected by their parents' violence and manifest certain syaptoms. It is dificult to know
conclusively whether the symptoms exhibited by children are a result of the traumatic
reaction or by dysbctional family characteristics which coexist with the violence. Silvern

and Kaersvang (1 989) posit that wimessing violence has costs, independent of the other

adverse influences often present in vioient homes. They niggest that the impact of trauma
is exacerbated by the fact that it is a result of intentional human action which shatters trust

in relationships and that there is an element of seif-blame for the child particularly when
the codict is related to child r&ng which is ofien the case. They state that witnessing
parental spousal abuse entails the fear, helplessness, and over stimulation that are at the
c r u of trauma (Silvem & Kaersvang, 1989).

in addition to what the child experiences directly there can be a backdrop of family

dysfunction which compounds the problem. Elbow (1982) suggeas that the dysfunctional
patterns of the violent marnage impair the ability of the parents to meet the developrnental

needs of their children. Children leam thst violence is an acceptable way to resolve
conflict, and they experience anxiety around seK-control issues. Elbow (1982) also
suggests that family violence contnbutes to dysfùnctional structure:

The parents' poor self-image and excessive stereo-typical role expectations place a
burden upon the children, because they feel a need to help their parents feel better
about themselves. The symbiotic and ambivalent nature of their relationship
contributes to the tendency to form parentehiid alliances as opposed to the
establishment of a fimparental coalition. Together these factors tend to contibute to
confused generationai boundaries and role reversai patterns. (p. 467)
David WoIfe and Peter JafFe are credited for their research in the area of the effects
of witnessing domestic violence on children. In their research they concluded that children
who were exposed to domestic violence suffered behaviour problems in the clinicai range

at a rate of 2.5 times that of children fiom non-violent homes (Wolfé et ai., 1985).
Wilson, Carneron Jaffe, and Wolfe ( 1989) note that children leam six lessons fkom violent
parents:
(a) violence is an appropnate form of conflict resolution; (b) violence has a place

within the family interaction; (c) if violence is reported to others in the commdty,
including mental health and criminal justice professionals, there are few, if any

consequences: (d) sexisrn, as defined by an inequality of power, decision-making
ability, and roles within the family, is to be encouragecl; (e) violence is an appropriate

means of stress management; and ( f ) victims of violence are, at best to tolerate this
behaviour and at worst, to examine their responsibility in b ~ g i n on
g the violence (p.
180).

A full review of the impact of wife abuse is beyond the scope of this section

however, an exploration of the specific effects of violence on women wiii be explored.
This is highly relevant in terms of understanding treatment implications as weli as in
understanding how this violence, because it is so devastating, has fiu reaching
consequences for the woman, the couple, and the family.
Women who suffer severe abuse have four times the rate of depression,
psychosomatic complaints, and suicide attempts than do women who are not victims of
violence (Stets & Straus, 1990 cited in Trute, 1997). Cleariy violence has an emotional
impact on women and as a remit their abiiity to rnake decisions around their own safety

may be affected. Hanvay ( 1993) notes that the diminished decision-making and
problem-solving abilities that sorne researchers descnbe in battered women could well be
the result of repeated exposure to trauma. For women who have experienced abusive
relationships in childhood, the impact of wife abuse rnay be exacerbated. Haway (1993)
notes that therapists need to assess not ody for current battering, but d s o for concurrent

semai abuse, past adult sexual abuse, and childhood sexuai abuse.
From a multi-dimensional perspective there are multiple layen of factors which
result in violence occurring in a relationship as previously discussed and also factors which
perpetuate the violence and ensure the woman WUremain in the abusive relationship.
Goldner et al. ( 1990) argue that abusive relationships exemplify, in extremis, the
stereotypical gender arrangements that structure intimacy between men and women
generally. Their work with violent couples involves looking at how men and women are

socialized into their gendered positions in their relationships. When violence occurs in a
relationship, both the abuser and vicMi are affixted ofien in ways that perpetuate the
violence. It is important to note however that 'Yhere are no specific personality traits
which would suggest a victim prone personality" (Waiker, 1984, p.7). Some factors rnake
a w o m a n susceptible (Walker, 1984) however, 'hiaie violence is both willfbl and

impulse-ridden, and it represents a conscious strategy of controi, and frightening,
disorienting loss of control" (Goldner et al, 1990, p. 346).
The theory of leamed helplessness explains how violence can keep women
comected to their partners. It was hypothes&ed by Walker (1979) that early social

influenceson women facilitate a psychologicai condition caüed 'learned helplessness"
which causes women to feel powerless to effect positive control over their tives. It was
suggested that leamed helplessness is responsible for the apparent ernotional, cognitive,
and behavioral deficits obsewed in the battered wornan, which negatively innuence her
leaving a relationship after the battering occurs (Walker, 1979). She explained fkther that

childhood socialkation practices that encourage passivity and dependency rnay increase a

women's wlnerability to developing lemeci helplessness in a battering relationship
(Wdker, 1984.)

The second major theory that has implications for the battered w o m a n and her
relationship with the batterer is the cycle of violence itself. Walker (1984) describes it as
follows:
The theory tested was that battering is neither random or constant, but rather occurs in
repeated cycles. each having three phases. The first is a penod of tension-building,
which leads to phase two, or the acute battering incident. The third phase consists of

kind, loving, contrite bebavior displayed by the batterer toward the woman, which
provides the reidorcement for the cycle" (p. 2).
The cycle of violence is connected to the pattern of leamed helplessness. During
the first phase of tension building, the woman wiil oflen try to placate the batîerer and

may avoid responding to his hostile outbursts. "ûften she succeeds for a little while

whicti reinforces her unrealistic belief that she can control his behavior. It aiso becomes
part of the unpredictable non-contingency/response/outcome pattern which creates the

'lemed helplessness" (Walker, 1984, p. 95). ïhese theories help explah the impact of
violence on women and on the relationship and helps to answer the question about why
women choose to stay in the relationship.
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Men need to be held accountable for their actions but they also need to be
understood. Less is known about abusers because 'Wiey tend to deny their violent acts,
minimire their intentions or results, project blame orno victims, or simply refùse to
cooperate" (Pagelow, 1984, p. 324). What we know however, is that as with women,
males are influenceci by the values of patriarchd society and their sociahtion results in
certain entitlement, power, and privilege. This belief system can lead to conflict with

relationships between men and women and confikt can lead to violence. Despite these
universal influences most men do not abuse their wives. Walker (1984) states that
violence does not corne f?om the interaction of the partners in the relationships, but rather
the violence cornes fiom the batterer's learned behavioral responses. Pagelow (1984)
idenMes eleven common features of men who abuse their wives: low self-esteem,
traditionalists, emotionally inexpressive, lack of assertiveness, social isolation, employment
problems, alcohol dependency, violence in the home of orientation, authontarian
personaiities, moody, and w d punchers.
Walker (1984) notes that the best predictor of future violence is past violence.

This includes witnesshg receiving and committing violent acts in their childhood home,
violent acts towards pets, iuanimate objects, or other people, previous criminal record,
longer time in militas, sewice, and previous expression of violent behavior toward
women. If these items are added to a history of temper tantrwns, hsecurity, need to

keep the -onment

stable, easily threatened by minor upsets, jealousy,

possessiveness, and the ability to be chamiing, manipulative, and seductive to get what
he wants. and hostile, nasty and mean when he doesn't succeed - then the nsk for

battering becomes very high. If'alcohol problems are included, the pattern becomes
classlc (p. 1 1).

Walker (1984) aiso points to additional factors in the relationship which may
increase the risk of a man abusing his d e . Socio-economic differences, in particular
when the woman has a higher socio-econolilic status than her tnisband may place her at

greater risk. This suggests an inability on the part of the male to tolerate disparity in
statu and reveals hdamentally sexist thinkiag. Men who are m c h more traditional thao
women in their attitudes towards women's roles are also at high risk (Waker, 1984).

Men who are insecure oflen need a geat deal of nurturance and are vexy possessive of

women's time. Sexuai intimacy eariy in relationships is another fkctor which has a
negative impact on relationships and increases the risk of violence. Finally, abuse of
dcohol and drugs is comected to violence but this relationship is unclear and warrants
funher study.
It is important to note that men are irnpacted by the cycle of violence and are

"rewarded" by the impact of their violent behavior and therefore receive reinforcement.

They are caught in this cycle as are women, they feel shame and guilt for their behavior
and this, together with their deep insecurities, is often what contributes to t heir denial and
mhimktion (Walker, 1984).

In addition to being victims of violence thernselves, women rnay be in the position
of a non-offending parent if their child/cMdren are abused by their partner. In cases of
child sexual abuse, mothers m a y not be aware that abuse is occunhg, or they may be

powerless to do anything about it. Many factors will corne into play in a mother's
response to the sexual victimization of one or more of her children. OAen noneffendkg
mothers are dealing with many other persod and social diffidties, nich as low

seIf-esteem and isolation fiom social networks, which impede their abdity to help the
victimized child (Tmte, et ai., 1993). Sgroi and Dana (1982) noted that women often

tended to be ''psychologidly absent" in their relationships with both their husbands and
their children. This pattern was the end result of multiple unsuccessfiil attempts at
psychological investment that were either rebuffed or ignored by thei mates (Sgroi &

Dana, 1982). This psychologicai absence rnay thm d u c e the extemai inhibitions for an
offender.
Finkelhor has noted (1984) that there is g~owingevidence that when rnothers are
ùicapacitated in some way, chiidren are more vulnerable to abuse. Thus a woman's
relationship with her child plays a critical rote in preventing abuse. This relationship rnay
be impacted by the woman's relationship to the offender. Finkeihor (1984) explains that
rnothers may be unable to protect children because they themselves are abused and
intimidated by tyrannicd and dornineering men. Even large power imbalances that rnay

stem fkom differences in education may undernit a woman's ability to be an ally for her
chiidren (Finkeihor, 1984).

Treatment approaches to child abuse Vary depending on the theoretical focus.
Murphy-Berman (1994) notes that each causal mode1 c h e s with it certain assumptions
about the likely reasons for the development of the initial abuse and neglect problern, and
certain notions of what "successful" treatment would look me. When an ecologkal

approach is used, multidimensional factors within the individual, the famdy, the immediate
environment, and the broader culture are examined as interactive systems in the
assessrnent process. Interventions are geared both at helping the f i d u a l build hidher
personal strengths more effectively, and on altering structures in these individual, family,

community, or sociocuitural systems to provide a more supportive context in which to live
(Murphy-Beman, 1994).

Initial intervention in cases of child abuse is pnmanly the responsibility of
mandated agencies such as CMd and Family Services. It has been noted that traditional
interventions in child abuse work have resuited in protecting the child fiom his parents by
physicaily removing the child and placing him/her in foster care (Asen, George, Piper &

Stevens, 1989). Aithough apprehension is still necessaq in some cases of child abuse, it is
considered only as a last resori after al other options are explored. Social workers have
become more informeci over the years about the impact of separating children from their
parents. Depending on the level of risk, other options exist in terms of intervention
beyond simple apprehension.

When an ecologicai approach is appiied, the muhipie layers of systems surrounding
the family and its relatiomhips with those systems need to be assesseci. It is imperative

that multiple agencies, as weli as informal supports are involved in the process. A
thorough assessrnent of the f d y ' s various systems, the potential strengths, and sources
of stress need to be identifid Ofien thes, dinerent types of assistance are required such

as practical necessities such as food and housing, educaîion may be required around
parenting, and therapeutic intervention may be necessary in order to address underlying
problems for individuais within the famiy or for the family as a whole.
Perhps one of the most challenging aspects ofappiying an ecological h e w o r k

to chiid abuse cases is the contlict that occurs between the various professionals involved
with the £àxnily.Asen et al. (1989) note that the degree of d e t y among the profkooals
is fiequently far greater than that of the M y itself. They add that the management in

such cases is fiequently marked by successionsof case confkrences involving large
numbers of professional helpers who t y p i d y take different views regarchg appropriate
intervention (Asen et ai., 1989). Although the involvernent of differerit ~ystemsis

necessary to ensure an ecological approach it is nonetheless, challenghg.
Intervention models have been developed which are helpfid in coordinating work

with families where children are at risk of abuse and neglect. For example, the

HOMEBUILDERS program developed out of Washington state targets children who are

at risk of entering agency care (Bath & HaapaIa, 1993). The program has been duplicated
in many cities across North b e n c a . The program is designed to be short term (between
4 and S weeks) and intensive. The service is multidimensionai and inchdes crisis

intervention. family therapy. advocacy. homemanagement, life skills training, and the
provision of concrete assistance, with the specific mix of s e ~ c e being
s
tailored to the

family's needs (Bath & Haapala, 1993).
This program was developed in an effort to place services to families at the '%ont
end" with the stated objective of reducing the number of children in agency care. The
program is appealing fiom a financial point of view because it is thought to reduce costs
by preventing placement in the first place. in most cases the costs of intense,

multidirnensional treatment is still less than that of placement. The program also
recognizes that special training is required of social workers to provide the service. Bath
and Haapala ( 1993) note that HOMEBUILDERS' therapists are trained in a wide variety

of therapeutic techniques to have as many options available as possible to work with
families. hother identified strength of the program is its use of evaluation to detennine
its effectiveness.
As the progam is still relatively new, the long-term effects of intervention have yet
to be deterrnined. An obvious criticism can be directed toward the short-terrn nature of
the intervention. particularly given the oflen chronic, multiproblem families that are
referred to the program. Bath and Haapala (1993) found in their research that dthough
the majority of al1 children avoided placement, children f?om neglecthl families were

almost twice as likely to be placed than children fiom abusive ones, with those from
multiple maltreatment families being at highest risk. Given the existing research the mode1
rnay need to be modified to allow for longer interventions with f d e s expenencing
chronic problems.

Special attention needs to be paid to intervention in cases of child se.wal abuse.

From an ecological perspective, sexual abuse is a problem which originates in the systems

that surround and make up the farnily. Intervention, in order to be effective, must address
the individual and farnily 's relationship with those systems. Tiemey and Corwin ( 1983)
explain semal abuse fiom a systemic perspective as follows:

Molesration cannot be explained or predicted on the basis of the personality traits of
those involved, or through the identification of pathological famiIy patterns. Rather, it
should be seen as occumng in a context c~nsistingof M

y living pattems that offer

an opportunity for such behaviour. a family hiaory which does not mle out the sexual
objectification of children, and an absence of outside contacts which encourage
role-appropnate behaviour (p. 1 10).

The multidirnensional n a w e of sexual abuse needs to be considered during the
investigation. assessment, and treatment of sexual abuse.
Child sexual abuse is a legai, moral, and mental health problem. For that reason a

chilci's disclosure of sexual abuse wiIl result in the involvement of multiple systems which
will include police, child welfare, medical and mental health services. The different
mandates of these agencies can create a powemil intmsion in the lives of children and their
families with different professionals inquinng in a repetitive, yet seemingly uncoordinated
manner (Tmte. Adkins, MacDonald, Vaughan-Jones & Fedoruk, 1989). For many

farnilies the stress of the intrusion of these multiple systems may outweigh the stress of the
semal abuse itself
Special attention needs to be paid to the victim and the non-offending parent, or
parents to assist them in coping with the initial disclosure and its impact on the family as
well as in dealing with the different agencies that wiU become involved. Tmte et al.
(1989) note that mothers often hold the key position in the recovery process both for the

victim and for the family as a whole. Mothers respond in a variety of ways to their

children's disclosure depending on a variety of issues including their own previous sexud

victirnization. Many need assistance in order to respond in a way that is protective and
supportive to their child. Trute et ai. (1989) suggest that when short-term crisis seMces
are available to non-offending parents irnmediately following a disclosure, it can protect
victirns fiom long-rem deleterious effects of sexual abuse, as well as stress fiom the
involvement of multiple agencies such as police, the legal system, and child protection
services.

This approach is ecologicai in that it recognizes the need for intervention with
systems within the family beginning with individual work with the mother and child.
Individuai therapy with mothers of incest victims is a necessary precursor to involvement
in other modalities of therapy (Trute et al., 1989). Where possible conjoint work with the
mother and child should begin. This can serve to join more closely the victim and the
non-offending parent in a shared understanding of the circumstances of the abuse, and
enhance their positive mutual comectedness to each other through this time of stress and
insecurity (Trute, et al., 1989). In considenng treating child sexual abuse fiom an
ecological perspective, intervention must focus on the systems that surround the child and
their ability to restructure in a way that meets the child's needs.
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Just as the theory of etiology of domestic violence has changed over the years so
too has the professional response to the problem. Society responds on a multitude of

.
levels as previously discussed: legal. political, social, individual, and f ~ l i a l Counselling
is one of the ways the problem can be addressed on an individuai and familial level. Today
there are a variety of treatment options available to families who are expenencing
domestic violence. Four types of intervention will be discussed; women's shelters, men's
groups. intervention for children, and family therapy. Dependhg on the nature of the
violence, and who is involved it is possible that different therapy modalities may be used
with the rnembers of one family For example a woman who is expeneming violencefiom

her partner may leave the relationship. and attend a women's shelter. Her partner may
attend a men's group and receive counselhg in anger management, then the couple may

reconcile throueh a process of family or couple therapy.
The prima? issue when intervening in cases of domestic violence is the victim's
safety. For that reason certain interventions are considered more appropriate at different
times depending on the safety of the victim, and the risk of violence. Tnite ( 1997)
proposes that intervention in cases of dornestic violence be conceptudized into two
phases. Phase I involves gender-specific (i. e., -separatefor men and women) group and

individual therapies (Trute. 1997). Phase U treatment involves couple and family therapy
and can only begin when the battenng has aopped, when the woman believes she is safe

and when both partners express a cornmitment to their relationship (Tnrte, 1997). It
should also be noted that regardless of the type of intervention, or the stage of treatment it
cannot be assumed that the battered woman wants to leave the relationship or wants to
stay. Therapists should be cautious not to counsel women to leave and shouId not make
effons to maintain the relationship at al1 costs. The choice belongs to the members of the
couple.
nt for Battered Wornen

Women's shelters are one of the ways that women seek assistance and safety fiom
abusive relationships. Although women's shelters are not therapy in and of themselves,
their development and evolution are important in understanding society's professional
response to family violence Women's shelters grew out of the feminist movement of the
'60s and '70s

.

Women who were living with violent partners were tuniing more and

more to women's centers for crisis assistance as they lacked other housing alternatives and
had few resources to help them escape fiom the violence (Gilman,1988). Until this tirne,
sheltering for homeless women had been most oflen provided by religious or other

philanthropie organizations. The philosophy of the shelter was to provide the woman
with the physical and psychoIogical space apart from her batterer that could dlow her to

reflect upon her situation and her future and achieve a more balanced perspective (Gilman,
I988).

Different shelter ideologies have deveioped over tirne. Diversity in perspectives has
led to considerable debate about appropriate shelter goals and functions. Particularly

contenrious has been the dispute about whether professional counseiling is a necessary
service or whether battered women simply need an opportunity for respite, self-healing

and life planning (Russell, 1990).In one study conducted by Russell (1990) with four

shelters across Canada residents themselves placed a high value on individual
counselIing. In rnost instances counselling was perceived as increasing self-esteem and the
abilitv to function independently. Russe11 (1990) aiso noted that group prograrns were
not widely supponed by women attending shelters. She writes "the lack of wholehearted
endorsement of groups may reflect the absence of a common perspective arnong women
using shelters, a diversity of life experiences that precludes the development of a
communal ethos. or simply the inability to perceive Iarger issues in the face of cntical
personal problems" ( p. 26). Although the role of shelters was initialiy to provide a safe
place for wornen in most cases ir has evolved to also include the provision of counselling
in order that women have an opportunity to receive emotional support and information.
Gender specific treatment has an important role in the intervention of domestic
violence. Women's shelters, as well as other cowelling agencies who see battered
womeh must place the emphasis on the women's safety and potential strengths. Tmte
( 1997) emphasizes that

at this stage the services should as& victims to protect

themselves and their children, strengthen their self-esteem, and facilitate choice in
relationships. Individual work with battered women needs to extend beyond the treatment

of the psychological effects of the violence. Battered wornen possess certain strengths as
a result of having to cope in an abusive environment. Hanvay (1993) notes that battered
women possess strength, persistence, and sunival skills, in contrast to their widely
po rrraved weakness and passivity.

Batterer programs were founded in the late seventies largely in collaboration with
the battered women's movement to cornplement the work of nearly 1,000 women's
shelters (in the United States) With more recent prompting from the criminal justice
system and the advent of fami- service efforts, some 200 batterer programs have been
established. and many more are being developed. The great diversity of approaches and
techniques has. however. brought controversy as well as confusion to the field (Caesar &
Hamberger. 1989). ui the overd history of the movement, the establishment of programs
for batterers has not paralleled the proliferation of shelters and services for women
(Caesar & Hamberger. 1989). Emphasis was placed on heIping the woman leave her
abusive panner, therefore the batterer was not included in counselling. Caesar and
Hamberger ( 1989) note that many men's programs developed ody d e r prograrns were
developed to provide safety, support. and empowerment to battered women.
The lag in resources for men has been comected to the lack of demand for
counselling from the men themselves. Since most men who batter believe their battering
behavior is either justified or a normal mate prerogative, they do not see that their
behavior is a problem for themselves let alone for others (Pressman. 1984). Since they
tend to minirnize the behaviours and are not empathic regarding the feelings of their
victims. they do not see how the behavior is detrimental to their relationship, to intimacy,
to trust and is consequently harrnfùl to themselves as weil as their partners (Pressman,
1984). Thus their denial runs deep and they are unlikely to request help unless ordered to

by the coun. or they are in such cnsis as a result of their partner leaving that they are
prompted to seek help. Because battering parniers generdy are very dependent upon
their partners and believe they c m o t fùnction without them, the woman's depamire is
enonnously fnghtening, stressful, and even devastating (Pressman, 1984).
Perhaps a shifi in societal attitudes contributed to the increased availability of
counselling for men who batter Given the shame and stigma associated with the act it is

difficultfor men to be open about their violence in light of the social and legal
consequences. .Aithou& men need to be heid accountable for their behavior, they can also
be siven the opponunity to change. Counselling for violent men is becoming established

as an appropriate intemention to stop the violence (Ghan, 1988). Gender-specific
treatment for men is an important first step to ending violence. Trute (1997) notes that
during this stage batterers should address individual belief syaems (challenging patnarchal
and oppressive views) and be assisted with individual behavioural control (identifjang and
regulating angry affect ).

Group work, using a gender specifk approach, is a common treatment modality
for men who batter. The group enables men to decrease their isolation and diminish
dependency on their victirns. Through sharing their feelings, the men begin to form ties
with their peers and l e m to tmst other men. Groups are thought to be more successfùl in

confronthg denial and giving support when changes in behavior begin (Pressman, 1984).
Pressman ( 1984) identifies the following treatment issues for battering men:
1.

Deniai and minirnization of vioIent behavior.

2.

Extemalizing blame.

3

Developing ability to control expressions of anger.

1.

Making connections between early expenenced learning and current
behavior.

5.

Developing motivation to seek help other than fear of imprisonment or
loss.

6

Overcoming impulsive behavior: developing ability to make decisions with
critical thoueht and awareness of consequences.

7

Identifying and expressing feelings other than anger.

8.

Expressing needs in non-demanding ways (assertiveness training).

9

Developing a broader view of male-fernale roles, interaction and
characteristics.

10.

Developinr trust in others.

11

Building support networks.

12.

Setf-esteem.

13

Tendency to be suicidal (p. 60).

These are some of the issues addressed in group therapy for men who batter. In some
instances group therapy is not indicated: the presence of psychotic symptorns, substance
abuse uniess a man is in concurrent treatment for substance abuse, brain injury,
psychopathie disturbance, and extreme resistance (Pressman,1984). Individual treatment

can be considered in instances where group work is not considered appropriate.
Treatrnent For Children
The effects of domestic violence on children has been considered more recently,
and consequently treatrnent of children who have witnessed family violence is receiving
more attention. Elbow ( 1982) posits that with a few exceptions, mental health
professionais have overlooked the needs of such children unless they become victims of
physical or sexual abuse. One indication of this oversight is the paucity of articles devoted
to the impact of conjugal violence on children. Secondly, emphasis on social leaming
theory as an explanation of the perpetuation of farnily violence obscures the intensity of
the anxiety, feu. conflict. and guilt children experience as they wirness parental contlict or
are drawn into it (Elbow, 1982).
Henderson ( 1990) found in reviewing the iiterature that there is clear evidence that
witnessing violence has long-term effects on children. She also States that there are a
number of studies that have looked at both the abuser and the abused in terms of their
exposure to violence in their families of origin. The comection between expenences of
violence in childhood and an increased likelihood of subsequent behavior is generdy
agreed upon. This clearly underlines the importance of intervening with the children in
order to break the cycle of abuse as it moves through the generations at a devastathg
social cost (Henderson, 1990).

Children are affected by witnessing violence in a variety of ways depending on the

familv structure. developmentai stage of the child, presence of siblings, degree and nature
of violence. Treatment can occur with children while they are at the shelter with their
mother. or congniently wbile the parents are receiving counselling. Pressman ( 1984)
identifies the following treatment issues for children.
Learning n o m s of behaviour regarding violence.
Dealing with ambivalence about the abuser.
Loss and mouming when mottier separates from father.
Dealing with the denigrating words of fathers regarding mothers when
children have visits with him.
Helping mother be open with the children regarding her decision to Ieave
and reasons for leaving.

Role-modeling of male-femaie relationships and non-violent males.
Appropnate expression of feelings rather than withdrawal and aggression.
Individuation when children are fùsed with mother.
Support neîworks for stability (school, Big Brothers, YMCA, Progrm).

Appropnate child role as opposed to parentified child and support for

mot her.
Self-esteem
Trust (p. 43).
These issues can be addressed during group therapy, or individual therapy with
children.
Elbow ( 1982) discusses the impact that family violence has on the parent-chiid
relationship and that these effects have a potentially damaging impact on children. Several
practice recommendations are made for social workers to address the issues that are
present in the parent-child relationship when domestic violence occurs. The first is
assessrnent which aiso includes assessing the parents' perceptions of the children's

iiivolvement in and reactions to parental conflict. She writes: "lncluded in this assessrnent
should be the parents' sensitivity of deniai of the impact of their violence on the children,
parent-child coalitions. the expectation of the children, and the presence or absence of
behavioral or emotional disorders" ( Elbow, 1982, p. 470). She identifies the need for
sociai workers to help parents. individualiy or as a coupte break the pattern of drawing the
children into the arena of conflict. The thud area of recomendations pertains to parental
leadership. This addresses the tendency toward fomiing parent-chdd alliances.
Clarification of generationai boundaries can be improved as the parents develop skills in
setting fimitsand following through with consequences (Elbow, 1982).

Elbow ( 1982) identifies communication as another area that requires intervention.
She cautions that the concept of allowing verbal expression of feelings and needs is oflen
resisted, because feelings are ofken equated with inadequacy and loss of control. She
concludes that in addition to individuai, marital, or family counselling, group work or
individual casework with the chitdren rnay also be indicated, especially if the parents have
difficulty establishing their leadership role.
v
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Providing family therapy to families where violence has occurred is relatively new.

The premise of family therapy is that the family is a functioning organism with no single
rnember as the identified patient. This premise protects individual family rnembers from
being labeled as 'the problem'(Pressman, 1984). When appiied to families expenencing
violence this can be problematic as batterers may feel they are not fiilly responsible for
their behavior. Bograd ( 1 992)suggests t hat systerns fomulations still either implicate
battered women or diffise responsibility for male violence in spite of ample evidence that
the abuser produces his own behavior through self-talk and self-created arousal patterns
independent of the women's current behavior, interpersonal style, belief systems, or family
history. Feminist writers have gone so far as to question the appropriateness of family
therapy for treatment of couples involved in dornestic violence because its focus on the

couple defuses the batterer's responsibility for his actions (Hansen & Hanvay, 1993).
Many f d y systems theory concepts such as reciprocity, enmeshment, hierarchy and

boundaries. negate fernale experience. are patriarchal, and ignore the social reaiity of
wornen by fading to take gender into account. For example Walters, Carter, Papp and
Silverstien (1988) suggest that systems therapy discriminates against women by seeking
balance and equilibrium through role complementarity for the famùy system as a unit,
without addressing the unequal access of each individuai to choice of role. Other concepts
such as circular causality are of particular concern as it connotes that the responsibility
for abusive behavior is shared by al1 rnembers. This concept has contributed to
mother-blaming in farnily violence situations.
Feminist theorists and practitioners can be credited with encouraging family
t herapists to rethink t heir traditional theories and make modifications to them. Masson

and O'Byrne (1990) posit that systemic ideas can be used to integrate feminist principles
with family therapy and thereby improve it. For example, women c m be encouraged to
draw a "'boundary'' around themselves rather than seeing themselves in terms of their
relationships with others. Thus family systems theory need not be rejected outright on the
basis of valid criticism from feminist theorias, but rather the perspectives can be
integrated to create a feminist infonned, family systems approach.
There is growing suppon from clinicians to combine feminist and family systems
perspectives (Breunlin7Schwartz, & Kune-Karrer, 1992; Goldner, Penn, Shienbeg, &
Walker. 1990;Hansen & Hanvay, 1993; Trute, 1997; Walters, Carter, Papp, &
Silverstien, 1988). Goldner et al.( I W O ) identified 3 basic assumptions in their clinical
work which are necessary to effectively combine systems and feminist perspectives:
( I ) Gender inequality is a social reality and women who are beaten by men are their

victims. At the same time, reciprocities and complementq patterns in the couple's
relationship are implicated in the cycle of violence.
( 3 ) .4t an ethical level. the banerer is held responsible for the violence and intimidation,

and the wornan is held responsible for protecting herself, to the extent that it is
possible.
(3,) Social control is sometirnes necessary to stop the violence, and violence is a

criminal act for which lesal sanctions are appropriate. (p. 345).
Nlen therapists recognize how gender shapes the roles of family members they are closer

to feminist informed practice.

In reviewing how farnily violence is treated by the helping professions al1
approaches described above are treatment options for individuals and families. It is the
responsibility of the practitioner, however, to ensure the appropriate treatment is provided
regardless of what f d l y members request. Many abusers consider family therapy to be
the treatment of choice because of the illusion of shared responsibility for the problem.
Consideration should be given by the clinician as to what means of intervention is
appropriate at what time.
As previously discussed. Tnite ( 1998) proposed that intervention in cases of

dornestic violence can be conceptualized into two phases. The first is gender-specific, and
aimed primarily at stopping the violence, and helping the victim to keep herself safe.
Family therapy is considered a second phase intervention which can begin only after the

violence has stopped. Trute ( 1998) identifies six clinical critena which should be
considered before couple or family therapy can begin. First, the therapist must determine
whether the victim is safe from physicai violence during therapy. For most couples this
will mean that the perpetrator has "graduated" Eorn a group treatment program, he
understands he is responsible for is own use of violence, and he has demonstrated that he
is capable of self-control (Tmte, 1998). Secondly, the severity of p a s abuse needs to be
assessed, and consideration should be given to whether to involve men who have been
extremely violent, in conjoint therapy. Gelles and Maynard (1987) also note that in cases

of severe and Me-threatening violence it is clearly inappropriate and extremely dangerous
to use conjoint or systems interventions. Another consideration for conjoint therapy is

whether fear pervades the relationship. A battered woman may remain fearfül even afier
the violence has ended. Trute ( 1998) notes that these feus should not be taken lightly or
ignored. and need to be directly addressed prior to the initiation of any relationship
therapy The perpetrator's motivation for violence needs to be explored in particular
whether there is mutual violence in the relationship. Trute (1 998) also states that it is
important to determine whether the couple is emotiondy c o ~ e c t e din any way, or
whether they are just two people living together. And finally, it is important to ascertain
the existence of psychosis or major personality disorder, or addiction by either, or borh
pariners. Tmte ( 1998) states that couple counseUing is not appropriate for men suffering
from psychosis or major personality disorder, and in cases of addiction, these problems
should be addressed individually before coupie counselling begins.
In conclusion, there are a variety of treatrnent approaches aimed at addressing
dornestic violence. Safety of the victim of violence is the primary consideration, and
should guide t herapists ' thinking in tems of implementing, or referring to a specific
approach. Systems approaches such as f d y therapy and conjoint therapy can be used in
the treatment of domestic violence, but only once the violence has stopped. Careful
assessrnent needs to occur in order to determine whether a couple is appropnate for
conjoint therapy. Without proper screening, women rnay be put at greater risk as a direct
result of the intervention.
This review of the family violence literahire has highlighted the key aspects of chiid
abuse and domestic violence. Of particular relevance were the underlying systems within
the family. and society which support the existance of these problems and contribute to
their perpetuation. This provides a fiamework upon which to proceed with further
examination of the iiterature as it relates more specifically to conducting family therapy in
cases of family violence.

Structural Family Therapy
toncal Rackg.round

The practice of "therapy" has been around for centuries. Farnily therapy however,
is a relatively new wav of looking at and dealing with problems. Family therapy began
essentially as a reform movement pitted against onhodox psychiatry and psychotherapy.
Whereas some psychiatnsts and psychotherapists insisted on locating problems within the
identified patient, seminai thinkers such as Don Jackson, Virginia Satir, and Nathan
Ackeman pointed to the roles families play in s u p p o h g problem behaviour and led the
field in developing ways to treat patients by working within the context of the farnily
(Fishrnan. 1993).
Different approaches to famiiy therapy emerged d u ~ its
g mfancy and each
contributed to its present day theory and practice. Analytic, transgenerational,
communications, humanistic, and cybemetic theories were its greatest influences. In the
1960's no one technique predorninated, although the dominant implicit theoretical stance
adopted by most therapists was that dysfunctioriai behaviour was to be viewed as the
product of dysfùnctional relationships rather than individual pathology (McCown &
Johnson. 1993). The patientYscontext became as important as his or her personality
characteristics. and general systems theory was adopted as a means of conceptualizing the
context and the interventions within it (Fishan, 1993).
Systems theonsts flourished during the penod of the late 19607s7when there was
money for comrnunity programs and for treating the psychosocial problems of the poor
(HofEhan. 1981 ). In 1962. Salvador Minuchin, together with E. H. Auerswald and
Charles Kino. got a research project funded to study and work with families of delinquent

boys at Wiltwyck School ( H o B n q 1981). The school served primarily Black and Puerto
Rican youngsters from New York city ghettos. Minuchin and his coworkers were
attempting an experiment in the application of the budding theoiy of family therapy to low
socioeconomic families (Aponte & Van Deusen, 198 1).

McCown and Johnson ( 1993) note that attempts at serious scientific inquiry by
family therapists were rare during the 1960's with the exception of Minuchin and his
group. and their work represents some of the firn outcome literature in family therapy.

Funhemore their work with high nsk families dowed them t h e to refine both theory and
technique (McCown & Johnson. 1993). Minuchin and his coworkers developed a
therapeutic approach that was founded on the immediacy of the present reaiity, was
oriented to solving problems. and was above ail cornextual, referring to the social
environment that is both a part of and the setting for an event (Aponte & VanDeusen
198 1) Minuchin went on and became the director of the Philadelphia Child Guidance

Clinic in 1965 where he collaborated with Jay Haley. There, Minuchin and Haley
pioneered what is now known as structural family therapy (McCown & Johnson, 1993).

Minuchin ( 1974) States that f d y therapy is based on three main assumptions:
that context affects inner process, that changes in context produce changes in the
individuai, and that the therapist's behaviour is significant in change. Structural farnily
therapy ernphasizes the importance of the structure of those contexts in which the
individual is embedded. The psychological structure of the individual is viewed as
interdependent with the person's social structure, and that social structure is treated as the

medium through which the individual functions and expresses M e r s e l f (Aponte &
VanDeusen. 1981). With respect to the first assumption, Minuchin ( 1974) explains that

an individual's psychic life is not entirely an intemal process. The individual influences
hisiher context and is iduenced by it in constantly recumng sequences of interaction.
The individuai who lives within a family is a mernber of a social syaem to which helshe

must adapt. Hisher actions are govemed by the characteristics of the system, and these
characteristics include the effects of his own past actions. The individual responds to
stresses in other parts of the system. to which he adapts, and hdshe may contnbute

significantly to stressing other members of the systern. The individual can be approached
as a subsystem, or part of the system, but the whole must be taken into account
(Minuchin. 1974).
The second assumption is that changes in a family structure contribute to changes
in the behaMour and the inner psychic process of the members of that systern (Minuchin,
1974). People develop theû sense of self as a resuit of interacting with people in their
environment. Certain aspects of one's seIf are expressed in certain environments.
Fishman ( 1993) states that some facets of one's self are problematic. Thus when we want
to bring about change in our clients. we must transfonn their contemporary context such
that their more functionai facets will be brought out.
The third assumption is when a therapist works with a client or a client's family,
hisiher behaviour becomes part of the context. The therapist and family joui to form a
new. therapeutic system, and that system then governs the behavior of its mernbers
(Minuchin, 1974). H o h a n ( 1981) suggests that Minuchin's inclusion of the therapist as

an acrive intruder, changing the farnily field by hisher very presence is of major
therapeutic importance. H o f i a n ( l98 1) explains:

To whom does he speak? Who is ailowed to speak? Whom does he elevate? Whom
does he challenge? Which persons does he bring together? Which does he push apart?
It is by such moves that the therapist begins to restructure the relationship system in

the family and to alter the context that supposedly nourishes the symptom (Hoffman,
198 l . p. 264).
These basic assumptions form a foundation for structural family therapy. Fishman
( 1 993) states that what distinguishes structural family therapy is that it offers a clear and

useful way to assess and treat organizations in which interactions are embedded. The
structural aspects of the organizations, and the interactions within it are of key
importance. The structure of the social system in relation to its f'unctions provides the
parameters by which the therapist will measure the family's adjustment (Aponte &

VanDeusen. 1981 ). Structural f d l y therapy nows from how a farnily's organization is

conceptuaiized. and the meaning attributed to the interaction between fêmily members.
The stmctural organization of families refers to relational patterns common to al1
families. colored bv the personal idiosyncrasies of each family with its traditions, culture
and socioeconomic situation, and adapted to its fbnctional requirements (Aponte &
VanDeusen 198 1 ). Muiuchin ( 1974) describes these two systems of constraint which

maintain the transactional patterns within a family. The first is a generic system involving
the universal rules goveming family organization. For example there must be a power
hierarchy in which parents and children have different levels of authority. There must also
be a complementarity of fùnction with the husband and wife accepting interdependency
and operating as a team (Minuchin, 1974). These generic transactionai patterns are

present in every family system and are based on the necessary functions required of the
system. The mernbers of the system stmcture their relationships in accordance with the
requirements of each transaction.
The second system of constraint is idiosyncratic, involving the mutual expectations

of particular family members. The origin of these expectations is buried in years of
explicit and implicit negotiations among f d y members, oflen around small daily events
(Minuchin, 1971). What is important about these transactions is that they were functiond
at one time. and may still be for the family. The repertoire of structures that the family
develops to carry out its ongoing functions through their recunhg operations takes on a
character as unique to each family as the personality structure is to the individual (Aponte
& VanDeusen. 198 1).

It is these two systems of constraint that enable the system to maintain itself and to
complete its necessary functions. It offers resistance to change beyond a certain range.

and maintains preferred patterns as long as possible. Alternative pattems are available
within the system. But any deviation that goes beyond the system's threshold of tolerance

elicits mechanisms which reestablish the accustomed range (Muiuchin, 1974). The term

homeostatic maintainer has been used to describe the process by which fàmilies regdate
themseives and maintain a state of equilibriurn. Fishman (1993) explains that homeostasis
does not mean a totaily static aate. lacking in growth and development, but rather a
consistent steady state that all living things mush have in order to exist. In the family that
is fùnctioning well, the process is fluid and dynamic and by its nature incorporates
developmental change even as it lends stability.
Although a family needs to maintain stabiiity in order to fbnction, it must aiso be
flexible. The continued existence of the fàmily as a syaem depends on a sutficient range
of patterns. the availability of alternative transactional patterns, and the nexibility to
mobilize them when necessary. Since the family must respond to internai and extemal
changes. it must be able to transform itseif in ways that meet new circumstances without
losing the continuity that provides a h

e of reference for its members (Minuchin, 1974).

Fishman ( 1993) explains that while some forces within the family are smWig to adapt to
developmental pressures or other stress, one or more other forces are operating to keep it
stuck, unable to make the appropnate developmentai changes. During therapy with a

f ~ i iny crisis. discovenng who or what is functioning to maintain the status quo is key to
efficient t herapeutic change.
Central to stmctural family therapy are the concepts of subsystems, boundaries,
power. and a l i m e n t . The family system differentiates and carries out its functions
through subsystems. Individuals are subsystems, within a family. Dyads such has
husband-wife or mother-child can be subsystems. Subsystems can be fonned by
generation bv gender, by interest, or by function (Minuchin, 1974). The boundaries of a
subsyaem are the rules defining who participates and how. These "rules" dictate who is
in and who is out of an operation, and dehe the roles those who are in will have vis-à-vis
each other and the world outside in carrying out that activity (Aponte & VanDeusen,
198 1 ). The tùnction of boundaries is to protect the difrentiation of the system. Every

familv subsystem has specific functions and makes specific demands on its members. The

development of interpersonal skills achieved in these subsystems is predicated on the

subsystem's freedom from interference by other subsystem (Minuchui, 1974). For
example the skills learned within a sibling group cannot be achieved ifthere is
overinvolvement from parents. The marital subsystem will have closed boundaries to
protect the pnvacy of the spouses. The parental subsystem will have clear boundaries
between it and the children, not so impenetrable as to f i t the access necessary for good

parenting. The sibling subsystem will have its own boundaries and will be organized
hierarchically, so that children are given tasks and privileges consonant with sex and age
as determined by the family's culture (Hofnnan, 1981).
Minuchin (1974) States that the clarity of boundaries within a family is a useful

parameter for the evaluation of family functioning. Boundaries can be conceptualized as
fding dong a continuum, with one extreme being disengaged, and the other enmeshed.
In describing a family dong this axis, one is addressing questions of differentiation,
penneability, and rigidity of boundaries among and between individwls and subgroups in a
family, and between the family with its subsystems and its social environment (Aponte &

VanDeusen, 198 1).

In some families boundaries may become blurred and the emotional distance
between family members decreases. Minuchin refers to this pattern of boundary
functioning as enmeshed. Members of enmeshed subsystems or families may be
handicapped in that the heightened sense of belonging requires a major yielding of
autonomy. The lack of subsystem differentiation discourages autonomous exploration and

rnasteiy of problems (Minuchin. 1974). Further, the boundaries among some or al1 of the
family members are relatively undifferentiated, permeable and fluid. These family
rnembers function as if they are part of each other (Aponte & VanDeusen, 1981).

On the other end of the continuum some families develop overly rigid boundaries.
Communication across subsystems is difficult, and the protective functions of the family

are handicapped (Minuchin, 1974). This extreme type of boundary functioning is called

disengagement. Family rnembers bkhave as if they have Little to do with one another
because within their fiunilies their boundaries are so finnly delineated, impermeable, and
ri@d that the family members tend to go their own ways with little overt dependence on

one another for their functioning (Aponte & VanDeusen, 1981). in other words, a
system toward the extrerne disengaged end of the continuum tolerates a wide range of
individual variations in its rnembers. Stresses in one family member do not cross over its
inappropriateiy rigid boundaries (Minuchin, 1974).
It is important when considenng the concept of boundary to acknowledge that

there is a wide normal range of functioning that most families f
d into. Secondly, the level
of disengagement or enmeshment may Vary depending on the fùnction of the subsystem.
Minuchin ( 1974) states that in human tems, enmesbment and disengagement refer to a
transactional style, or preference for a type of interaction, not to a qualitative difference
between functional and dysfunctional. Most families have enmeshed and disengaged
syaems. For example, a parent-child subsystem can tend toward disengagement as the
children grow and finally begin to separate from the farnily. Aponte and VanDeusen
( 198 1) state that it is not the stnictures themselves that communicate whether they are

functional or dysfunctional. It is whether the boundary functioning, be it enmeshed or
disengaged. supports the family's symptornatic behaviour.

When the concepts of boundaiy and subsystems are apptied to assessing family
functioning a picture begins to emerge from which the intervention will flow. Stmctural
family therapy is based on a model of normative f d y fùnctionhg. Therapy, from a
stmctural point of Mew, consists of redesigning M

y organization so that it will

approximate this normative model more closely (HoBnan, 198 1).
Minuchin ( 1974) looks at the structure and fiuiction of tfuee important subsystems
in families: the spousal subsystem, the parental subsystem, and the sibling subsystem. He
states that the main skills required of the spousal subsystem to fhction and perfom its
tasks are compiementarity and mutuai accommodation. Both husband and wife must yield

part of their separateness to gain belonging (Minuchin, 1 971). The individuals within the

spouse subsystem need each other for support in order to cope with the stress they are
expenencing From the multiple demands of life.
FamiPes with children also have a parental subsystem. The spouse subsystem in an

intact fmily must now differentiate to perform the tasks of socialking a child without
losin? the mutual support that should characterize the spouse subsystem (Minuchin
1974). As the child grows, hisher developmentai demand for both autonomy and

guidance impose demands on the parental subsystem, wtiich must be modified to meet
them. The parenting process differs depending on the children's age. #en

the ctiildren

are very Young, nurturing functions predomïnate. Control and guidance assume more
importance later. As the child matures, especially during adolescence, the demands made
by parents begh to codict with the children's dernands for age-appropriate autonomy

(Minuchin, 1974). Functional families wiLI adapt to their children's changing
developmental needs at the same time maintaining the integrity of the spousal and parental
subsystems. Structural family therapy recognizes the normal ditnculties of negotiation
inherent in the farnily life cycle (Masson & O'Byme, 1990).
Finally. the sibling subsystem is where children leam to relate to one another, and
develop skilis that will assist them in developing peer relationships and dealing with the

outside world. They dso bring expenence of the outside world into the sibling subsystem.

The boundaries of the sibiing subsystem should protect the children from adult
interference. so that they can exercise their right to privacy, have their own areas of
interest, and be free to fumble as they explore (Minuchin, 1974).
Alignrnent is another concept dong with subsystems and boundaries which helps
to conceptualize family structure. Aligmnent is described as the joining or opposition of

one member of a system to another in carrying out an operation (Aponte & VanDeusen,
1981) For example, S a father agrees on the mother's discipline of the children he is

aligned with her. In well functioning families, members can SMalignments flexibly

depending on the issue. The t e m stable coalition is used to descnbe the joining together

of family members against another so that the pattern becomes a dominant, inflexible
characteristic of their relationship (Aponte & VanDeusen, 1981). This structure can be a
source of intemal stress and lead to symptoms in one or more f d y members.
Another form of problematic stmcture related to aiignrnent includes the detouring
coalition. This is a form of stable coalition which is distinguished by its intent to diRise
the stress between the members of a coalition by designating another party as the source

of their problem and assuming an attacking or solicitous attitude toward this person
( Aponte &

VanDeusen. 198 1) . For example spouses who are experiencing marital

breakdown and stress may enter a coalition with their child who becomes the symptom
bearer thereby supporthg the system. Triangulation refers to two opposing parties

seeking to joui with the same person against the other, with the third parfy finding it
necessary, for whatever reason, to cooperate now with one and then with another of these
opposing parties (Aponte & VanDeusen, 1981). For example if conflict exias between
the mother and father the conflict may be tiangulated through a child. One parent may
aiign with the child against the other parent, forcing the child to cooperate, while the other

parent also attempts to align with the child.

Power is the third stnichirai dimension of transactions most oflen identified with
structural family therapy along with boundary and alignment. It is descnbed as the relative
influence of each member on the outcome of an activity (Aponte & VanDeusen, 1981).
Power. as defined by structural therapy, refers to a characteristic of the social interaction,

not of the individual. Aponte and VanDeusen (198 1) state that the basic structural
problem with power is the lack of functional power in the system. It is the genenc
problem for individuals or groups who are not able and/or allowed to exercise the force
necessary to carry out functions appropnate to them in the system in which they are
operatino. An example is parents who do not have the leverage to direct and discipline

their children.

The kev concepts described above provide a fiamework for assessing fêmily
functioning. This section will provide fürther conceptualization of family stnicture as it

relates to the development of problems in families. Families are constantly adapting to
chanses and stressors fiom a variety of sources includig individuals within the family,
subgoups. and pressures that are extemai to the farnily unit. The family structure rnust be
adequate to. and harmonious with, functions.ofits members, its subgroups and the social

environment. lfit is not, the family has the capacity to generate new structures (Aponte &
VanDeusen. 1981). It is through the process of developing new structures and by
adapting to change that families grow and develop in a way that promotes the well-being
of its members.
Adapting to new situations can be stressful, and f d e s may expenence anxiety
and resistance in the face of change. This is to be expected and Minuchin (1974) cautions
that practitioners need to be careful not to label a f d y as pathological because it is
experiencing a transition. This process is better conceptualwd as families in transitional
situations. suffenng the pains of accommodation to new circumstances. The label of
pathology is reserved for fimilies who in the face of stress increase the rigidity of their
transactional patterns and boundaries and avoid or resist any exploration of alternatives
(Minuchin, 1974).
Families respond in a variety of ways to new situations. Fishrnan ( 1993) explains
that some systerns respond by transfoming the d e s under which they operate, thereby
allowing new behaviours. hnctionally more appropriate to the new structure, to be
expressed. In other systems, the stress on the fitmily is prolonged and the result is the
emergence of medical or psychological symptorns. In average families, the therapist relies
on the mobiiization of the Eunily resources as a pathway to transformation. In

pathological families, the therapist needs to become an actor in the f d y drama, entering

into transitional coalitions in order to skew the system and deveiop a different level of
homeostasis (Minuchin, 1973).
Minuchin ( 1971)identifies four areas fiom where mess can originate: stressfui
contact of one member. or of the whole f h l y , with extrafamilid forces; transitional
points in the famiiy's evolution; and idiosyncratic problems. When a family member is
experiencing stress outside the family this rnay be felt by other family members. How this

stress gets resolved refleas the funaionality and the structure of the transactional
patterns. Minuchin ( 1974) gives the example of a mother and father who are both stressed
at work and come home and cnticize each other but then detour their conflict by attacking
a child. This reduces the danger to the spouse subsystem, but stresses the child. Through
this analysis, the therapia identifies the source of the stress and its impact of the system.
Secondly, an entire family may come into contact with extrafamiliai forces which

stress the system. Family coping mechanisms for example are particuiariy threatened by
poverty and discrimination (Minuchin 1974). Careful attention should be paid to the

family and its relationship with the larger environment. The eco-structural approach to
therapy. which is a part of stmctural family therapy, is an effort to include, dong with the

family, other social systems as contributors to the structure of human behaviour and to
work through d l these systems to achieve change (Aponte & VanDeusen, 1981). In
assessing stressfùl contact with extrafamilid forces the therapist must consider the impact

on the family, and intervention rnay need to include altering the structure of those
relationships. Fishman (1993) emphaskes that the social context that impinges on the
nuclear family cm and usually does, include people and forces weU beyond the farnily's

bounds. To address fully the needs of the modem family, one must work to transfonn
these outside social forces as well as the forces within the family.
Stress encountered at transitional points in the family's life cycle may also be
problematic. Families, like aii living systerns, have tendencies toward both equilibrium and
evolurion. During the course of a family's life, there are destabilinng developmental

pressures that dismpt equilibrium and challenge the farnily to evolve (Fishman, 1993).

During this process new subsystems must appear, and new h e s of deerentiation must be
drawn. Conflicts inevitably mise dunng this tirne which if resolved wiil lead to growth. If

they are not resolved. then transitional probtems lead tu further problems (Minuchin,

1971). A classic exarnple is a family with a child who is becoming an adolescent. A
structural shifl takes place as the child, through a normal developmental process, is more
exposed to the world outside the family. The relationship between the parent and child

changes and should reflect increased autonomy consistent with a parent-young adult

ioccur which, depending on the
relationship. When this transition is blocked, conflict d
seventy, may impact and involve the entire farnily. Families go through numerous
transitional points which can be a resdt of developmental changes in family members, as
well as absorbing a new member, or adapting to decreased membership through death,
separation or divorce.
Minuchin ( 1971)identifies the third source of stress on families to be around
idiosyncratic problems. Families may have unique dficulties that appear outside of what
most families would normally encounter. For example ifa M

y member becomes

seriously ill. some of his or her functions and power must be allocated to other family
members. This redistribution requires adaptation in the family. When the sick member
recovers, a readaptation to include m e r in hisher old position or to help him/her take a
new position in the system becumes necessary (Minuchin, 1974).

It is imponant therefore to consider the source of stress for families and how
families are aructuring thernselves to cope with this stress. If the family is presenting for
therapy then more than likely it is having dificulty Ui negotiating a structure that fits with
its changing contea. Fishman (1993) developed an assessrnent model which includes
assessing family stmchire, developmental pressures on the f d y , the history of the
system, and the assessrnent of process, and the homeostatic maintainer.

Although there

is significant overlap with Minuchin's model, of note is the importance of history, process.

and the homeostatic maintainer. ~ i & m a (n1993) states that in addition to taking the

general history of the farnily and its stressful Me events, the therapy must l e m the history

of the problem presented. the steps the family has taken in attempting to resolve it, and the
involvement of any other therapists and agencies, Fast and present. This d o w s for a
tracking of the problern and its evolution in the family system. The therapists are not
concerned so much on what happened in the p s t , as they are with how the past has
contributed to the present family structure. The assessment also may reveal untapped
farnily strengths, or resources available in o t b r social contexts.

Assessment of process in the final dimension of the assessment model. Fishman
( 1993) states that the therapist must be able to descnbe the various processes at work in

the system, both those that c m be observed among the family members in the treatment

room and those of which the therapist becomes a part, acting and being acted upon. He
emphasizes that for this reason the therapist must be aware of any of hidher own issues
which may impact hisher reaction to families. Assessing process involves identifying the
homeostatic maintainer. '4s previously stated the homeostatic maintainer is the person or
force which keeps the system "snick". Fishman (1993) notes that the system cannot heal
and begn to operate in a more finctional manner until the operation of the homeostatic

maintainer has been identified and changed to permit the system to change. By disturbing
the balance of the system, the therapist can observe who reacts to retum the system to its
status quo. and by what process. (Fishman, 1993). By challenging the system in this way
the therapist can test hidher hypothesis around how the problem is being maintained, and
formulate an intervention accordingly. Another aspect of addressing process is by
i d e n m g the transactional patterns. This wilI help determine what patterns are at work
in the system that are contributing to dysfùnction. Fishmaa notes that assessing how
families deal with confiict and confrontation is helpful in tracking patterns as well as
boundary problems.

During structural therapy, assessment and intervention are intenvoven. The

assessment is not a linear process consisting of the client teilhg the therapist what the
problem is but rather it is an interactive process in which the therapist becomes part of the

system as a means of assessing its response to hidher involvement and using that feedback
to formulate hidher hypothesis. Structural therapy incorporates both assessment and

goal-setthg into the therapeutic process so that they become integral facets of therapeutic
intervention (Aponte & VanDeusen, 198 1). Once the assessrnent is fomulated then the
intervention shifis toward restructuring the system. in the subsequent section a model for
treatment wili be reviewed, then specific intervention techniques will be discussed.
Fishman ( 1993) identifies a five step model of treatment which involves gathering
the mernbers of the system, generating goals and planning treatment, addressing the
dysfunctionai patterns, establishing and maintainhg a new organization, and ending
therapy. In gathering members of the systern the therapist must consider who to include in

therapy. and how to motivate family members to attend. Depending on the presenting
problem it may be helpfùl to have people fiom the fàmily's larger social network present
during this meeting (for exarnple extended fàmily, school personnel, fnends, etc.).

During the second stage of the treatment, goals and a treatment plan are
generated. The assessment occurs during this stage, however it is also an intervention
stage in the sense that the therapist connects to the family, engaghg family members in the
therapeutic process. Families corne to therapy because they are hurting and they want
support and numirance. Fishman (1993) States that his d e in therapy is to c o n f h the
individual and challenge the system. With this approach in mind the therapist c m provide
the suppon family members need to become engagea but restructure the system as
required. Techniques such as joining and accommodation are important during this stage.
Minuchin (1974) emphasizes the need to provide support throughout the therapeutic
process as a means to promote movement in therapy. The therapist must help family

members in such a way that they aie not threatened by major dislocations (Minuchin.
1974). Supporting family rnembers t hrough change may also mean helping to create

systems within the famiiy which foster support between members.
During this stage of the process the therapia aiso begins to challenge the family's

Iinear thinking of the problem and replace it with a circular view. Family members must
leam a new way of experiencing themselves in relation to others in order to understand the
part they are playing in the problern and how they must change so that the symptomatic

member will improve (Fis-

1993) This shift for families occurs most effectively if it is

expetienced rather than descnbed. Therapy is not aimed at gaining insight and an
understanding of the problem so much as emphasinng the problem in the process of
change (Aponte & VanDeusen, 1981).

Fishman ( 1 993) states that the goal of the third stage of treatment, addressing the
dysfùnctional patterns, is to destabilize the organization by creating discontinuous or
intermittent change. Therapeutic crises are created to provoke the members of the system
to different interactions; when the system is challenged it is not permined to retum to the
statu quo but is forced to reorganize (Fishman, 1993). Restructuring techniques are

important during this stage and structural change wiil not occur without them.
When the therapist decides to create a therapeutic crisis, he/she looks for a natural

opening. Both Minuchin (1974) and Fishman (1993) suggest that this opening may corne
in the form o f incongrnent verbal and non-verbal messages by a M

y member. Fishrnan

(1993) gives the example of a father of a teenaged boy who described his son's out of
control behaviour, but his face, instead of registe~goutrage or concem, displayed a big
smile. Fishman (1 993) explains that by using this technique a cnsis was created in the
session by rendering explicit the covert alliance of the father with the boy and he sided
with the mot her against them. Similarly Minuchin provides an example of a wornan who
cornplains that her husband is a silent person but she consistently intemipts and silences

him when he starts to talk. In both cases the patterns are outside the family's awareness.

By making an observation in a noniblaming manner the therapist challenges the family's

perception of the problem.

In the above example Rshman unbaiances the system by siding with one family
mernber over another. This is a helpfùl technique în creating a crisis and shifiing people's
realities. It is important however that the therapist not continudy side with the same
person, or against the same person as this wouid be counterproducive. Unbalancing is

considered a short-term tactic (Fishman, 1993). Minuchin (1974) adds that this type of
entrance into the family structure requires c a r e u planning and an abiiity to disengage, so
that the therapist is not puiled into the f a d y war.

Fishman (1993) states that in the fourth stage of the treatment a new organization
of the family is established and maintained. He states that the success of this stage
depends on the family's relationship with systems outside of its hunediate comext. The

idea of recontextuakation is not new, of course. Alcoholics Anonymous and other such
groups represent new contexts in which changes in the patterns of addictive behaviour are
encouraged and supporteci (Fishrnan, 1993).

During the final stage of the treatment therapy is terminated. Ideaily this occurs
when the system has been restructureci and the family is no longer experiencing problems.

If there has been no change however, and no progress is being made, the family should be
informed that therapy wiil end on a specific date (Fishmaa, 1993). This may motivate
some farnilies by creating a cnsis which can be used therapeuticdy, otherwise it c m be

concluded that the f d y was not ready for change.

During this section, the structural techniques used during therapy will be
discussed. Aponte and VanDeusen ( 198 1) organize the techniques into three categories
depending on what they are meant to accomplish. Some techniques are used to create the

transaction the theragist iç to workwith, sorne are for the therapist to join with the
transaction and others are basically to restructure the transaction.
In creating a transaction the therapist can use three techniques: structuralization.

enactment inducement, and task setting. Stmcturalization refers to the therapist's
attempts to relate to farnily members in a way that wili promote the desired response fiom
the individual. structuring hidher own transactions that best fit the situation and wili solicit
the desired response. For example if a woman is withdrawn and passive in the session, the

therapist may relate to her in a way that respects her views, and her authority in the f a d y .
Another technique is to have the famiiy enact a transaction in the session. The
therapist may ask family members to discuss a particular topic to assess how they manage
codict. While such an enactment has obvious value as an assessrnent tool, it can be
utilized therapeutically through the appropriate structurali7irtion of the way the request is
made. and in the timing of the enactment itself in therapy (Aponte & VanDeusen, 1981).
Assigning tasks is another means of creating a transaction. These can be done in
the session at the request of the therapist. Tasks assigned within a session rnay simply
indicate how and to whom farnily members should communicate. Tasks c m be related to
the manipulation of space. The therapist may Say "1 want you to sit next to your wife and
take her hand whenever you think she is anxious."(Minuchin, 1974. p. 150). Tasks may
dso be given in the form of homework. Tasks whether in session or outside of session are

particularly helpfùl because they can give families new alternative ways of relating to one
another.

The second set of techniques are joining techniques which are used primarily to
connect and engage with families. Through the use of tracking, the therapist adopts
symbols of the family's life through which to communicate to the fàmily and around which

to build relationships (Aponte & VanDeusen, 1981). For example the therapist may wish
to use themes from the members' culture which could challenge th& t b k h g or stimulate

discussion. Aponte and VanDeusen ( 1981) provide the example of a couple in therapy

who is experiencing difficuity around the husband's disproportionate spending on himself

This couple has a strone Eastern European cultural background, and the husband prides

hirnself on being a good provider. In the example, the therapist asked the wife to give
examples of how her husband provided for her and ways in which he faiied to provide for

her. The therapist uses tracking by connecting with the couple through the use of the

theme of "providing" In this example tracking is also used as a resmictunng technique as
it is used to challenge the system.

Accommodation is the way in which a therapist joins by relating to the family in
congruence with the family's transactional pattern (Aponte & VanDeusen, 1981).

Minuchin ( 1971) states that accommodation refers to the adjustments the therapist makes
of himherself in order to join with the family. Empathizing with family members around

their experiences within their context is crucial for joining to occur and for therapy to be
niccessful. Minuchin (1 974) gave the tem maintenance to the planned use of support of
specific family structures. If during assessment strengths are identified in specific
structures. then techniques should be used which support them.
In the Final grouping of structural techniques, methods are used to change the

structure of the transaction of the fiimily or other systerns involved in the problem
(Aponte & VanDeusen. 1981 ). These techniques are divided into two categones of
stmcturai problems, those stemming from system conflict and those stemming from
structurai insufficiency. Techniques that deal with system co&ct faIl more dong the lines
of those that break d o m or reorganize stnictures, while the techniques that are more
appropriate to structural insufficiency tend to corne under building new structures or

reinforcing existing structures (Aponte & VanDeusen, 198 1).

Structurd Family Therapy Wit h Violent Families
There continue to be relatively few examples available in the literature of structural
farnily therapy being applied to families where violence has occumed either in the forrn of

wife assault or child abuse. Families need to be at a certain state of readiness in order for
any form of family therapy to be considered safe and appropnate. Fishman ( 1993) states
that in deciding who to include in therapy it is imporiant that people whose involvement
could be dangerous, be excluded. particularly in cases of sema1 abuse and violence.
As previously discussed. family therapy is not an intervention used to stop violence

from happening. .Altemative forms of intervention need to take place before families are
considered appropriate for therapy, regardless of the approach. In determining the
family's state of readiness the person who has committed the violence needs to be
assessed in order to determine his/her acceptance of responsibility, and motivation to
change. Men who are violent with their wives, may h d fàmily therapy appealing because
it gives the appearance of shared responsibitity for violence.

Sirnilady in cases of chiid abuse, parents may target the child as the source of the
probiem. and may avoid accepting any responsibility. When child abuse is suspected, the
interventions required at that time, focus on the immediate d e t y needs of the child, and

an investigation and assessrnent of the family situation needs to occur by the appropnate
agency. Masson and O'Byrne ( 1990) state that once an investigation is concludeci and a
protection plan for the children fomulated and agreed upon by those agencies involved,
then treatment becomes a possibility and farnily systems ideas have an important role to
play
The family's wishes should aiso be taken ùito consideration in deciding who should
attend and participate in treatment. When safety in not an issue then the therapist can be

more insistent around who should and who should not attend. For exarnple. F i s h a n
( 1993) notes

that it is crucial to the therapeutic process that the homeostatic maintainer be

present because without this person or force present the dysfùnctional patterns cannot be
addressed and changed. When violence exists in a family however, safety rnust be the
t herapist 's primary concem.

If it is determined that the person who has been violent is not a candidate for
family therapy, he/she shouid be directed toward a more appropriate intervention such as

an anger management group, or individual counselling. In the case of violence by parents
toward childre~individuai counselling for the parent may be indicated in combination
with family therapy, inaead of family therapy, or as a prerequisite for family therapy.
Given the difficulty many abusers have in taking responsibility for their behaviour,

ir is not surpnsing that it remains relatively rare that family therapy is used in treating
family violence. Despite this however, it rern&s a helpful fiamework in assessing

families, and in conceptualizing the etiology of violence. It is particularly helpful when
combined with ecologicd theory in understanding the mdtidimensionai nature of violence,
the impact of societal values and their contribution to the power imbalances that exist in
families. and the limitations of the legal and social response to the problem.

If it is determined that it is not appropriate to include the individual who is violent?
structural family therapy can be applied to the rernainder of the famiiy, or parts of the
family . For example it may include the mother and children, an individual farnily member

or a sibling group. The following examples in the literature demonstrate how structural
family therapy can be applied to understand the multidimensional nature of violence in

families. and to treat the entire family in one exarnple and to treat an individual famiiy
member in another.
Gelles and Maynard ( 1987) identify several aspects of structural family therapy
which are particularly relevant to the violent family. Violence is stmctured into farnily
systems over t h e through its d e s , boundaries, roles and communication patterns. The
stmctural therapist analyzes the ri@d. repetitive sequences and habits by which the f ~ l i e s
organize t hemselves. The t herapist challenges the family's pattern of interacting, forcing
members to look beyond the symptom of family dysfùnction and to examine the covert
d e s goveming the family 's transactional patterns (GeiIes & Maynard, 1987). The
stnictural model is helpfil in providing a framework for understanding how violence

develops within a family system. When an eco-structural framework is applied, other
systems and t heir inter-relationship are considered.
Structural farnily therapy is applied to a case example in the article. There are no
modifications made to the mode1 from what would be considered traditional structural
farnily therapy and the authors sumrnarize the goals of therapy as follows: (a) to change

the interactional patterns so the family mernbers perceive each other differently, @) to
establish boundarîes between subsystems, (c) to support appropriate hierarchies, (d) to
facilitate direct mxitaVparenta1 interaction, and (e) to encourage more fitting sibling
relationships (Gelles & Maynard. 1987). In the case described in the article, violence is
occumng between the teenaged son and mother, as weli as the mother and father. The

strength of the model is demonstrated in cases like this in t e m of the abdity to track
family patterns across various systems. Gelles and Maynard (1987) point out that the

model is only appropriate in cases of mild to moderate violence. In cases of severe and
life-threatening violence, it is clearly inappropriate and extremely dangerous to use
conjoint or systems interventions (Gelles & Maynard, 1987). This presents a dilemma for
the therapist however, as there is not a clear way of detemiinkg when the vioience is
moderate and when it is severe particularly given the fact that violence escalates over t h e ,

and that family rnembers, even the victims themselves may not be capable of providing an
accurate assessment of their own risk or the precise level of violence.

One of the ways that the therapist can attempt to assess the level of violence is to
conduct a screening i n t e ~ e wwhich is separate fiom the therapeutic process. Family
members should be i n t e ~ e w e dseparately as well as together when appropriate, to
determine an accurate assessment of risk and safety and therapeutic suitability. In the

example provided by Gelles and Maynard (1987) this had not occurred and therefore, it
cannot be determined with any certainty that the level of violence was at a level which

would consider the family appropriate for treatment.

In another example contained in the literature, structurai family therapy is applied
ro work with battered women. This mode1 is applied to cases where a battered woman
has left her panner and sought the support of her f h l y of ongin. It considers the
dysfunctional transactional patterns that have been passed intergenerationally which rnay

perpetuate the cycle of abuse (Leach, IWO). Leach ( 1990) explains that an abused

woman becomes dependent on the actions of others over tirne as a means of coping with
violence. Family members may contribute to the abused woman's powerless stance by
resumins famdiar. family roles created in her childhood or adolescence. In an attempt to
help, the familv may actually take over the life of its abused daughter and make decisions
for her. For this reason, the approach proposes that the f d y of ongin be involved in the
battered women's counselling using the structural family therapy model. Leach (1990)
states that it is important to begin f d y involvement as early as possible after the abused
woman has retumed to her family of origin. At that point, the family structure is in a

period of transition and many dysfunctional transactional pattern are not yet solidified.
In bringing the family of origin into treatment the therapist cm observe the
hierarchical structure of the family, and the part various f d y members play in
maintaining the transactional structure of the system. Leach (1990)states that the
ultimate goal of therapy is to develop a fùnctional family system that cm support the
abused woman while encouraging her to develop greater autonorny. Techniques of

joining, deriving a family map, and restmcturing are used to create a more functional

family structure. This model can also be applied to cases where women are not
necessarily living with their families of origin but have separated fiom their partners and
require increased support fiom their family.
In conclusion, their are relatively few examples of structural family t herapy applied
in cases of family violence in the literature. As previously stated there are times when it is
clearly unsafe and inappropriate to involve the entire M

y in therapy however, and

careful consideration needs to occur around the when structural family therapy should be

used. Stmctural fami- therapy c& be applied to parts of f d e s or to individuals. More

research is required to develop a fiamework for determinhg the suitability of family
counselling in cases of family violence.

Ecological Theory
cConcw

Ecoloijcd theory is used to describe the multidimensionai relationship berneen
various systems. Germain ( 199 1) explains that ecology, the science that midies relations

between organisms and their environrnents, is used as a metaphor. It facilitates taking a
holistic view of people and environment as a unit in which neither can be fully understood
except in the context of the other. The ecological mode1 is one that grows directly out of
sociai work's dual cornmitment to the person and to the environment (Bower, 1988). In
this respect the approach is not new, in fact cIinicai practice in social work has
traditionally involved interventions that are anchored in the social context (Rodway &
Tnite. 1993).
Mary Richmond, an early twentieth century pioneer in the field of social work, was

among the first to articulate how the social environment plays a critical rote in the

psychological life of human beings (Pardeck, 1996). Ecological theory when combined
ivith family therapy is a relative.

new concept. The origins of the ecological approach in

f d y therapy c m be credited to Minuchin and his coworkers ( H o ~ a n 1991).
,
Of al1 of
Minuchin's collaborators, E.H. Auerswald took perhaps the moa interest in using an
ecolo@calsystems perspective. "Auerswald's 'ecological systems approach', as he called
it. was directed at the total field of the problem, including other professionals, extended

fâmily, cornmunity figures. institutions like welfare, and ail the overlapping influences and
forces that a therapist working with poor families wodd have to contend with" ( H o m
1991. p. 257).

In working with families it is clear that they are greatly aEected by the systems
around them. Fishman (1993) states that to address fùiiy the needs of the modem f d y

one must work to transform the outside social forces as well as the forces within the
family

Manv probIems which manifest themselves in the family can be traced to systems

outside the farnily. or a relationship between the two. An ecological approach aims to

enrich social suppon resources, as well as improve the intemal coping patterns of families,
so that a better match can be attained between a famly's needs and the circumstances of
its physical and social environments (Rodway & Trute, 1993).

In defining client problems, one must look at the transactional process between the
client and his/her ecosystem. Pardeck ( 1996) states that this approach, for example,
susgests that emotional disturbances are a result of a pattern of maladaptive transactions

between the person and the environment. He cites one midy where children who are
viewed as highly disturbed are more iikely, unfortunately, to arouse disturbed reactions in
more than one social setting (Pardeck, 1996). Germain (1990) describes the transactionai

relationships within an ecosystem as a circular loop in which an event or process rnay be a

cause at one point and an effect at another in the ongoing flow around the loop of social,
cultural. emotional. psychological. and physiological process.

The behaviord setting offers the practitioner insight into assessing the client's
problems. Germain emphasizes the importance of the "goodness of fit" between a person
and hedher environment. A "rnisfit" between these factors rnay violate physicd,
psychological. or social needs, thus resulting in clients experiencing stress or disjunction

between individual needs and "environmental nutriments". (Pardeck, 1988). The setting
should be viewed not ody in simple behaviord tenns as aressed in leaming theory, but as
an inextricably interwoven relationship that includes phymcal settîngs, people. time and
individual behavior (Pardeck, 1996).

The ecosystem and its relationship to the individual is important in understanding
ecological theory . People function in more than one ecosystem sirnultaneously. For

example one's systems may include self. family, work, school, church, and neighborhood.
We respond to these various systems and they respond to us. Pardeck ( 1988) explains
that the environment contnbutes to the person's development and adjustment, the

person's behaviour creates responses within the environment, and the changed
environment therefore exerts a different effect on the person.
m e m d lntervem
The concepts of behavioral setting, transaction, and ecosystem help to fùrther
define ecological theory, and how problems &ght manifest themselves in individuals and
families. The theory provides a foundation for dweloping an assessment and then an
intervention. Assessrnent should include information fiom the f d y itself, as well as
significant others in the life of the family, and the observations of the therapist . Pardeck
( 1988) States that the assessment should idente sources of discord in the ecosystem as

well as sources of strengths that cm be used to improve the 'cgoodness of fit" between the

client and irnpoxtant people in the client's Me. Rodway and Trute (1993) add that
assessment should provide for the use of a wide range of intervention resources tied to
multiple levels of the target ecosystem. Required seMces should be specified to enable
the client to make reasonable progress toward the achievement of treatment goals
(Pardeck, 1988).
Pardeck ( 1988) developed a seven stage mode1 of intervention which put
ecological theory into practice. The stages are as follows: entering the system, mapping
the ecology, assessing the ecology, creating a vision of change,

coordinating-communicating' reassessing, and evaiuating. The first stage begins at the
assessment point when the decision has been made to provide senice to a client. The
goals of this approach are to assess the relationships in the client's life and to identify the
point of entq into the client's world. In the next stage the practitioner maps the ecology
by identi-ng

the various systems in the client's life and how they relate to one another.

Both evenrs and people are considired relevant subsystems. Once the ecology is rnapped
it is then assessed and interpreted. Once the strengths, weaknesses, and influentid

relationships have been identified. the practitioner cm interpret this information to the
client and significant persons in the client's ecosystem (Pardeck, 1988). Next a vision of
change is created by identifjhg areas that need to be changed, focusing on the total

ecosystem, and on the arenghs present in this ecology. It is during this stage that a
method of intervention is agreed upon by the fàmily and the practitioner. Because much
of the change eRon is in the hands of those sigmficant persons in the family's ecosystem,
the fiflh stage. coordinating-comrnunicating,involves offering support and suaaining the
family's continuing change efforts (Rodway & Tmte, 1993). Contact should occur with
the various systems with which the family is involved. Re-assessrnent should occur with
consideration for the need to re-map the ecosystem based on feedback from the family or
other systems If the intervention efforts are assessed to be successfid, the practitioner can
rnove toward the termination stage. Evduation involves a look at the total treatment
process. This can be done informally or by ushg a formai evaluation. It is important to
assess whether the family7sperceptions of improvement match the practitioner7sand this
information can be gained through evaluation.

SECTION W O : PR4CTICUM SETTiNG AND PROCEDUEES

Setting
This practicum was carried out at the Elizabeth W Counselling Center (E.H.C.C.
)

(previously named the Comrnunity Resource Center) located on McDermott Avenue in
Winnipeg. The E.H.C.C. provides counselling services to individuals, couples. and
families who reside pnmarily in the core area of Winnipeg. There are no jurisdictional
requirements. and clients are eligible to receive seMce regardless what part of the city
they reside in. No fee is charged to clients. The E.H.C.C. and Psychologicai SeMces
Center dso exkt to prepare students from a variety of disciplines to be competent and
caring professionals. Thus the purpose of the E.H.C.C. is two-fold: to train students in

their respective disciplines. while receiving s u p e ~ s i o niiom qualified professionals, and to
provide a valuable service to the community.
Clients
This practicum involved the application of structural family therapy within an

ecolorical frarnework for work with families. Some form of family violence was
identified by most of the clients who were seen during the practicum, however, more ofien
several problerns were identified by the client at the referraf stage. While the f i 1 y unit
was the focus of the intervention. the entire family did not always participate in therapy.

[nitially it was proposed that six families would be involved in the practicum with the
assurnption that each would remain involved continuously fiom the b e m g to the end

of the practicum. This did not occur. in fact several clients did not retum &er one or two
sessions. As a result, a total of 12 clients were seen in an effort to establish a group of
clients who were comfnitted to remairing involved. From the twelve clients seen
approximately five attended 6 or more sessions. In the fokwing chapter a bnef summary

will be provided of each of the clients. followed by a more in-depth andysis of ihree of the

Procedures
The procedures that were followed during the practinim were consistent with

those in existence at the E.H.C.C.. In generai these involved developing a therapeutic
relationship with the client, assessing the client's problem, developing treatment goals,
implementing a treatment strategy, and evaiuating the treatment strategy. To facilitate this
process a therapeutic contract was established, explicitly or implicitly, whch addressed
with the client the fiequency, length and duration of meetings, who would be present,
confiden~ialityand its exceptions. expectations of the client, and expectations of the
therapist (i. e., availability between scheduled sessions). How these procedures were
operationalized vaned according to each client, however each was addressed.
Recording requirements were also consistent with those established at the

E.H.C.C. An intake assessrnent was required by at least the fourth session which included

a social history. clinical impressions, and treatment goals. At the point of temination with
a client. a report was required which summarized the history of the presenting problem,
and outlined the therapy process. Conclusions and recommendations were also required in
the report. In addition to the formal intake and termination reports, session contact notes
were also made for each client and kept in the client's file. The progress of clients. was
monitored through these reports and session contacts.
Videotaping was also used to facilitate leaming. Tbis procedure facilitated my
leaniing by providing the s u p e ~ s o r with
s an opportunity to observe the therapy directly

and provide feedback. Clients were made aware of the requirement of the E.H.C.C.
to
videotape sessions from the onset, and were required to give their permission in writing
for videotaped observation. The tapes were erased following the practinim to ensure
confidentiality.

Supervision
Supervision was provided by the members of the practicum committee. The
chairperson was Diane Bebert-Murphy who provided the majority of the supervision.

Meetines were held on a weekly bais to discuss cases and review progress. Throu&
supe~sionmy understanding of the application of structural therapy and ecologicai
models was enhanced. Other committee members ùicluded Enid Britton who was a
clinical social worker employed at the E. H. C .C. and assisted with providing supervision
on one case. Faculty member Barry Tmte provided supervision on two of the cases. The
members of the cornmirtee were selected for their background in clinical social work and

their availability to me rhrough their involvement with the E.H.C.C. Linda Peny was
asked to replace Barry Tmte toward the end of the practicum as a result of his absence.

Leaming Goals
It was proposed that specific educational objectives would be achieved in the

completion of the practicum. These included becoming knowledgeable about the etiology
of family vioIence and becoming familiar with applying the ecological perspective as a
framework with which to understand violence in families. A second objective was to
understand the ecological perspective both as a theoretical constmct as well as a working
mode1 upon which to base intervention. In addition to this, structural family therapy was

to be studied in order to achieve an understanding of family systems. Practicai experience
was to be gained in combining ecological and structural approaches to families where
violence had occurred. Another goal was to gain clinical experience in implementing
purposehl and planned family therapy consistent with the ecological and nmctural family
therapy models. And findly, the evaluative component of the practicum was to provide
expenence in using clinical measures both as a diagnostic tool and an outcome measure.

Evaluation
CIinicai measures were selected to evaiuate the intervention with families, as weiI
a s to enhance clinicd assessment. The Family Assessrnent Measure III was selected as a

measure because it was well suited to the practicum for several reasons. The FAM III is a
comprehensive instrument which evaluates several areas of f d y fùnctioning including
task accomplishment. role performance, communication, affective expression,
involvement, control. and vaiues and n o m s (Skinner, Steinhauer, & Santa-Barbara,
1983). One of the advantages of the measure is that it cm be completed in approximately
20-30 minutes.

Another attractive feature of the FAM III is that it is based on a process model of
family functioning that integrates different approaches to family therapy and research. The
process mode1 emphasizes that family functioning is intluenced by a variety of processes
including those within the individual and the environment (Skinner et al., 1983). For this

reason the administration of the F A M UI was weU suited to evduate the use of structural
family therapy and ecologicai theory.

The process model of f d y fùnctioning provides the conceptual fiarnework for
the FAM III. The framework is reflected in the 9 subscales which rnake up the measure.

In the first subscale. task accomplishment, the family's abiliîy to meet tasks such as the
continued development of family members, providing reasonable security, and ensunng
sufficient cohesion are assessed. In role performance, family members' ability to i d e n t a
assign. and carry out roles is assessed. Communication is assessed by looking at how well
messages are sent and received by farniiy members. In affective expression the content,
intensity. and timing of feelings of the messages being sent between family rnembers is
assessed. Affective involvement refers to both the degree and quality of family members'

interest in one another. Control is assessed by loolcing at how f d y members S u e n c e

each other. for example are they rigid, flexible, laissez-faire, or chaotic. Values and n o m

assesses how rules are generated and implemented in farnilies. Important eiements consist
of whether family niles are explicit or irnplicit, the latitude or scope ailowed for f d y
mernbers to determine their own attitudes and behaviour, and whether famify noms are
consistent with the broader culturd context (Skinner et al., 1983).
The F A M III assesses the family fiom three different perspectives. The General
Scale focuses on the level of heaith-pathology in the family fiom a systerns perspective. It
consias of seven subscdes plus two subscdes which assess social desirabiiity and denial.
The Dyadic Reiationships Scale focuses on relationships among specific pairs (dyads) in
the family. The Self-Rating Scde focuses on the individual's perception of hisher

functioning in the family. For the purpose of the practicum, only the Genwal Scale was
used.

The psychometric properties of the FAM III suggea that it is both a reliable and
valid standardized measure for assessing family functioning. The interna1 consistency

reliability, using the coefficient alpha, is 9 3 which demonstrates mong internai
consistency between subscales. There are no data reported on test-retest reliability,
constnict validity, or predictive validity. Skinner et al. (1983) state that f d y members
may be less consistent or reliable if the FAM UI is administered while the famiiy is

undergoing a cnsis. Validity was assessed using a multivariate cornparison of problem and
nonproblem families. The study revealed that the measure significantly differentiated
between problem and nonproblem families (Skinner et al., 1983).
The FAM III is based on aandardized noms which provide a means of assessing
families. The majority of scores for non-clinical families should f
d between 40 and 60.
Scores outside this range are likely to indicate either very healthy functioning (40 or
below) or considerable disturbance (60 or above). Scoring is simplified by the assessrnent

forms which convert raw scores into T-scores, and allow for charhg of the results on the
measure itself.

The Bnef Symptom Inventory was aiso used both as a pre- and post-mesure, and

a diagnostic tool (Derogatis & Spencer, 1982). This standardized test is designed to
assess the psychological symptom status of psychiatnc and medical patients as well as
non-patient individuais. ï h e BSI is a brief fonn of the SCL-90-k another self-repon
synptom inventory.
There are nine primary dimensions that make up the BSI and they are as foilows:

somatizatioe obsessive-compulsive. interpersonal sensitivity, depression, anxiety,
hostility, phobic anuiety, paranoid ideation, &d psychoticism. The authors state that
clinical signifieance should be the pnrnary requisite of ail symptom constructs, and such
was the case with the primary dimensions of the BSI. There are four items of the BSI
which are not part of the primary symptom dimensions and these are refmed to as
additional items. These items contribute to the global scores on the BSI and are intended
to be used configurally. They are considered clinically sigrilncant and include items such

as "thoughts of death or dying", "poor appetite", and "feelings of puilt".
The scoring of the BSI results in a number of subscale scores and three global
indices which provide more flexibility in overall assessrnent of the client's status. Raw

scores are converted to standardized T-scores and are dependent upon the n o m of
interest (i.e..non-patient. psychiatnc outpatient, etc.), and gender. The development of
gender appropriate noms is based on the consistent observation that fernales in our
culture report significantly greater numbers of psychological symptoms than do males and

tend to do so with increased levels of intensity (Derogatis & Spencer, 1982).
The psychornetric properties of the BSI reflect good reiiability and validity.
Intemal consistency across the nine dimensions ranges from .85 to .71 ( ushg Cronbach's
coefficient alpha). Test-retest reliability was also conducted and the coefficients range

from .68 to .91 across the dimensions which reflects consistency of mesurement across
time. The validity of the BSI is supported by several research studies. Derogatis and

Spencer ( 1982) state that data fiom predictive, content, and convergent-discriminant and
other types of validation studies serve to connibute to the ultimate validation of the
hypothetical constructs that the test serves to operationaiize. It is irnport to realize that
this process is represented by a systematic series of studies that serve to constantly extend
and redefine the Iimits of generalizability of the test as a definition of the construct.

The BSI was a helpful diagnostic tool for the practicum as it providecl a
psychologcal "snapshot7'of the client. It highlighted sigdcant psychological issues to

assist in formdating therapeutic plans, and priontuing the focus of intervention. It was
particularly helpful in working with women who were in an abusive relationship as the

outcome corn the measure could be considered in relation to the woman's ability to
protect herself One of the disadvantages of the test, like al1 self-report mesures was the
tact that the client had to be cooperative in order for the results to be considered accurate.

In one case the client may have felt pressured to be seen in a positive light and therefore
the results had limited utility.

The third measure used with some clients was the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale

(RSE). This is a standardized test which is one dimensioaal and provides a measure of
self-esteem. The RSE is well established and one of its greatest strengths is the amount of
research that has been conducted with a wide range of groups on this scale over the years
(Fischer & Corcoran, 1987).

The RSE demonstrates both çood reliability and validity. Internai consistency was
measured al .92 using a Guttman scale coefficient. Two shidies of two week test-retest
reliability show conelations of -85 and 38, indicating excellent stability. A great deal of
research dernonstrates the concurrent, known-groups, predictive, and construct validity of
the RSE (Fischer & Corcoran, 1987).

The RSE is a brief 10 item rneasure and is therefore easy to score, and is easy to
complete. It was not administered with every client, only in cases where self-esteem had

been identified as a concem by the client, or by the therapist. In most cases it was used as
a diagnostic tool.

SECTION TKREE: CASE SUMMARIES AND ANALYSE
Review of Practicurn Cases
The following section will include a review of ail the cases seen during the
practicum. A structural and ecologicd frarnework was appiied to al1 of the cases and this
wilf be descnbed in detail in three of the cases.

rn
Kay was referred to the E. H.C.C. by a counsellor fkom a resource center whom

she had been seeing for approximately four years. Kay was 24 years of age and was in a
common-law relationship with a man who was 32. They had been together for two years

and had a child together who was 16 months of age. Kay's partner had been physicaily

and emotionally abusive which had resulted in physical injury to Kay. She was employed
outside the home. but her support system was limited. Her goals for therapy were to
irnprove her self-esteem and self-confidence7and she indicated a desire to remain in the
relationship to achieve these goals. Kay attended three sessions and canceled two. It

became evident that Kay was maintainhg contact with ber previous therapist; ongoing
counselling with two helpers was not considerd helpfùl. In discussion with the client a

decision was made to terminate the counsellllig at the E.H.C.C.
One theme which emerged during the bnef contact was the fact that much of Kay's

dficulty in fùnctioning was related to the effects of iiving in an abusive environment.
Her ability to make substantial changes in her Life was compromised by these
circumstances. Counselling would help her to explore this and other issues such as her
tendency to view her partner in tenns of black and white thinking (i.e., '%e7s a great father
but a bad mate"). Safety planning and explorhg f d y of origin issues as well as a

previous abusive relationship were also identified as issues for therapy. As previously
discussed however, termination was indicated given that Kay was already in therapy with a

longtirne counselior. Termination &as planned within the next 6 months with her other
therapist, and it was suggested that Kay refer herser at that time should she chose.

The BSI (Brief Symptom Inventory), and the RSE (Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scde)
were adrninistered as pre-test rneasures. The GSI (General Severity Index) of the BSI
gave a rating of a T-score of 55. This wouid suggest that Karen did not present with any
significant mental health problems and would be considered within a typical range of
functioning. The results of the M E reflected problems with low self-esteem with a raw
score of 30.

Bet9r
Approximately one year prior to the practicum Betty was seen at the E.H.C.C.
dong with her husband Karl for marital counseliing. The p r e s e n ~ gproblems included
Karl's excessive drinking which seemed to be related to aggressive behaviour. The couple

had been contemplating separation. They had a daughter together who was three years of
age. Betty was FiIipino and Karl was Polish. Their social network was small however

they had some close fnends and were close to Karl's family, particularly his mother. At
that tirne, marital counseliing was terminated and the couple expressed increased
satisfaction in their relationship. One year later Betty contacted the E.H.C.C.
and

requested individual counselling for herself. She had separated from Karl foUowing a
violent incident and was living on her own with her daughter Anna, now four years old. It
was at this point that Betty became involved with this practicum.
Betty attended a total of six sessions. The issues that she presented in therapy
related to the stress she was experiencing in her relationship with her husband, from whom
she was separated, her daughter, and her mother-in-law. Clearly Betty was having

difficulty adjusting to the marital separation. An effort was made to assist Betty in
formulating goals for herself in ternis of what she wanted to see different in her life and in
her relationships. Boundary issues were identifieci as a problem in Betty's relationship
with her daughter. The relationship had become enmeshed as Anna was behg used to

meet Betty's emotional needs. ~ o m intervention
e
strategies to address this problem
included helping Betty to define her role as a parent, and finding ways for her to connect
with other adults in order to create relationships that would provide the emotiod support

she was seeking nom her daughter. Betîy tenninated therapy prernaturely and most of the
identified issues had not yet been resolved.
The RSE and BSI were administered pre- and post-test over a duration of four

months. Her raw scores for the RSE were 18 pre- and 10 post-test suggesting an
improvement in self-esteem. The BSI Gener;? Severity Index T-score was 45 for the
pre-test and 43 for the post-test. These results indicate no sigdicant change in
fiinctionirig, and that Betty had no mental health problem. The results of the RSE are
somewhat contradictory to the clinical impressions fonned of Betty and the progress of
therapy. It is suggested that this score may be inflated and therefore not entirely accurate.

The reasons for such an exaggerated response from Betty are not known, however, it is
possible that she felt the need to demonstrate a social desirable response even though she

had terminated therapy early.
L-aUdwc

Dawn and Kyle were an Abonginal couple who were referred by their C.F.S.
social worker for counselling due to Kyle's violence toward Dawn, and Dawn's chronic

abuse of alcohol and solvents. The couple had a daughter who was 19 months of age.

nie couple expressed concern with the videotaping policy of the E.H.C.C.
and the
communication that would occur between the therapist and their C.F.S.social worker
particularly as it related to the child's safety and weU-being. They did not return for a
subsequent session and it was leamed that Dawn had returned to d d c h g and Kyle took
their daughter and returned to his home community. It should be noted that had the

couple retumed, further assessrnent would be required to determine whether couple
counsehg was appropriate or whether individuai issues needed to be addressed initially.

MpZr
Mary was referred by her C.F.S social worker for individual counselling around

family relationships. Mary was a 3 8 year old Caucasian woman, living with three of her
four children: Karla, 16, Dawn, 14, and Peter, 13. Her partner, Bob, and his son Dusth,
19, also resided in the home. Mary's youngest chiid Amy,9, resided in a C.F.S.
group

home. Amy had been in care as a result of se&

abuse by Bob. Concems of child

neglect and physical abuse of the chiidren from Bob also existeci. Mary was reportedly

also physically assaulted by Bob. She indicated wanting to separate nom Bob and
acknowledged the need for counsefling in order to do this. Her participation in counselling

also increased the likelihood of her daughter retuniiag to her a r e . Mary attended the
iritake interview but canceled two subsequent therapy sessions. It was clear that Mary
was not motivated to receive counselling and she indicated in the intake interview that she
did not feel it was necessary. During the initial session it was learned that Mary has
herselfexperienced a traumatic cMdhood, and a senes of abuuve relationships with men

in her adult life. At the tirne, she was hahg difficulty making the necessary decisions to
protect her children. Long-terni counseliing wodd be necessary to address the underlying
issues that compromise her current functioning and ability to parent.

Rita and Rjck were referred for couple counsellhg by their C.F.S.social worker
due to Rick7sviolence toward Rita, and problems created by their alcoholisrn. Pnor to
being referred, both had received individual counseiling to address personal issues
including the violence. Although the agency did not support a reconciliation between Rita

and Rick they acknowledged that the couple appeared to be deterrnined to be together.
The couple had three children: Mark aged 12, Kelly aged 3, and Bruce aged 11 months.

Rick lived separately fiom the M

y because of a restraining order against him. It became

evident d u ~ the
g intake i n t e ~ e w
that the couple was too unstable and volatile to

commit to couple counselling. Both expressed uncertainty about whether they wanted to
continue in the relationship.

Rita subsequently requesred individual counselhg for herself She was uncertain
about her desire to remain in the relationship with Rick and hoped that counselling couId
assist her with this and her overall coping. Four sessions were conducted with Rita. Some

of these sessions included her son Mark. The goals of therapy were to help Rita keep
herself safe fi-omfinher violence fkom Rick, improve her seffesteem, reduce her reliance
on alcohoi as a rneans of coping. and assist ber in dealing appropriately with her son Mark
with whom she was having some difficulty. intervention focused on helping Rita and Mark
communicate with each other, and assisting Rita in establishing structure in the farnily
roles. and routines. M e r a per-iod of a few months Rita reconciled with Rick and
terminated therapy soon afienvard. Although the presenting problems were not resolved,
Rita's participation was sporadic. and she was indicating that "everything's fine" now that
Rick had retumed. It was decided to terminate given the changed circumstances.

The RSE and FAM III were administered and used as a diagnostic tool with Rita.
The results of the RSE indicated very low self-esteem with a raw score of 32. The results

of the F.&M III (see Figure 1) indicate significant problems in farnily functioning with an
overall T-score of 76. Of the seven subscales, role performance and control were the two

areas of watest weakness. ui terms of role performance this would suggest dificulty in
fulfilling her role as a parent or perhaps inability to adapt to her role as a single parent.
With respect to control, the high score suggests difficulty in carrying out routines and

structure in everyday family life. This may also reflect some of the difficulties she was
experiencing in her relationship with Mark around limit setting and discipline. Her

diminished power in the family may also have been a factor in her diaculty in canylng out
these tasks These results are consistent with the clinical impressions of the family, and of

Rit a.

F M III PROFILE - RITA

FAM GENERAL SCALE

Suzie was 4 1 years of age and the mother of three. Two of her children were

disabled and she was referred for counselling by her support worker for the Society for
Manitobans with Disabiiities. Her presenting concm was her increasing dissatistàction
with her mama-.

In panicular she nated that her husband and son who was 17, were

frequentiy in codict and on one occasion a physical altercation occurred and the police
were called. Another major issues was her husband's recent sexual assault of his wo

nieces. Suzie indicated that her husband had also been physicdy, sexually and
emotionally abusive with her. but the physical abuse aopped afier her firn child was bom.
Suie was unclear about what her goals were for therapy and responded to the

question by j u s t i h g why she was staying in the relationship, then describing how
intoierable it was for her. Suzie was beginning to recognize that she was not responsible
for the abuse she suffered as a child and as an adult. She expressed anger over how she
has been treated by others as weil as fear and shame. S d e did not return after her second
session. Perhaps the intemal conflict she was feeling was ovenvhelming for her and the
emotions she was uncovering, too painfùl. Therapy would have focused on empoweting
her and making her aware of the alternatives she had to her situation and resources

available. should she decide to leave her husband. The therapist would have challenged
Suzie's belief that remaining in the marnage was best for the children and encouraged her
to make decisions that were in their best interest.

a
Burt and Sylvia requested counselling to assis them in coping with problems in
their relationship. Burt was 39 and Sylvia was 25, and both had children frorn previous

relationships. Mutual mistrust was identified as the primary problem by both members of
the couple. They were residing common-law and had been engaged for the past three

months. There had been a series of breakups since their engagement. Both Bun and

Svlvia were recovering aicoholics. Bun had maintaineci sobriety for a nurnber of years,

however. Sylvia continued to go on binges. Sylvia has been involved with prostitution
before and durin- the engagement to Buri. The couple attended two sessions and

canceied 4 subsequent sessions before deciding to teminate counselling. Sylvia had gone

on a binge dunng this tirne and the couple had separated and reconciled at least once.
Both Sylvia and Burr brought significant personai problerns to this relationship (in
particular Syivia's alcoholism). SyIvia was directed toward addictions counselling through
Addictions Foundations of Manitoba. The relationship remained unstable and therefore it
\vas considered appropriate that Bun and Sylvia address their individual issues before

couple counselling occur.
- e

Kevin, aged 2 l, and Carol,aged 25, were residing together in Winnipeg dong with
Carol's two children Mandy, aged 8 months, and Mark, aged 3 years. Kevin supponed
the farnily financially. The coupIe had known each other for a year and were experiencing
problems in their relationship particularly around manamg anger and stress. Although
there was no physical abuse, there was a lot of verbdy inappropriate and hi&

explosive

interactions between thern. Carol described a personai history of sexual abuse, EYniIy
violence, and a suicide attempt in her f d y of ongin. The couple attended two sessions

in total and continued to experience a significant amount of conflict in their relationship,
and separated after the second session. They reconciled a few days later but continued to

struggie with the issues of mistrust and codict. It shodd be noted that Kevin began
individual counselling following a psychiatrie referral by his physician for treat ment of an
obsessiveicompulsive disorder. According to Carol, Kevin was refusing to take the
medication prescribed to him by the psychiatna. The couple terminated therapy and Carol
was referred for individual therapy at the E.H.C.C. The relationship had been chaotic, and

both brought significant personal issues to it. Had they continued in therapy, some basic

work around creating a framework for functioning as a couple, and a farnily would have

had to be done.

Bill

Der&

Bill age 33.1. requested counselling for himself and his 10 year old son Derek. Bill
was a single parent and had custody of Derek for the past two years. Prior to that Derek

resided with his mother and step-father. Bill described Derek as having behaviour
problems at home and at school and reported that he was being defiant, rude,

rnanipulative, and disrespectful. He suspected that Derek's behavior may be related to the
physical and possible semal abuse he experienced while in the care of his mother. Bill
requested individual counselling for himself He stated that he was physicdly and sexually
abused as a child and felt that rhis was irnpacting on his ability to parent. Specifically he
couldn't give Derek the physical affection he needed because he found any attempt to do
so made him "sick to my stomach".

The goal of therapy was to help father and son define their roles, and arengthen
the parent-child relationship. Both Bill and Derek brought a significant personaf history to
the family relationships which were irnpacting on how they related together.

Structurdly

the family was undefined in t e m s of clear boundaries, hierarchy and roles. Intervention

also needed to address Bill's emotional unavailability to Derek, and to improve
communication between them. The format consisted of individual sessions with Bill with

Derek receiving play therapy. A CO-therapyapproach was used for f d y therapy
sessions. Six sessions were held in total, including farnily sessions.
During family sessions some of the techniques included using a genogram to help

Bill and Derek see the various changes their relationship had over the years from a two

parent family. to Bill just visiting on weekends, to Bill being uninvolved, to Bill receiving
permanent cuaody. This heiped them to understand some of the difficulty they had been

having in negotiating roles and expectations of each other. This also proMded an
oppominity to introduce the concept of hierarchy to the f a d y and discussion occurred

with Bill around how to establish his role as a parent and how to differentiate that with his
role as a son? a bomend. ex-husband. etc.
Individuai sessions were used to assist Bill in creathg a boundary around his own

issues. It was aiso important for Derek to see that his father was taking some
responsibility for the problems in their relationship and not blaming everything on him.
The issues for Bill in individual sessions included his inability to express affection toward
Derek both physicaily and verbaily, and his reluctance to let Derek h o w his was
committed to him, thus @vins Derek the impression that he could be abandoned again.
The third issue raised with Bill was his use of fear and intimidation to control and parent
Derek. This was camed out through his use of physicd punishment, bis use of severe
threats of punishment, and exposing Derek to violence that he perpetrated against other
people. These issues were identified as key to the f d y functioning as a whole. and yet

ihey were not appropnate to raise in family sessions. As a result, fkmiIy sessions were put

on hold while these issues were addressed. Bill was committed to working on them and
some progress was noted.
The FMI-III was administered to Bill (see Figure 2). Derek was below the
recommended age for the FM-III. The pre-test results indicated an overall T-score of 90
susaesting some difficulty in family fùnctioning which was consistent with clinical
impressions. Of note was a high T-score of 80 in the area of role performance suggesting
some difficulty on Bill's part in adjusting to his role as a single father. High T-scores of
72 were noted in the subscales of affective expression, involvement and control. The

post-test (see Figure 3) was administered two months later and suggested some
improvement with an overall T-score of 70. Improvement was noted in al1 areas except
for the area of control suggesting continued problems with routines, setting limits and
discipline. The most significant improvement was noted in affective expression on which a
change of 14 points (T-score) was noted. The rates of social desirability were consistently
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low for the pre- and post-test sugsesting a strength in openness. These results are

consistent with clinical obsenation made through the course of therapy. Bill did appear t o
increase his understanding of his role and responsibilities as a parent, and some strategies

were used to help him to fulfiil his role as a parent. What is less certain however is
whether Derek felt there was improvernent, and how well Bill was able to appiy what he
had learned in therapv to his relationship with Derek.

Ellen
Ellen was the mother of 8 children whg range in age between 10 and 9 years. The
two oldest had been living outside the home for a number of yean and the 5 youngest had
been in and out of agency care three times due to physical abuse and neglect by Ellen.
Most recenrly the children were brouyht into care under a six month voluntary agreement
which would expire in three months. tnitially access visits occurred at Ellen's home, then
were moved to the agency at the children's request. The children expressed feeling

uncornfortable about visiting their mother, and EUen responded by stopping visits. While
in foster care the children began to disclose serious emotiond, physical and possible sexual
abuse by their mother. It became evident that the children would be considered in need of
protection if retumed home. The C F .S. social worker referred the children for
counselling to assess why the children did not want to see their mother or to go home. and
what wouId need to change in order for them to feel safe.
A total of eight therapy sessions were conducted with the children. The first two

included d l the children together, three were held with Mike and Mat, and three were with

Hillary and Vicki. Enid Brinon provided individual counselling to ElIen as part of the plan
with C.F.S.The p r h a r y goal of counselling was to provide the children with an
opportunity to discuss their feelings about the different things that had happened to them.
Counselling enabled them to visit with each other in a neutrd setting and discuss the
things they had in comrnon. It aiso allowed them an opportunity to relate as a sibhg

-moup. which was important given their placement in separate homes.

Some basic niles around behaviour were established in the sessions to provide a
structure that would prornote the children's feelings of safety and comfon. This aiso
allowed for sessions îo be manageable and enabIed the therapist to maintain control of the

session. The children described specific incidents of physicai abuse, emotional abuse and

rejection and dcoholisrn by their mother They described taking care of their mother when

she kvas dnink and descnbed her behaving like a "baby". Therapy focused on helping the
children identify their feelines around these traumatic experiences, to validate their
feelings, to accept a range o f emotional responses to these events, and to reassure them
that they were not to blame for the abuse they experienced. A case conference was held
with the C.F.S.social worker to discuss the information leamed fiom the therapy sessions.

It was recommended that the agency re-assess Ellen's ability to care, and develop a plan
which retlected the children's needs and wishes.

Diane and Victor were in their late forties and were referred to the E.H.C.C. for
_gief counselling following the death of their only son Brendan. He committed suicide

suddenly and unexpectedly at the age of 23. The couple attended 7 therapy sessions and
canceled two due to illness. Although initidy uncornfortable with therapy, they began to
relax and enjov coming to sessions. The focus, although initially on Diane and how she

was coping, began to shift to Victor and Diane as a couple. This was directed by the
therapist as it was believed that in order to bnng about resolution to their grief the couple
needed to make some structural changes in the relationship. Victor responded well to this

shifl because it allowed him to express his feelings and have them validated. If Diane
remained the "identified problem" this would not have been possible.
The focus of therapy, shifted early on fiom Diane to the couple. Clinically there
were two major areas of focus for this couph. There was the processing of the event
itself. which was particularly difficult for Diane. The second area was the impact of the
event on their relationship. The couple demonstrated an ability to change their structure

as a couple. and shifi to a stronger organization. This shift created new probiems which
they were able to ;dent@ and discuss. Termination was planned and discussed weU in
advance and the members of couple were able to identify their feelings around this
process. The case [vas tramferreci to another therapist.

Hillary and Leroy were both 37 years old and had one child, ~Marthew,who was
aged 12. The family presented for counselling due to Hillary's dificulty disciplinhg

Manhew, particularly when Leroy was away.. INtially HilIary presented as very anxious
and frequently looked at Leroy before responding and rarely contradicted him. Leroy
presented in a domineering manner and tended to appear disinteresîed if he was not in
control of the conversation. The family was socially isolated and had only been in
Winnipeg for a year and a hait

It becarne clear from o b s e ~ n the
g family interact that sipnificant structural
changes were needed. Leroy related to both Matthew and Hillary in an authoritanan

marner. There was no evidence of hierarchy between Matthew and Hillary and
consequently they related very much on a sibling level. Therapy attempted to strengthen
the parental sub-system, thereby increasing Hillary's authority as a parent. The parents
were encouraged to be supportive of each other in iheir role as parents, and be empathetic
io each other in the challenges rhey encountered with Matthew. Efforts were dso made to
address Leroy's authontarian style of parenting, and he was confronted regarding

excessive discipline and restrictions he placed on Matthew. The parents were encouraged

to relate to Matthew in ways that were supportive and nurturing and that fostered a sense
of cohesion and relatedness as a family and promoted a sense of independence and
self-worth in Matthew.
A total of seven sessions were held however there was little progress noted. I

accornpanied the parents to a meeting at the school. The farnily structure remained highly
rigid despite the fact that the family attended sessions regularly and seemed to enjoy

coming. It is my belief that the lack of progress could be attributed in part to the fact that
Hillary and Matthew were experiencing the most distress Corn the dysfunctional system,
and yet had the least power Leroy had the motivation and the ability to ensure that
therapy resulted in the system maintaining itself as it was. He controlled the process

thereby ensuring the outcome would be the status quo. Therapy terminated as a result of
the practicum endine.
The FAM ILI was adrninistered as a pre- and post-test rneasure over a tirne period
of about three months (see Figures 4 and 5). The overall T-scores for family members
reflected f a d y functionine which fell within the normal range for Matâhew (41) and

Hillary (45). Leroy7sresults suggested however some diffculty with a T-score of 64.
Social desirability and defensiveness fell below the 5ûth percentile and it can be assumed
that the results were not greatly afTected by these factors. Leroy identified communication
as the most significant problem in the family with a T-score of 78. This was contrasted

sharply by Hillary's rating of 46. It was interesting that these two parents had such vastly

different perceptions of communication. Perhaps they can communicate weil with some
members of the famiiy and not with others. Hillary, Leroy and Manhew al1 rated the
subscale of involvernent high at 63, 64 and 62 respectively. These results suggest
problems with affective involvement beiween family members. In this farnily, members are
over-involved with one another, but the involvement may be self-serhg and may not

promote autonomy. An identified strength was reflected in MatthewTssubscale T-score of
38 for role performance. This suggests that famly roles, as perceived by Matthew, are

clear and family members know what is expected of them.
Post-test results (see Fiyure 5) indicated an increase in over d l T-scores (Matthew
52. Hillary 56, and Leroy 68). The most signifcant change was noted for Matthew and

Hillary both with a difference of 1 1. Leroy's overail rating was Wlually unchanged. The

results suggest that Matthew and Hillary's perception of family dysfiinction increased as a
result of the intervention or perhaps they feit greater power to acknowledge the
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difficulties The reasons for this change are not known, however, it may be related to the
fact that the process of therapy itself brought to light the diacuities this family was having

in adapting. Conflicr rnay have increased between family members as a result of the issues
being brought to lieht in therapy and a disruphon of balance within the family system.

Matthew and Leroy noted a significant improvement in communication with a T-score
difference of 12 and 14 respectively. Hillary rated it about the same. ûther significant

differences included an increase ( 12) in role performance difficulties as perceived by

Hillary. This suggests that Hillûry's perception of her roie changed during the intervention
and she may have felt there was lack of agreement about roles, or that their roles as family
members were not changing to adapt to their evolution as a fam1y. In general the resuit of
the evaluation are consistent with those gained in therapy and suggest that linle progress
was made with this famify.

Case Analyses

Ji11 aged 3 1 years, is the mother of two girls, Patricia, 13, and Pam, 12. Their birt h
father had no contact with the twins since their birth. Ji11 married Ken when the girls were
toddlers. They remained an intact farnily until 1992 when Ken and Jiu separated, and
eventually divorced. The girls had regular access to the ex-partnedstep-father who lived
nearby
Ji11 described her childhood as unhappy. Her mother died when she was Young, and

she was raised by her patemal aunt and uncle. She feared she rnay have zlso been sexually
abused by a family member. She became sexudiy active at the age of 13, and began using
dnigs and alcohol on a regular basis. She dropped out of school and became pregnant
when she was L7,and moved in with her older sister. She pianned to place the child for

adoption. but ctianged her mind aftèr the child was born. Jili found herself unprepared for

the role of a parent. She was angry over the lack of support f?om her famiiy and stated
that she "took it out on the children" Ji11 descnbed herself as a controllhg and punitive
parent.
.Ml mamed Ken when the girls were two years old, and three years old respectively

and as a result he was the oniy father-figure they ever knew. Jill stated that she never

really loved Ken but that he was the first man who showed any interest and love in her.
in 1992 Ken's cousin Bill, age 17, came to live with the family. He appeared to

senle in well with the family and was well Liked by all memben. Approximately 10
months later Patricia and P m disclosed to Ji11 that Bill had sexuaily abused them. Around
this tirne Ji11 and Ken were expenencing conflict and Ken physically assaulted Ji11 which
precipitated their separation. Bill remained in the home following the separation.

Ji11 admitted to having some suspicions arowid possible sexud abuse of P m and
Patricia because of behavior she had witnessed between Biil and the girls such as holding
hands. and sleeping together. She was aiso developing an attraction to Bill during this
tirne and eventually she and Bill developed an intimate relationship. When the girls
disclosed she confionted Bill. and h e remained in the home as Ji11 believed that he was no
longer abusing the girls.
In January 1994, Patricia disclosed the sexual abuse to her counsellor at school.
Bill had not stopped abusing the girls after lill had initidly conûonted him. An
investigation by C .F.S. and the police resulted in Bill being charged with sexually
assaulting Patricia and Pam. They disclosed that he had sexually abused them since he

moved into their home. The abuse consisted of fondhg and kissing. They also described
incidents of Bill ejaculating ont0 their stomachs and into their mouths. The sexual assaults
occurred when Bill was alone with either Patricia or Pam. BilI pled guilty and was
sentenced to several years in prison. He subsequently appealed the sentenced and it was
reduced to two years. He was not permitted contact with Ji1 or the girls.

Ji11 requested therapy for herself and the girls in February of 1994. They were on
the waiting list untii September 1994. Prior to involvement in this practicum Pam and
Patncia were seen individually for 5 sessions by a therapist at E.H.C.C. The intemention

took the form of play therapy directed at issues of semai abuse. The therapist identified a

need for family therapy, and aithough Ji11 was initiaily resistant to this she eventually
agreed. Other seMces involved with the f d y at the t h e included a çuppon worker
from C.F.S. and a psychiatrist who provided individual counselling to Jill.

This family attended a total of eight sessions. The fint session was a transfer
interview conducted with the previous therapist and the famiiy. Ken only attended this

first session. Two months passed before the next session which included Jill and the girls.
Another month passed before the following session. The last six sessions were attended
consecutiveiy every week. the last three being with Jill on her own. EEons were made to
motivate the family to commit to a regular course of weekly therapy. However this proved

challenging.

This family initially obtained counseiling for the two children, but then was
encouraged to participate in farnily therapy, and agreed to do so, al1 be it, with some
reluctance. The shift fiom individual to family counselling was important in order to assist
them to continue to cope with the impact of the sexual abuse. It was a significant step for
the family to shift fiom focusing on an extemal stressor (the sexual abuse) to focusing on
the intemal stressor (their relationships with each other). It was beiieved that the girls'
ability to fully cope and overcome the impact of the sema1 abuse would be limited if there

were not sigdicant changes to relationships within the family and the structure of those
relationships. Their experience of the sexual abuse was compounded by their mother's
response to their disclosure, specifically her own sexual relationship with their abuser.

Their step-father's d e p m r e fiom the home during this tirne may have also jeopardked

their safety, and further complicated the situation. CIearly there was an identified need for
a focus on family work. It was also evident that there were aspects of the f d y stnicture

that created a framework in which the abuse occurred, and contributed to the perpetuation
of unhedthy dynamics within the f d y . Aithough the sexual abuse of the children was
the catdyst for the family crisis, the family structure which dowed it to continue existed
before the abuse occurred, and would continue to exist without intervention.
Family members had difficulty shifiing their focus from individual to family

counselling as evidenced by numerous cancellations d e r the transfer interview. Jill
usually gave excuses relating to various f a d y crises for example the death of a pet.
Eventudy Ji11 aated that Ken was resistant to attend as he was not ready to discuss
certain issues and did not want other members of the f d y raising them. Jili was not
prepared to hold back her feelings in counselling. Eventudy J i and Ken separated again
and Jill and the girls returned to counselling on their own. This revealed some possible

issues around Ken's role in the family. Clearly his membership was unpredictable, as the
couple had separated and reconciled several times since their divorce. His power in the
family dso appeared to fluctuate. It would appear that Ken lacked power within the

family. especially in his relationship with Ji11, but used violence, or controlling behavior as
an inappropnate. if desperate means to achieve power. This will be explored fùrther at a

later time. Iill's reluctance to attend family therapy may have been reiated to the family's
reaction to deaiing with a new therapist, and issues of trust, but more than likely she felt
threatened by the prospect of uncovering some painful, potentially explosive issues. The
f h l y had achieved a certain homeostasis, and were reludant to have this unbalanced in
any way.

In considenng aspects of f i y structure, problems with boundaries were
revealed. The relationships between family members were characterized by enrneshment.

There was little recognition of privacy and individual space. For example Jill, Pam and

Patricia dl slept in the sarne bed. The enmeshed boundaries w i t h this family would be
considered outside the range of normal family functioning. Transactional patterns
revealed that subsystems within the f d y , and the family as a whole were also enmeshed.
AS previously stated family members lacked physical boundaries which was demonstrated

by them sleeping toeether. There was a lack of boundary around the sub-system of Ken

and Ji11 as parents. and Patricia and Pam as chiidren. This was demonstrated by both

parents sharing aduit information, often about the other parent, with one of the children.
For example Ken confided in Patncia about his feelings of hurt and anger towards Bill.

On her own Jiii ais0 lacked a boundary as a parent, confiding personal information to the
girls about her relationships with Ken and Bill, and expecting the girls to understand her
feelings for Bill even after the abuse. Jili perceived Patricia more as a threat to her

relationship with Bill and stated that she was 'burt that he ( B I ) didn't chose her". Again
this placed Patricia in a position of equal status to her mother, blumng the boundary
between parent and child.
The boundary around the family as a whole was blurred and diffuse. Bill's easy

assess to the family demonstrates this characteristic. Findy there was a blurring around
individuals in tems of their thoughts, feelings and identity. For example as Ji11 stated "1
see myself in Patricia, al1 she wants is a man" and P m stated, "when my mom gets sad, 1

get sad". It is possible that Jill saw the girls as an extension of herself and as a result the
three had been unable to differentiate their own emotions fiom one another.

The enmeshed boundaries which characterized this family's functioning limited
their abiliîy to adapt both to the sexud abuse and to the developmental transition of the

girls' progression through adolescence. These two events required a change in the
family's functionine and when it did not occur it resulted in deterioration and stress.

Patricia in particular was scapegoated and seen as rebeilious by her mother and siaer.
Expressions of autonomy and independence were considered threatening, creating a sense

of disequilibrium within the family Sigdicant confiid resulted and Jill threatened to
'

abandon Patricia for her "rebellious behavior". Issues around the girls' functioning in the
extrafamilial world made up the majority of the content of sessions. li expressed
heiehtened anuiety around their safety, and concem about their ability to make decisions.
This was contrasted with her view of them as rivais in her relationship with Bill within the

farniiy context and apparent lack of concem for their safety in her own home.
Transactionai patterns were consistent with parent-child rather than parent-teen, or young
adult relationships.

Subsvçtems
The hnctioning of subsystems was consistent with the boundary charactetistics.
The spousal subsystem consiaed of JiIl and Ken and although this was not the focus of the
intervention it was clear that as a couple they were having a c u l t y coping with their
relationship. Ji11 adrnitted to not ioving Ken, and over tirne the couple experienced a

pattern of separation and reconciliation. Both Jiu and Ken had significant individual issues
which made it ovenvhelming for them to meet the needs of one another. There was littk
evidence of role complementarity or accommodation and the couple seemed disco~ected

from one another even when they were together. The spousal system did not provide the
source of support from the stress inherent in daily living. ln addition to the spousd
sub-system lacking in essential characteristics, both Jill and Ken behaved in ways that were
deliberately hurtful to the other person, thus eroduig the trust and caring that are
necessary for a stable relationship.

The boundary around the parental subsystem was difise, allowing the children
entry which led to the couple using the children to meet their own ovenvhelming

individual needs. The diffise boundary around the spousal subsystem also rneant that
stresses in other parts of their lives. reverberated h t o their relationship. Relationships

wirh friends. and with their role as parents increased the stress in the spousal subsystem,

and led to its dissolution.
Ji11 formed a spousal subsystern with Bill when they began an intimate relationship.
She described how she loved him and cared for him in ways that she never felt about Ken.
She did not recognke how Bill betrayed her by sexuaiIy abusing her daughters and
managed to compartmentalize the abuse fiom her relationship. It is possible that Bill's

attraction to H l was not genuine and was in fact a rneans of ensuring his connection to the

family and iherefore his contact to the girls. Ji11 was unable to recognize how Bill was
cioser in age to her daughters than to her, and he was given the status and power
consistent with a member of the spousal subsystem. Biil was able to meet Jiii's individual
needs in a way that Ken was not able to. He made her feel good about herser in ways that
Ji11 desperately wanted. He made her feel "chosen". Despite this strong connection
however, the spousal subsystem made up of Jii and Bili, was inherently dysfunctional. It
was formed as a consequence of the sexual abuse disclosure and by meeting each other's

needs. and by supporting each other's finctioning a context was created which dowed
the sexual abuse to continue. The boundary around the subsystem with Bill and Ji1 was
less diffuse than with Jiii and Ken. Ji11 excluded the children fiom this relationship,
perhaps because she saw them more as a threat, and also because she recognized on some
Ievel that her relationship with Bill would be not condoned and should therefore be more

contained.
The parental subsystem consisted of Jiu on her own initially, then Ken and Jill
together. Both parents had used physical discipline with the &ls in a manner which
would be described as excessive, or abusive. Jill taIked of rejecting her role as a parent
initially. and this may have had an emotional impact on the girls. As parents, Jill and Ken
were faced with the task of socializuig their children, ushg th& authority to enforce
appropriate limits. and providing emotional nurturing. Although these tasks don? change

over time. they are exercised in a way that is consistent with the child's development and
personality.

For the most part the parents performed these tasks with some diaculty in light of
the excessive discipline. and difficulty comecting to the girls emotionally. The couple

attempted ro suppon one another in their parenting despite their limitations in meeting the
girls' needs. In fact. even when the couple were separated, Jill supported Ken's continued
contact with the chiidren, and would even involve him in times of crises around discipline.
As previously discussed Ji11 was experiencing diniculty rnodi%g her parenting to reflect

the girls' changing developmental needs. This sented a fùncîional purpose at the time
because it met Jill's personal needs, plus it was comforting to the girls, during this tirne of
cnsis of the sexual abuse to be reassured by their mother's closeness. The cornfort this
brou& was short-lived however because Ji was not completely supportive of the girls,
and once the cnsis passed. the girls desired the autonomy, and independence consistent
with their development. Contlict and stress resulted and the system entered a state of
disequilibrium.
Parn and Patricia expenenced a close relationship and fomed a sibling subsystem.

They presented as sensitive to one another's experiences and feelings. The boundary
around the sibling subsystem was diffise, allowing for ove~volvementnom parents in

the girls' interaction with peers. This resulted in heightened stress expenenced by the girls
around such things as relationships with boys. For example lill read a "llove letter" that
Patricia had written to a boy in her cfass in which she said she 'loved him, and wanted to
kiss Cm". This caused Ji11 a great deal of anxiety and she confronted Patncia, and
restricted her freedom to ensure no contact with the boy. She also demanded to know

from Parn who this boy was and asked that she report to her about m y contact between
Patricia and the boy. This interaction refiects an invasion of privacy that would be
considered inappropriate, given Patricia's age. The behaviour is age appropriate and
should not be intruded upon by a parent. This was contrasted by JiU's reaction to the

sexual abuse of the girls where Ji11 had knowledge of inappropriate behaviour and did not

intrude. This suegests that Jill was underfùnctioning in one aspect of her role as a parent
and overfunctioning in another. She also aligned with Pam to "observe" Patncia. The
pattern was played out in family sessions. When the t h e were together, Pam would align
with her mother, but wlien Ji11 was not there the girls would align with one another.
The girls had difficulty relating to peers, and had trouble in school related primarily
to some minor but obvious developmentd deiays. They fiequented the community club
but their privileges here were ofien restricted by Jil. Patricia had recently been caught
shopiifiing as well. The girls' difficulty in functionùig in the outside world may have been
related to their lack of autonomy, and overinvolvement by a parent in their sibling
subsystem. It may also been related to the impact of the sexual abuse. The family's social
isolation as a whole may have also contnbuted to the children's ditnculty in functioning in
other systems.

Transactional patterns revealed efforts on the part of the parents to fom a
coalition with one child. against the other child or against the other parent. For example, a
coalition existed between Jiu and Pam, against Patricia. This was demonstrated by their

scapegoating her for the family's difficulties. This coalition also served the purpose of
detouring the stress in the relationsfup between P m and Jiu. The parents aligned with the
children forming a coalition against the other parent. For example Ken would align with
Patncia against Jiu, fonning a stable coalition. These coalitions had negative effects for
the children and placed them at risk of developing symptoms as a result of the stress. Parn

and Patiicia experienced increased power as a result of being part of the coalition with
their parents. The transaction patterns that supported the coalitions had become rigid and
inflexible. ultimately contributing t O increased stress for the family.

mwer
As part of the structural problems which existed in this f d y , there were obvious

difficulties with hierarchy and power. .4s previously stated the girls possessed increased
power when they were joined as part of a coaiition by a parent. Ken appeared to have

diminished power within the family. It appeared that JiU determined whether he was a
member of the family or not, as she initiated the separations and reconciliations. His
mernbership in the family was therefore unpredictable because the couple had separated
and reconciled several tùnes suice their divorce. Ken lacked power within the family and

used violence or controlling behavior as a means to achieve it. In contrast to Ken,Bill had

extreme power in the family. He moved quickly h m being a border, outside the M

y

stmcnire, to being included as a farnily member. Although not an adult himself he was
aven aduft status. His statu increased when the sexual abuse of the girls was reveaied as

a result of the semai relationship with Jill. Once he departed from the home, Ji11 had
difficuity re-establishing her authority with her daughters. Her relationship with Bill
continued even once he went to jail and she planned to continue to have a relationship
with him once he was released. She continued to hold him in a position of status, even
though he was no longer in the home.

Ecologicai theory is helpful in considering the impact of the sexual abuse on P m
and Patncia. Bill was responsible for the abuse he perpetrated against Pam and Patncia

and for continuing it even d e r he was confronted by JiU. His behavior was purposeful. In
considering the impact of the abuse and the context in which the abuse occurred, the
problems within the family system served to exacerbate the trauma and impact of the
sexual abuse. The actions and inactions of Jill and Ken created a context within wbich the

abuse continued.

In considering Jill as an individual, she certaidy suffered deprivation as a child that
comprornised her function. Her children were dso raised in an environment lacking in
emotional warmth and caring. This in tum affected their developrnent, and relationship
with their mother. Patricia and Parn experienced physical abuse and emotiond neglect,
which left them wlnerable to the sewal abuse from Bill. They had leanied early on that

the adults in their life were inconsistent in protecthg them and meeting their needs. On a
positive note both parents believed their children's disclosure which was a mediating
factor. The intervention of outside systems, including C.F.S.,
the poiice and court system,
was effective in removing Bill from the home when Iill was not in a state emotionaily to be

able to do so- These systems afso worked effectively in that Bill was convicted, the
children did not have to testifi, and conditions were placed restricting Bill's contact with

Ji11 and the girls. even after he was released fkom jail.

The fmiiy was discomected from other systems nich as extended fiimily, church,
and community resources. One strength of the f d y was that even though Ken was
separated from the family, he remained involved with the children, ofien bringing them to
therapy. The fact that the f a d y participated in therapy is also a strength. The family
appeared to like coming to therapy, even though at first they were reluctant to participate.

They would ofien corne up to an hour early and play cards as a farnily. They would bring

Ken, or a fnend of the family, and genuinely seemed to enjoy "therapy" as a family activity
separate fkom what acniaily occurred in sessions.

Sorne information about the farnily 's actual living environment was gathered in the
assessrnent . It may have been useful to have done a home visit to tùrther assess their

home situation. It was known that the family was supported by social assistance, although
Ken was ernployed periodicdly. Jill was being encouraged by her social assistance worker
to participate in job training which was causing her a great deal of stress. Family members
did not ident* any problems in their immediate physical environment. Jill had intended to

move to a new community, but this was to escape the sharne and rejection she was

experiencing as a result of the semai abuse. The family had established stability in rheir
community, and moving would have caused additionai stress.
Ji11 and Ken had established a s m d network of fiiends in their community which
was a support to the farnily. Once they separateci though, renegotiating their relationships

wirh the fiends became challenging, especialIy for Hl. She felt that the fnends were
choosing to support Ken, and this was a tremendous source of mess for her. She also
reco-ded the fact that people rejected her for having a relationship with the man who
sexualiy abused her children. As a result of this, Tl had dllninished suppon to cope with
rhe responsibilities of parenting, and protecting her children. This isolation seerned to
draw her even closer to BiII, whom she felt was the only one who could understand what
she was going through and would not condemn her for her actions.

S. professionals who
With respect to other systems, Jiu felt supported by the C.F.
were involved with her family. In particular she had a good relationship with her W l y

support worker. and was confident in her abilities. J i ' s own personal characteristics
impacted on how people related to her. She presented as personable, articulate, and had a

good sense of humour. This impacted on her abiIity to comect with people including
professional supports.
Ji11 and Ken were both Caucasian, and the family's cultural background was not
known. The family exhibited typical mainstream cultural values and beliefs. Religion did
not appear to be a major influence for the f d y members.
trc Goah

The goal of the initial stages of therapy was to gather information and to assess the
family. At the same time the goal was to engage the family to prornote its participation in

therapy The first priority was to establish a clear boundary between mother and
daughters. and to strengthen the parental subsystem, and the sibling subsystem. Another

goal was to facilitate communication around the sexual abuse that had impacted the family

C

and to assist Ji11 in responding protectively and mpportively to her daughters around this

issue. As well. a goal was to assist family members in coping with the developmental
changes that were accompanying the girls' entrance into adolescence and to help thern
adapt the structure of their relationships and patterns of transaction. The goals which
were derived from the ecological assessrnent were to assist the family in their interaction

with the comrnunity including fkiends, peers, the school and the community center.

As previousiy stated the shift From individuai to f a d y therapy was an important
aep in assisting this family to cope with the impact of the sexuai abuse. It was also known

that this shift was resisted by family members especidy Jill. My ability to join with the
family was crucial in order to increase the likelihood that they would continue in therapy.
Since it was clear that Ji11 was most resistant to therapy, effort was focused on supporting
her and empathizing with the stressors she was experiencing. For Jill this was significant
as she recognized how most people would be disgusted by her behavior with the man who

sexually abused her daughters. Providing an atmosphere of respect and acceptance
enabled her to feel codonable and wiUing to participate in the therapeutic process.
The family recognized me as being in a position of leadership which facilitated the
use of restructuring techniques in subsequent sessions. It is my experience during this
practicum that families do not aiways assume the therapist is in a leadership position. This
may be a result of the actions of the therapist rather than the famiiy. Confidence,

experience. and the ability to accommodate are ail factors which influence the therapist's
ability to maintain a leadership position with a family.
As previously stated, the goal of the initial stage of therapy was to assess the

family. The content of most sessions was dominated by discussion around developmental
issues. Tracking questions were used to gather idormation, and to establish a sense of the
transactional patterns within the family. Family rnembers were encouraged to express

themselves. and to respond to whar others were saying. This served a restmcturing
purpose by identifjmg roles. and differentiating thoughts and feelings between famiiy

members
Through the use of these techniques tentative goals were established. A clear
boundary needed to be established between mother and daughters; fil1 needed to dari@

her role as a parent and dis~inguishthat f+om d e and girlfnend. Education needed to be
provided about adolescent developmental issues to normahe Patncia's behavior and
change Jill's response to it. Funher educatioo also needed to occur for Ji around the

impact on her and her children of sexual abuse.
Interventions aimed at delineating boundaries permeated the work with this family.
When it becarne clear eariy on that Ji11 lacked the ability to refrain fiom sharing personal
and ofien inappropriate information in fiont of the children, she was given a separate

session in which discuss her issues. This served a protechve as well as resmicturing
purpose. It provided Ji11 with an appropriate outlet through which to express her feelings

in a supportive environment and it served to redirect individual issues out of family
sessions to Jill's individual sessions. This intervention dernarcated a boundary around the
subsystems of Ji11 as parent, and Patricia and Pam as children; forced Jill to develop skills
in recogniùng how her needs were different nom her children's; and removed the girls

from the stress of the adult world that their mother continued to expose them to.
Jill responded well to individual sessions and used the time to explore why it was
difficult for her to adjust to the girls' changing developmental needs and why their

independence was threatening to her. She described the significant events in her life that
had impacted on how she parented the girls. Jiu also began to discuss her feelings for Bill

and her p s t relationship with him. Jill minùnized the impact on the girls of her ongoing
relationship with Bill.She glorified their f d y iife when Bill was living with them before

the disdosure was made, and she continued to have strong feelings of love for Bill.
Individual sessions provided an opportunity to confkont Jill about the impact of her

relationship with Bill on the girls, both at the time of disclosure and currently. Ji11 began
to express and process strong feelings of failure as a parent, guiit around the sema1 abuse,
and concern for how the girls would view her when they are grown up. In an effort to

assist with problem solving, Iill was encouraged to recognize what she couldn't change
and what she could. Therapy shifled to her relationship with the girls and the impact of

her ongoing relationship with Bill and plans for reconciliation. Jili was confronted about
the possible consequences for the girls and her relatiowhip with them should she chose to

continue to have a relationship with Bill. In addition to helping establish boundaries,
individuai sessions provideci the opportunity to support, educate and confiont Ji11 about
the issues she was dealing with.

The content of family sessions was dorninated by discussion about Patncia's
rebellious behavior and family members seemed M

y entrenched in scapegoating her for

their troubles. Iill described how P m was different and (impiying better than) Patricia.

The family was assisted in establishing d e s and consequences around behavior. There
continued to be resistance in discussing any issues that related to Bill, Ken, or
developmental changes in the girls. This resistance came primarily fiom Ji& as she
minimized the impact of these issues on the girls. The @risfiequently looked to their

mother before responding and were very guarded in what they said.
Restructunng techniques were used to improve communication and help establish
boundaries. For exarnple family members were encouraged to taik to, not about, each
other. Patncia and Pam were reluctant to speak for thernselves and were encowaged to
do so in the session. Ji11 was encouraged to support the girls' self-expression. I joined

with the children when necessary in order to assist them in communicating with their

mother. After several sessions the girls became more open toward their mother and
discussion. which was initidy superficial, became more meaninBfu1. For exarnple during
one session, Pam stated '4 don? think my mother wants us to grow up". This was
extremely si-pificant in the therapeutic process. It represented a change in boundary

between Pam and Patricia as a su&-system, weakening the alignment between Pam and lill,
and legitimating Patricia-s position of diminished power within the family. It also

highlighted the underiying issue of much of the faniify conflict which was not so much
about curfews and homework, but about the girls' need for autonomy. It facilitated
discussion and allowed the family to transform itselfand begin to adapt to its changhg
needs It was interesting to note as well that Parn made this aatement in front of her
mother. but not to her mother. This less confiontational, indirect approach was effective

in providing a buffer for Ji11 and she was able to hear and accept Pam's comment. Pam was
also aware that therapy was a safe place to disclose her thoughts and feelings, and may
have been more guarded with her rnother outside of the session. When the comment was

made. everyone was so taken aback that it produced laughter âom everyone in the room.

This laughter was perhaps reflective of the f d y 's relief in being Eree to move fonvard in
their development.
It should be noted that this family temiinated therapy earfy, after only eight

sessions. These sessions were not consecutive and there were often several weeks which
passed between sessions. Three of the eight sessions were held with JiU on her own.
Clearly there was a need for fùrther involvement, however, Ji11 terminated her involvement

as she felt she needed to think about things on her own for awhile, in particular her
relationship with Bi11 with whom she continued to plan to reconcile once he was released
fiom prison.

The difficulties in this fhily, aithough felt most by Patricia, were greatly impacted
by Ji11 and her personal problems. These personal issues had a significant effect on her

relationship with her daughters and her ability to function as a parent. She had strong
feelings of inadequacy, and loneiiness which were so ovewheirning that her needs took
precedence over her children's. Ji11 had been seeing a psychiamst to as& her to cope
with her mental health problems, but terminated this reiationshipjust pnor to Our

involvement. She was encouraged to recomect with a psychiatnst at termination to
fùrther assist her to cope with her personal issues.
From an ecoiogical perspective, family members were encouraged to discuss their
experiences with systems outside the family including relationships with fkiends, school,
and social agencies. Ji11 was ihreatened by the girls' c o ~ e c t i o n to
s peers, and was
removed fiom other systems such as their school, and their comrnunity club. Jiu was

experiencing stress in a number of areas of her own life, includuig her relationships with
fnends. the cornmunity. social assistance, and the court system, who were preventing her

fiom maintaining contact with Bill. D u ~ individual
g
sessions, Ji11 was assisted with
problem solving around issues that were svessfùl in her interactions with other systems.
If the farnily had remained in therapy intervention may have included iden-ng

ways that

Jill could have been more involved and aware of the comections the girls had outside the
family. This may have reduced her own isolation, funher established her role as a parent,
and reduced her fear of the girls' comection to peers.

The F M - I I I was administered to the famiy as a diagnostic tool (see Figure 6). It
was intended to be used as a means of evaluation however the f a d y terminated
prematurely and therefore a post-test was not admuùaered. The General Scale was
administered and provided a rating of family fùnctioning in seven different areas. Not

surprisingly. the results reveded problematic functionhg in most areas.

In terms of task accomplishment, this was seen as somewhat problematic for Jiu
(T-score 64) and P m (T-score 62). Patricia's results suggest this was an area of strength

for her family (T-score 38). Role performance was viewed as problernatic for JiU (70) and
Patricia (64), but less so for Pam (56). Commun.ication was identified as a problem by alI
family members, and affective expression was within the normal range of family
functioning for ail rnembers. Affective involvement was rated highest by lill and Patticia,

FIGURE 6
F M 4 III PROFILE - J E L , PAM AND PATRICIA

FAM GENERAL SCALE

which revealed the lack of autonomy and Iack of appropnate emotional connection

beween family rnembers. Control was rated high for Jill, Patricia, and less so for Pam.

Values and noms were reported similarly between family members with T-scores between
58 and 66. It was interesting to note that Ji11 and Patncia shared similar perceptions of

their family's difficulties. In generd, affective expression was seen more positively by

P m and invoivement and control more negatively. Pam's perceptions were different and
tended to reflect a more positive perception of f a d y fhctioning over dl. Parn rated
high (T-score 60) for defensiveness which might account for her different perception of

famiiy functioning. For Jill and Patricia, thek scores in the areas of defensiveness and
social desirability were within the normal range. In summary the FAM-III provided
verification for the clinical assessrnent of the family. In this case it provided further insight

in the f w ' s perceptions, and how they were similar and different fiom one another.

This case was both chdenging and rewarding to work with. In many ways this
family typifies families who are dealing with multiple forms of abuse simultaneously. This

was a multiproblem family which presented as moderately resistant. The issues of
resistance and workins with multiproblem families wil1 be dealt with in the clinical themes
chapter in geater detail. This family more than any another highiighted for me the
ovenvhelrning pain that family members fkel that keeps them immoblized and locked into
their repetitive and o f t a destructive patterns of interaction. Understanding this process

helped me to gain further insight into the systems concept of equilibrium and its
connection to resistance.

Sue (23) was referred for counselling by her C.F.S. worker due to concems about
childhood sexuai abuse, ernotional neglect, depressed mood, and drug and aicohol use.
She was the mother of a two year old boy named K e a who was in foster care at the

rime of the initiai referral. Sue had k e n a victim of domestic violence h m the father of

her child. It was hoped that counselling wodd help Sue cope with past trauma which was
believed to be at the root of her current parenting problerns.
Sue came to the attention of C.F.S.when Kevin was born. She was not providing
adequate physical and ernotional care due to her alcohol problem, depression, and
involvement in an abusive relationship. KeWi was apprehended when he was 13 months

of age, and placed in foster care. It was anticipated that he wodd be retumed to Sue's
care in a few months. Sue had been h a h g supervisecl access with Kevin once a week for
two hours. She was initiaily uncooperative with C.F.S. and 'ivent through the motions"
with alcohol treatrnent. The visits were generdy not a positive experience for Kevin or

Sue. Kevin appeared to resent his mother and sometimes acted fearfiilly toward her. Sue
did not cope wel1 with what she perceived as rejection from Kevin, and she witbdrew nom

him. She began to attend visits sporadically, and according to the C.F.
S. worker, on at
least one occasion Sue was stoned d u ~ the
g visit.
For about four months prior to the refend it was noted by the C.F.S.social
worker that Sue was making improvements. She had been cooperative and willing to
cornmunicate her feelings around KeWi and his rejection of her. It was as a result of this
new openness that Sue was referred for counselling.
At the time of the initial interview, Sue was 7 months pregnant with her second

child. She was ta11 and thin in stature and not noticeabty pregnant. Her mood was

depressed. and she frequently complained of being tired. At times she had trouble
focusing on the conversation at hand.

Sue was the eldest of three children in her f d y . Her parents separated when she
was 1 5 yean old. Her relationship with her mother was conflictual. Sue's sister, now 17,

was recently discharged &om a secure facility for adolescent girh with behaviour

problems. Sue descnbed her sister as "unstable". Her brother 15, lives with their
grandfather. According to the referral source, Sue's father was alcoholic, and was abusive
towards his wife. Sue was emotionally negiected by both parents and as a result went into

foster care. Sue aated that she left home at the age of 13. She did not discuss her foster

care experience where reportedly she had been semally abused.
Sue completed grade 1 1 and received counselling throughout her school years

from the Child Guidance Chic. She eventually completed her grade 12 as a mature
student then completed a legal secretary course. She did not pass the final exarn and
therefore. never became qualified. She had an outstanding student loan of $9000. Sue
was not employed at the tirne of counselhg and was supported by social assistance.

She

stated she began drinking in early adulthood. She became pregnant with Kevin when she
was 20 years old. She denied drinking dunng either pregnancy. Sue realized that she was
getting dmnk as a way to cope with her problems, in particular with Kevin's rejection of
her. She also commented that "drinking kills the boredom".
Sue did not discuss Fred, Kevin's father, except to Say that he was in jail for a

period of time and was not allowed contact with her or Kevin. As a result ,he was not a

support to her at the time. Sue described herseras socially isolated. She had few close

fiends who were a support to her. Her mother had offered her support, however, Sue
had feelings of confusion and anger towards her mother. She was angry with her for

staying with her father as long as she did and for not supporting Sue when KeWi was
born. Her mother reported Sue to child welfare authonties which resulted in KeWi being
removed fiom her care. Sue expressed skepticism about the apparent change in her

mother's attitude and added she had trouble trusthg other sources of authority incfuding

C.F.
S. and myself This was explored with Sue in terms of what her worker's
expectations were and what Sue wanted. Other sources of support included Sue's AA
sponsor whom she had known since she left home.
Sue expressed feeling confident about the abiiity to manage Kevui when he was

retumed to her care. She had been sober for about a year and continued to attend alcohol
treatrnent once a week. She acknowledged that she had to maintain sobnety for Kevin.
She also articulated the difficulty Kevin would experience as he separated fiom his foster
mother and reattached to her. She anticipated that there would be a transition penod for

Kevin as he reintegrated into her home. She expressed being prepared during this t h e for
the fact that he may be angry and resentfbi toward her as he had been dunng visits. One
ovemight visit was planned by the agency before KeWi was retumed on a permanent

basis. Sue had "üabyproofed " her apartment to prepare for Kevin's retum. She
acknowledged the difficulty in doing this because he was at a dfierent developmental Ievel
now than when he left ber care.

Part of the justification for Kevin's retum had been the fact that Sue was planning
on placing her expected chiid up for adoption. During the intake interview however, Sue
indicated she was unsure about her plans for the child. She had been in contact with
Pregnancy Distress and understood she must now commit herself to a decision. This
caused her distress and she had expenenced diflticulty sleeping. She discussed keeping the

child but believed she could only do so with constant invoivement of a homemaker
through C.F.
S., which she did not want. It was questionable how well Sue could manage
both children. Her second child was bom during Sue's involvement in the practicum.
Sue was a young woman who has expenenced deprivation and abuse during her

childhood and adolescence. She was a victirn of domestic violence in her current
relationship with her children's father. She had some post secondary education and
presented as being capable ofarticulathg her thoughts and feelings. Her mood was

depressed and she appeared fatigued. She appeared underweight and fiail. The impact of
her aicohol use and her poor physical health as weil as the weltàre of her chiidren were of
concem. Sue stated a reluctance to discuss childhood issues or issues in her p a s as she
did not feel that she was diarent from anyone else in that respect. She did express a

desire for counsehg around KeWi7sreturn to he$ undentand '%is psychological,
emotioad and developmental stages". The plan was a suitable therapeutic goai and also
suited the goals of the C.F.S. agency worker.

IV
This f d y consisted of Sue, and her two young children, Kevin (2) and Tyler ( 1

month). Fred had b e n a member of the family recently up mtil his arrest and removal
fiom the home approximately 6 months previously. He was known to have been abusive
towards Sue during their relationship, causing her physical injury at times. Although Sue
minïmized bis role in the family given his absence &orn the home, she continued to

maintain a reiationship with hirn while he was in jail, and brought the children to visit hVn
on occasion. The impact of his abuse and his current relationship with the f d y were an

influence for them.

There were numerous changes throughout the short time Sue was in therapy in
ternis of the structure and membership of the family. uiitially, she and Fred were together

and Kevin was in a r e . Then Fred went to jd,KeMn was returned, and Tyler was boni.
These changes in the family required changes in Sue's role and relationship to family

members. The most sigruficant change was the role of parent. In a relatively short penod

of time Sue went fiom being part of a two parent f d y , to having no parenting
responsibilities, to having to care for two young children as a single parent. These

changes also required her to mod* the boundaries between her and the children,

becorning more or less disengaged or enrneshed as the circumstances required. Not
surprisingiy, Sue had di8iculty fulnlling her role and adapting to the relationship changes.

Tyler and KeWi were both at a developmental stage that required a close
relationship with their mother. The boundaries between mother and child at this time
should be diaise, and family members are considered enmeshed with one another. This
closeness is adaptive in that it allows for parents to recognize and meet their child's ne&.
As children develop, boundaries between parent and child increase in rigidity to allow for

the child's growing autonomy. In this case the boundaries between mother and chiid were
too rigid for the developmentai needs of the child. The result was that Sue was
unresponsive to the children's queues for care and attention, which inhibiteci the
facilitation of attachent between rnother and child. Although not deliberately neglectfil,

Sue lacked the capacity to be emotionally available to the children. This may have been
related to the fact that she herself had not experienced a safe numiring environment in her
family of ongin.
Whereas the boundary between Sue and the children could be descnbed as
inappropriately rigid, the boundary around the family as a whole was Uiappropriately
diffise. There was iittie sense of stability and cowistency around who was a member of
the family, and whether family members were cornmitteci to one another.

The involvement of professional helpers also conmbuted to the boundary
confusion. Due to Sue's inability to perform her role as a parent, she was dependent on
others to take over her responsibilities. This reality created contiision around subsystem
fiinctioning as weil as the boundary around the fàmi1y. ui some respects, Sue hctioned

in the capacity of an adolescent, while the professional helpers in her life functioned as
parents. She wanted to be a parent but was unable or u n d h g to function in a parenting
capacity. She would quickly give up the responsibiiity of h

g for the children to the

helpers. She would then be angry towards the helpers for behg intrusive in her life, but
would not take the necessary steps toward independence. She was hstrated by C.F.S.

remained ernotionaüy distant, and uiappropriately disengaged. She continued to be
ambivalent about her intentions to parent Tyler. She relieci heady on family and niends to

care for Kevin if she was feeling ovenvhelmed.
It is not known how Sue fùnctioned as a parent when she and Fred were together.
It is likely that her autonomy was restricted in this relationship aven Fred's violent and
controlling behaviour. Sue would have had ümited authority, and perhaps she may have
fùnctioned smic~irallyon the level as a child. As an adult Sue had Illriited opportunity to
develop a sense of independence and responsibility. Perhaps the role of professional
helpers, although necessary, also stifled her attempts to be independent as they
perpetuated the fact that Sue could not take care of herseif Perhaps if the professional
involvement fiom the various helpers had been better coordinated then Sue w d d have
benefited more fkom their involvement.
Within Sue's M

y of ongin, the structure of the relationship with her mother

reflected that of parent-teen rather than parent-young adult. Sue was bctioning Iike an
adolescent which led to signincant conflict, and unresolved feelings in her reiationship with
her mother. Sue waoted her mother's assistance on her tenns, and was unable to see her

mother's point of view. For example she was angq at her mother for not le-g

her

abusive father, yet Sue herseifremained in a violent relationship herself. The result of this
existing confiict meant that Sue's mother was restricted in her abiiity to be a suppon to

Sue in a way that would have assisted her and the children.

Sue aligned herseif with specific professionals involved against other professionals

as a means of uinuencing others or gainhg more power. This was a fairiy deliberate act
on her part to manipulate the people around her to get what she needed. It was also W l y
easy for her to do so because there was limited communication between the systems

involved, and helping professionals cm be easily persuaded by clients who are cornplahhg

about another agency or professional. For example, Sue tried to align with me against her

C.F.S.worker as a means of having more duence with her worker. She also aligned with
her C.F.S. worker against her support worker, who she claimed was not providing
adequate care. Sue may have established power in these ways as she found that she was
ineffective on her own to bring about the changes she wanted. This rnay have been a

result of inadquate skds on her part to advocate and assert herself in appropriate ways,

or she may have learned this pattern of relating fiom previous relationships, or perhaps she
found that it was the most effective way to mobilize the resources she needed.

As previously stated, Sue likely had diminished power in her relationship with her

partner Fred as a result of his violence towards her and the children. It can also be stated
that Sue appeared to function in the capacity of a teenager in many of her relationships
such as those with heipers and with her mother. It is possible that with her partner gone
and the children returned to her a r e Sue was having to fiurction as an adult for the first
the.

Her difficulty doing this was obvious. The extensive involvement of helpers rnay

have exacerbated her difficulty functioning as an adult. Perhaps if the professionals were

better coordinated and aware of each other's role and relationship with Sue their
involvement could have been helpfùl.

Ecological theory was helpful in considering the different systems impacting on
Sue's Me and the relationships between those systems. On an individual level Sue was a

young woman with significant personal problems which were long-standing and probably
rooted in her f d y of ongin and early adulthood experiences. She used alcohol and
drugs as a means of coping which now presents her with a new set ofproblems. She
presented with signs of ciinical depression for which she had received psychiamc
treatment in the past.

Relationships with famil? continued to be a source of stress rather than a source of
suppon. She was removed frorn her parents' care only to be placed in an envionment
where she was sexually abused. Feelings of distrust and anger toward helping agencies

likely resulted fi-omthis experience. These early experiences lefi Sue vulnerable in
subsequent relationships. and she was funher victimized in her adult relationships.

The intervention of the shild welfare system in Sue's Me had both positive and
neeative consequences for Sue. It provided a d e place for Kevin to live while Sue
attempted to address the issues that interfered with her abiiity to parent.. She made
signifiant gains in maintainhg sobriety, and in increasing her emotional security. Clearly
further sains were required before she was ready to parent, however Sue did not
recognize this nor did the agency. Kevin was retumed toward the end of Sue's pregancy

with Tyler. Two weeks after Kevin retumed, Tyler was born. Kevin was required to stay
for two weeks with a combination of friends and relatives while Sue recuperated from a
difficult deliveq. Undecided until the last minute whether to parent the child, Sue was
unprepared for the baby's retum home.

She descnbed settîng up the cnb the same day

Tyler retumed from the hospital. The decision to retum Kevin to Sue's care was set by an
arbitrary timeline wtuch did not take into consideration Sue's pregnancy. As a result the
family was off to a difficult start.

The risk to the children was mediated by the role of helping agencies. Mthough at

times this was a source of stress for Sue, it does reflect positively on her that she was
involved and cooperative. oflen initiating contact. Another strength was Sue's ability to
maintain sobriety and to make use of appropriate supports such as

alcohol treatment

and her sponsor. She was open about her abuse of prescription drugs and the ease with
which she could obtain medication. Another mediating factor was Fred's absence from

the home. An atmosphere of safety existed due to his inwceration. It was believed that
he was in jsil far crimes ot her than violence against Sue. She remained emotiondy
connected to him, although physically safe for the t h e being.

ln terms of Iarger systems that asécted Sue's situation, she was a single mother

who was supponed by social assistance and therefore dependent on others for financial

suppon. She lived in poverty, residing in poor housing conditions, in a high crime

neighborhood. She was Caucasian. and presented as having mainstream cultural beliefs
and values. As a single parent. supported by sonal assistance, she required the support of

additional seMces to parent her children. Although extensive services were put in place.
the lack of coordination, and communication resulted in each professional paying sole

attention to his or her role and responsibility. For example, doctors made house cails.
suppon workers provided respite, and various counseiiors provided support around their
given area of focus including addictions, depression, and parenting. The focus of

involvement seemed to be on resolving the imrnediate crisis rather than coordinating a plan
that would eventually lead to reduced involvement and dependency on the various

agencies.
Sue's personal network was also problematic. Many of her niends were still

involved in substance abuse and she was attempting to sever her connections with thern in
an effort to maintain sobriety. This was complicated by the fact that she lived in a

neighborhood where dmzs were readily available, and substance abuse was prevalent.

Effons to establish a network of hedthy relationships would be challenguig. Sue
identified her sponsor as being a sigmfïcant support for her not o d y around her drinking

but also in providing emotional support. D u ~ the
g time of the practicum however, Sue's
sponsor was experiencing serious health problems and was unavailable to Sue at times.

This was stresshl for her. Sue lacked some basic social skills that would have benefited
her in establishing friends and a social network. Her overwhelming persona1 problems
would have limited her ability to be a support with others. Unlike professional

relationships. fiends and family require "give and take" in order maintain the relationships.
Sue would have been comprornised in her ability to do this and her network was reiatively
srnail

T h e r w c Go&
Goals of therapy were identified by the referral source, and included assisting Sue
in coping with her family of origin issues, and the issues of her current abusive
relationship. This counselling was part of a larger plan devised by the C.F.S worker that
would lead to Sue's children being retumed to her. It was clear that Sue's primary
motivation for counselling was to have her children returned.

Dunng the intake process, Sue made it known that the agency's goals for therapy
were not her own and she would prefer to work on her relationship with Kevin. The goal
was to assist Sue in reconnecting with Kevin emotionaily, and to build a relationship with

him. ChiId-management and discipline techniques were also identified as goals for Sue. It
was believed that although these goals may not reflect all of the issues that had been

identified, they were legitirnate goals none-the-less, and related directly to the safety and
well-being of the children. It was ais0 felt that through dealing with Sue's identified goals
relating to her relationship with Kevin other issues such as M

y of ongln would

inevitably surface. It would be preferable therapeutically to deai with those issues at Sue's
state of readiness. rather than imposing them as goals.

It becarne evident during the intake assessrnent that Sue's cornmitment to therapy
was tenuous ar best and attempts were made to join with Sue in an effort to shifi what was

an extemal to an intemal motivation to seek counselling. It was made clear from the
beginning that one of the expectations was that the therapist provide feedback to the

C.F S. worker. I demonstrated the ability to be a support to Sue around dealing with
C.F.S. in a way that did not undermine her relationship with her worker. 1 was cautious
to join but not side with Sue in her hstration. Other methods used to join with Sue
included respecting her difficulty in leaving the houe to attend counselling sessions.

Home visits were provided as a means of respecting the dernands on Sue. It dso provided

an opportunity to observe Sue interacting with other helpers, as well as the children.
ChiId care was provided duri- these times.

Establishine a clear therapeutic contract with Sue remained a challenge. The
barriers to this included primarily her lack of motivation, and the overd lack of stability in
Sue's life, and the goals imposed externally by the C.F.S.worker. Numerous

appointments were canceled primarily due to illness either of the children or Sue.
AIthough child care supports were in place for her to attend therapy she often chose to
sleep while the homemaker was there, rather than participate in therapy.
Tec-

Sue presented as perpetually overwhelmed and on the brink of a cnsis during much
of my involvement. Therapy focused on assisthg Sue in problem solving in these
situations and moving on to more goal oriented thinking. For example rather than being
fnistrated with Kevin's behaviour. Sue was encouraged to think about how she wouid like
her relationship to be different.
Tracking questions were used to help map out behavioural patterns between Sue
and Kevin. For example Sue was having difnculty getting Kevin to eat. Tbrough the use

of tracking questions it was learned that Sue rarely eats herself which might have had an
impact on Kevin. Child management skills were taught.
Sessions provided Sue with an opportunity to express her feelings about her
relationship with Fred. as well as with her mother. Helping her sort through her feelings
about these relationships assisted with processing the impact these individuals had in her

life. This was a positive first step for Sue who had been reluctant to discuss these
relationships to any great extent. Clearly long-tem counselling was required to address
the underlying issues, however for Sue it was important that she have control over what
she shared and with whom. It was important to respect her autonomy in this regard.
Treating Sue as an adult who was responsible for the decisions she made and the

consequences that came with them was an important restructuring technique. This
contrasted with how other systems interacted with her, keeping her in a dependent
position. Interestingly, one of the biggest sources of stress in Sue's life was the
professional helpers. The s e ~ c e sincluded daily homemaking, parenthg classes, AA
meetings. public health the C.F.S. worker, her AA sponsor, and fiequent visits from

Envoy for herself and the children. Sue aiso maintained ongoing contact with Prepnancy
Distress. Sue would be content for therapy sessions to be dorninated by expressing her
hstration with these agencies. She was also.assisted in problem solving to increase her
effectiveness in relating to the helpers. She was assisted in expressing her Mews
appropriately during a case conference, which inctuded a number of agencies. An effort
was made to have a anicmral impact on how Sue related to the helpen involved that

reflected her adult status.
tic Out-

Five sessions were held in total with Sue including the intake session. Three of the
sessions were home visits. two were conducted in the office. As previously stated, a case
conference was also held. Sue's cornmitment to therapy remaineci tentative throughout,
and she demonstrated this by canceling nurnerous appointments. At termination Sue was
struggiing to care for her two young children and herseif. Despite the number of intense
supports in place. her ability to provide an appropnate level of care was questionable. She
remained resistant from the beginning to discuss f d y of ongin issues or her relationship
with Fred. This situation reflected the difficulty when an outside agency selects the
therapeutic goals and the client is not wilhg or able to cooperate with them. Sue had
difficulty with basic day to day functioning as she stmggled with eating and sleeping
problems and depressed mood. Not surpnsingly she had difEculty caring for two young
children. It is likely that by keeping herself in perpehial cnsis she avoided having to deal
with painfùl expenences in her past. and it also served as a means of keeping formal

supports involved. It is possible that therapy wasn't what Sue needed at the time and that
she may have benefited more from living in a supportive caring environment. without the

responsibility of caring for her children
Evalum

Two measures were administered to Sue: the Brief Syrnptom Inventos., and
Rosenberg's Self Esteem Scale. The tests were used as a tool to assist in clinicai
assessrnent. Sue's BSI Generai Severity Index was a T-score of45, and the RSE was 16.
These results suggested minimal difficulties hi the area of se@esteem, or with personai

fùnctioning, as measured as by the BSI. These results contradictecf my clinical assessrnent

of Sue and suggested one of two things. narnely, that 1 over estimated Sue's mental heaith
difficulties, in particular her depression, or Sue did not answer the items with complete

accuracv and truthfùlness It is believed that the latter is mie given the mandated nature
of Sue's involvement. and her motivation to be perceived in the best possible way.

Neither of the scores provided a means of assessing social desirability, or defensiveness

such as the F . M ILI does. The measures were therefore limited in their utility.

L ~ M
and Terry were max-ried and had three children David (1 1), Ted (9), and
Tornmy (7). Both Lynn and Teny irnmigrated to Canada fiom South East Asia when in

their early 20's. They had different racial, cultural and religious backgrounds. Teny was
Catholic and L

m although raised Buddhist, had converted to Baptist. Both were fluent

in English and were employed. Lynn contacted the E.H.C.C. and requested counselling
for her family due t o arguing and fighting between herself and Teny. She indicated that
Terry had been physically and emotionally abusive toward her throughout their marriage.
The violence was severe at times, resulting in injury to Lynn however she had never

sought medical attention. or pressed charges against Terry. The couple was prompted to
seek counselling as L y n had threatened to separate if Terry refùsed to get help.
The couple was assessed and it was determined that marital counselling was not
appropriate at this time. Although Teny acknowledged his violent behaviour, he felt that
it was "mutual" For example he would push Lynn and she would push him back. He
held Lynn responsible for his violent behaviour because she made him angsr and he felt
she provoked him to be violent. He described at length the ways that she angered him.

shamed him and faiied to meet his expectations. Teny clearly minimized the fiequency
and severity of abuse he perpetrated against his wife. Given his level of denid. and the
on-going nature of the abuse it was determined that Terry needed to address his violent
behaviour before the couple could be seen together in therapy. Terry was refened to the

EVOLVE program and L y m continued with individual counselling at the E.H.C.C.

Lynn was bom in the Philippines and had seven sisters and two brothers. Three of
her sisters and her mother were in Winnipeg. Her father died when she was sixteen.

Terry also came fi-om a large family many of whorn also irnmigrated to Winnipeg. His
parents lived with Lynn and Terry and assisted them in raising the children and maintainhg
the household. Terry's rnother died Iast year, and his father continued to live with them.

Lynn stated that she met Terry soon after she irnmigrated to Canada. They dated
for two years and then got married. Violence began when she was pregnant with her
second child and Terry was angy with her for getting pregnant so soon after their first

child. He came after her with a knife when she infonned him of the pregnancy, chasing
her into the bathroom while holding David in bis arms. He broke down the door in an
effort to get to L ~ M . She stated that Terry had been violent with her about once a month
throughout their marriage. The most recent incident occurred two weeks pnor when the
couple was arguing and Terry gripped her neck and tried to choke her. Lynn stated she
was peeling vepetables at the time and had a s m d pearing M e in her hand. She went to
cut his ann in an effort to stop him and he quickly witMrew his hands.

There was si_gificant codict between the couple around f d y obligation and

loyalty. Both Lynn and Te-

indicated feeling unwelcome with their in-Iaws to the point

where they avoided contact. They did support a continued relationship between their

children and the respective families of origin. Both parents felt a strong sense of suppon
and obligation to their own families of ongin.

Ot her areas of difficulty had been around the children. Both parents expressed
concern about the impact of the children witnessing violence between them. in the
beginning the couple tried to keep their fighting away fiom the children however now that
the children were older this was not possible. Terry accused Lynn of tuming the children
against him. There were disagreements between the parents about raisirig the children in

terms of their religio~culture. and education.
The couple identified a change in their relationship occumng f i e r Teeny's rnother
died. There had been an increase in conflict and violence. This may have been related to
the change in roles and responsibiiities within the f d y . The patemai grandrnother

provided the famiIy with assistance in terms of coohg, child care, and cleaning. Now
that she was not there Terry expected Lynn to complete these tasks, and Lynn expected
Te-

to.

nie structure of this family reflected the effects of ongoing domestic violence. In
many ways L y m and Terry ceased t o be a couple, and functioned iike two individuais.
Lynn's pattern of relating to Terry, and to her children was shaped largely by the vioience

and her effons to keep herself and her chiidren safe.

Subsvsrems
The marital subsystem consisted of Teny and Lynn and was fomed when the
couple met and sot manied. Lynn descnbed the first few yean of their marriage
positively and it would appear that the members of the couple were able to support one

another Bot h came fiom traditional patriarchal backgrounds and both fùlfilled their
traditional roles in a complementary marner. This was functional for the couple for a
penod of time but then conflict increased and the marital subsystem began to deteriorate.
Terry became violent. causing further destruction to the relationship. The couple were

distanced from one another and their needs were not being met by one another. When the
couple presented for therapy, the marital subsystern was not at all functional, and the
couple were not providuig support to one another. The basic tasks of the marital
subsystem were not being met and the marriage was corning to an end.

The parental subsystem was troubled in that both parents were punitive and
restrictive in their parenting approach. The parents' ability to numire, guide and control
was likely affected by the same issues that afTected their marital reiationship. The
existence of violence was aIso very damaging to the children in terms of their ability to
trust. and feel safe in their environment. Although the children's basic needs were met,
the emotional climate was conflictual, and unpredictable. Terry and Lynn involved the
children in their conflicts which exacerbated the effects on the children. The couple had
dficulty making the necessary adjustments around roles and responsibilities in terms of
running the household and caring for the children. Lynn worked two jobs and Terry was
unemployed. Despite this he insisted that she perform the majority of child care and
housekeeping duties. This issue was managed adequately when the patemd gandmother
was in the home, however when she died the couple failed to make the necessary
adjustments to adapt to the change.

The sibling subsystem consisted of the couple's three boys. They were al1 school
aged and had contact with systems outside the family. Less was known about the boys'
reiationships with one another as they were not involved with counselling. tt is known
however that the family as a whole was isolated and Lytm in particular did not want the
boys involved in any outside activities. Their contact with peers was restricted and they
were not involved in any activities outside of the home.

The task of the sibling subsystem

is to have enough independence from parents, to begin to expenence social contact which
will evennialty prepare them for the outside world (Minuchin, 1974). It is likely that these
boys were preoccupied with the parents' problems and their own concerns for safety <O
focus on their relationship with each other. Their ability to master these functions would

therefore be cornprornised.

The boundary around the marital subsystem was ditfuse and this led to problems

for the couple. In particular it resulted in intrusion by the in-laws from both sides of the
family in the couple's problems. Both had maintained a closeness and an alliance with
their respective families of ongin. Over time Terry and Lynn becarne closer to their
families of origin than they were to each other. Although the boundary around the marital
subsystem was diffuse, the boundary around Lynn and Teny as individuals was rigid. The
problems which resulted from this impacted the marital subsystem which has already been
described above.
As a result of the diffuse boundary around the marital subsystem, the parents

related to their children not as a unit, but as separate individuais. This aiso contibuted to
alignments and coalitions which wiLi be discussed later. The boundary between Lynn and
the children was diffuse and she and the children were extremely close to one another.
This closeness evolved as a protective ninction for the children, and perhaps for Lynn as
well. The children were ofien physically close to her, for example sharing the same bed,
which may have been effective at tirnes in keeping Terry at a distance. Although this
closeness was functional at times, it brought the chiidren doser to the parental conflict,
and placed them at greater risk both physically and emotionally. The diffuse boundary and
enmeshed relationship also resulted in family members being overly sensitive to each
other's feelings and emotions as the boundary failed to block these fiom reverberating

from one person to another.

Less is known about the boundary between Terry and the children. It can be
assumed however thar his violence resulted in emotiondly distancing him nom the
children thus the boundary would be more rigid than what would be considered
appropriate for a famiiy at this stage of development.
The b o u n d q around the family as a whoie was very rigid. particuiarly for Lynn

and the children. She was very distmstfùl of the outside world, a belief which she passed
dong to her children. Consequently they were isolated, and somewhat dependent on
Temy as their contact with the outside world. This increased his power within the family,
contnbuting to the vulnerability of the other members. The children were isolated fiom
relationships with peers. Lynn stated that on one occasion she aflowed the boys to have a
fiend over and he stole something fiom the house. They had not been allowed to have

fnends over since that time.
Power
A significant power imbaiance existed within the marital subsystem which affêcted

the entire family and its structure. Temy used emotionai abuse, threats and violence to
maintain power and control in his relationship with Lynn. This had a destructive effect on
the marital subsystem and resulted in Teny being in a higher position hierarchically than

Lym. Lynn's authority with the children was compromised as weii because of her
diminished power in the family. Lynn had very Little infiuence with her husband in such
matters as renegotiating roles and responsibilities for child care, and housekeeping tasks.
As a result she worked two jobs, functioned as p d a r y caregiver, and maintained the

household. The couple needed to adapt to its changing circumstances (i.e.,death of the
grandmother, and Terry's unemployrnent) however the change was resulting in Lynn being
burdened wit h the majority of responsibility. She had limited power to influence a more
positive adaptation to these new circumstances.

The problems with hierarchy and diffuse boundaries between subsystems created
circumstances for aiignments and coalitions to form within the family. Lynn became
aligned with the children against the father. Terry saw this alignment as Lynn's deliberate
atternpt to tum the children against him. This alignment between Lynn and the children
may have served a protective function for Lynn as weli as the chiidren against Teny's

violence. L y m rnay have achieved some power in her relationship with Terry when she

was aligned with the children. Teny recognized this and made effons to sever the
alignrnent. For example Terry refùsed to d o w Lynn to speak to the children when she
was away from the house at work. This was an unhealthy dynamic for the children and

the patterns in the family revealed that the children were frequently used as pawns in the
marital codict. As this family matures, in particuiar as the children get older they may

take on more adult fùnctions for example, one of the children may act as protector for
Lynn, one rnay be a mediator between Lynn and Terry. The coalitions and alignrnents

became part of the way the children adapted to their circumstances of being caught in an
ongoing marital battle.

The larger systerns that have an iznpact on this famiy should also be taken into
consideration. Those systems included the dture and religion that Teny was a part of
and the culture and religion that Lyrm was a part of and the broader culture which was

different from both of those. Terry was Pakistani, and was Catholic. L y i was from the

Philippines, and was raised Buddhist, but recently became a Baptist. Teny brought to the
relationship a background which was patnarchal in nature. Lynn brought a family of
origin history which in itself made her wlnerable to violence as she has been a victim in
the pas1 and witnessed domestic violence between her parents.

The expenence of immigration can be stressfil for individuals. and they can
experience racism once arriving in Canada. The couple connected to their own families in

part as a means of maintairing culture. familiarity, and a sense of belonging. These may
have been difficult to obtain through other social interactions due to cultural differences.

.%ter a period of time. Lynn enjoyed participating in social activities in the Filipino

comrnunity usually without Terry. This highlighted a dilemma for the couple. Because
they were biracial (Pakistani and Filipino) they had no shared community. This created

stress for them. contnbuted to their isolation, and intensifieci the bonds with their own
families origin. al1 of which contributed to confIict between them.
There had been very little involvement with outside agencies prior to Lynn's
request for counseiling. The police had been called on one occasion by Lynn when Terry
refused to dIow her to talk to the children. The police attendeci the home to check on the

chiidren and advised Lynn not to retum home that evening out of concem for her safety.
This was a significant leamhg expenence for Lynn given that the police were not able to
assist her in any way and she remained in a position of diminished power outside the

home. It was after this incident that she contacted a lawyer who advised that she obtain
counselling with her husband before they legally separate. She was referred to an agency
that provided counselling to wornen, but would not include men in the process. These
were very mistrating experiences for a woman who was being battered and was trying to

seek help.

Lynn's employment was a significant system to which she was connected. She
reponed frequent confiicts with coworkers and employers, and her work seemed to be an
ongoing source of stress. She resented the fact that she worked two jobs and her husband
was unemployed. Her employment although stressfil, did reduce her isolation. Despite

these two jobs it would have been diacult for Lynn to have supported herself and the
children due to the fact that the jobs did not pay weii.

Lynn's social relationships consisted primarily of those with her immediate and
extended farnily. Terry's controllit~~
nature made it dficult for her to establish
relationships outside of the fàmily. She was fearful of leaving the children alone with

Te-

and as a result. when she wasn't at work, she tried to spend as much time with the

children as possibie. This had an isoiating effect on both her and the children which was
exacerbated by her inherent mistrust of people. This extended to the various systems rhe
children were comected with such as p e r s and school. Lynn was beginning to establish
connections to the Baptist church. This provided contact with peers for the chddren. and
opportunities for connecting with other adults for Lynn. It was a safe place where Lynn
could be assured that Terry would not likely ever be a part of

Lynn presented for therapy with the hope that she and her husband could receive
her
counseliing together. She agreed to individual therapy but needed to SM
expectations of what therapy could provide, specificdy that individual counselling for her
would not change her husband's behaviour. She recognized the limitations of individuai
therapy to change her situation. and over time began to use therapy as a means of dealing
with individual issues. The general goal of therapy was to help Lynn to remain safe by

assisting her in realistically appraising the level of risk for herself and the children and
implementing a safety plan. Another goal was to provide support around her
decisionmaking with respect to the relationship. Lynn identified that she wanted to
become more emotionally independent. Lynn's relationships with family of ongin, and
coworkers were also areas she wanted to make changes in.

A total of 12 sessions was held with L ~ M
over a three month tirne span. L ~ M
was

initially guarded in therapy and admitted that she had difnculty txusting people. This may
have originated from abusive family of ongin expenences, or perhaps her experience of

immigration. Her way of relarinç to people reflected her overd view of the world and of
people as dangerous. This perception contnbuted to her isolation, and the isolation of her
children. Exploring her Feelings on this issue helped Lynn to understand her own
behaMour More importantly though was that the relationship with me becme a means by
which she could have a positive, tmsting relationship, an experience which may change her

view

Joining techniques were used to engage Lynn in the therapeutic relationship. She
became more open over time. and spoke openiy of the areas of her life that were causing

her stress and that she wanted to change. It is interesting to note that Lynn did not
disclose any incidents of violence during the entire time of therapy despite my inquines. In
retrospea it was possible that Lym rnay not have chosen to confide in me regarding
violence because of the possible consequences or perceived consequences. Lynn always

said that if Terry was ever violent with her again she would leave him. By not reporting
any violence to me she permitted herser to stay in the relationship.

Another goal identified by Lynn was to achieve a sense of emotionai independence.
She recoyized that she entered the marriage with Terry with the expectation that it was
her role to make Teny happy and his role to make her happy. We explored the ways in
which L ~ M
could develop emotionally satisfjmg relationships and activities that would

enrich her life and would not place her at greater risk in her mmiage. Lynn's ability to
identie this goal reflected insight on her part on her dependence on others to make her
happy. Perhaps she was aiso aware of Terry's limitations in meeting her emotional needs.

L y began to develop a close relationship with her sister, and they attended some social
gatherings together. Lynn expressed an interest in taking a course in hair cutting or flower
arran_@ngand 1 directed her to the appropriate resources. By reconnecthg with her sister,

Lynn found a relationship which could meet her needs in a way that would not put her at

risk with her husband. This relationship may have facilitated changes in Lynn that would
impact on her relationship with her children, fiiends, CO-workersetc.

r\sseniveness was another area addressed in therapy. We discussed some of the
difficulties L y m encountered at work because of her inability to express herself It
becarne evident that Lynn could be very effective in some situations. particularly when she

was advocating on behalf of other people. like her mother or her children. Identiwg
these strengths was helpfil to Lynn and she was encouraged to use the same skills in
different relationships. It was also acknowledged that there were tirnes when Lynn rnay
chose not to assen herself because it would place her at rkk. She was encouraged to

consider reftaming being silent as a conscious choice, and not something that diminishes
her assertiveness. These skills assisted Lyrm in realinng her options.
Family of on=& relationships were also a focus of therapy for Lynn due to her

history of physical abuse from her mother and witnessing violence between her parents.
Lym also had stmggled to cope with the death of her father as she felt a tremendous

amount of y i l t around his death. Lynn felr like a burden had been lified from her
shoulders as she had never shared her feelings about her father with anyone before.
Processing her feelings around these early experiences assisted her in relieving some of the
stress they caused in her Ise.
From an ecological perspective there were many layers of systems that were
impact ing on t his family. This perspective was helpful in my own understanding of Lynn's
situation and her comection to her culture, religio~extended family, etc. If therapy
continued, other ways of reducing Lynn's isolation may have been explored. She and the
children rnay have benefited From connecting to activities they could enjoy together
outside the home. or she may have benefited fiom comecting with their school.
In summary, therapy assisted Lynn in creating options beyond remahhg in the
abusive relationship. She could not change her husband in therapy and it was believed that
he did not attend the group he had been referred to. Lynn had given thought to separating
but was clearly ovenvhelmed with what her life would be Idce on her own. Therapy was
directed at helping her broaden her world so that she was less isolated and less distrustful.

It also gave her some skills in assertiveness which couId be beneficial in ail her
relationships.
tic 0
-

Lynn appeared to enjov the therapeutic relationship and was motivated in
identifjing and working towards goals. What was most challenging for Lynn was the fact
that her ability to make changes in her life was limited by her relationship to Terry, and the

environment she was living in. As previously discussed, she had limited power in her
relationship to bnng about changes. and the majority of her ditficulties were arising frorn
the circumstances of the abusive relationship. Therapy may have been helpful in
comecting L d nto relationships outside her immediate f d y and increasing skills in
dealing with those relationships. This was important whether Lynn chooses to remain in
the relationship or not.
Evalut~on

The BSI and the RSE were adrninistered with Lynn as pre- and poa-test measures.
The pre-test results of the BSI, General Severity Index, converting to T-score was 57, and
the post-test kas 54. Although these results suggested a slight improvement, it was

minimal. Similarly with the RSE, the score at pre-test was 27, and at post-test was 21.

Lynn clearly enjoyed the therapeutic relationship and verbalized a sense of hprovement in
her life as a result of therapy. She expressed a desire to continue her therapy at
termination and therefore the case was transferred to a different therapist at E.H.C.C.

SECTION FOUR: CLNICAL LEARNTNG THEMES
This final section wiil explore some of the clinical themes which emerged during
the practicum. Many families were difficult to engage in the therapeutic process and 1
wanted to better understand their "resistance". In particular 1 wanted to explore the
reasons behind the resistance that was encountered, and any comection to the dynamics
around family violence. Some families were defined as "multiproblem" and they brought
unique issues to the therapeutic process which warranted fbrther discussion. It was found
that some famiiies that were coping with violence were also dealing with other problems
including alcohol abuse. It was important to understand the relationship between these
issues, and some of the intervention strategies available in the current literature. Findy,
ethicai considerations were explored as a means of highlighting the key issues fiom a
broader perspective which impact therapy with families where violence has occurred.
Resistance
Dunng the practicum experience it became evident that many of the f a d e s seen
appeared resistant to therapy. Resistance is considered anything which works against
positive change for an individual or family. This was demonstrated in a number of ways

but one of the most obvious was the temination of therapy d e r two or three sessions. As
a result, it was difficult to obtain the required nurnber of clients for the practicum, and it

wasn't until after 12 clients in total were seen that a relatively committed group remained.
McCown and Johnson ( 1993) idente different types of resistance encountered in

f d y therapy. The first group resists the initial referral for treatment. They add that this
can occur even when the family is mandated to attend. The second group demonstrates
superficial cooperation but acts in ways that prevent effective treatment. The third occurs
when the family attempts to dictate the tenns of treatment to the therapist. For example

farnily rnembers rnay insist that certain individual members be included or excluded.

h o t h e r group are those who "therapist shop" and never remain in therapy long enough
for there to be any benefit . h o t h e r way of resisting is through scapegoating an individuai
farnily member. For example when the therapist working with the resistant family refuses

to accept the belief that the farnily's problem does not extend beyond that of one or two
targeted members, the famiiy will typically react with anger towards the therapist
(McCown & Johnson, 1993).

Being relativety new to the field of f d y therapy, one tends to feel responsible
when families terminate therapy early. McCown and Johnson (1993) state that when the

family abruptly terminates treatment or f d s to comply with the therapist's
recommendations it is ofken assumed the therapist was inexperienced, weless, or in error.
Although it cannot be assumed that every client that teminates early is resistant to

therapy, early termination and its relationship to resistance warrant fixther discussion.
Resistance can be encountered in a variety of ways, not just in the early
termination of therapy. It was my expenence that resistance was encountered in some
form in the majority of clients seen in the practicum For this reason it is important to be
aware of resistance and its various forms and to consider it a key to how the family
functions as a system. It should not be avoided but rather it should be incorporated into
the therapist's ongoing conceptualizing and intervention.
From a family systems point of view families resist change because there is comfon
in the system maintairing itself the way it is. Minuchin (1974) states that the faMly offers
resistance to change beyond a certain range and maintains preferred patterns as long as
possible. This is a necessary fùnction of families in order that they cm maintain a sense of
stability and therefore it should not be seen necessady as negative. The concept of
homeostasis describes how the family as a system will attempt to maintain a state of

equiiibrium. F i s h a n ( 1993) states that homeostasis does not describe a t o t d y static
state, lacking growth and development, but rather a consistent steady state that al1 living
things must have in order to exist. He adds that in the family that is fbnctioning well, the

process is fluid and dynamic and by its nature incorporates developrnental change even as
it lends srability. Families can become "stuck", however, and continue repeating the same
dysfunctional patterns. These families are resistant to intervention aimed at finding new
ways of coping with their situation.

In the face of stress these familes increase the rigidity

of their transactional patterns and boundaries, and avoid or resist any exploration of
alternatives (Minuchin, 1974).
Thus change is stressful for families and whether the pressure on the family is
extemal or intemal they will sometimes resist changing in response to it and they may
resist interventions which encourage change. Hofnnan (1980) suggests we can think
positively about resistance, since it often generates the momentum needed to accomplish
change. in average families, the therapist relies on the mobilization of f a y resources as a
pathway to transformation. In resistant families, the therapist needs to become an actor in
the family drama, emering into transitionai coalitions in order to skew the system and
develop a different level of homeostasis (Minuchin, 1974). The structural family therapy
model in particular anticipates resistance in working with famiües. Anderson and Stuart
(1983) state that structural therapists are viewed as responsible for avoiding or

overcoming resistance, and are asked to m o d e their timing, their style, and their
interventions to accommodate to what families can use. It is important therefore that
resistance be seen in a Iarger context, as a hction of the system, and not something
which should be personalized by the therapist. This perspective d o w s for creative
thinking around alternatives for intervention.
There are additional considerations when workùig with families affected by
violence who are resistant to therapy. There may be safety risks to family members who
speak out about the violence, therefore there is pressure to resist intervention by ail
members not just those who are responsible for the violence. Power imbalances within
families may make it difficult for some to speak fieely in therapy and therefore it may be
difficult to obtain accurate information that reflects the farndy's hctioaing. Feelings of

shame may also contribute to resistance. McCown and Johnson (1993) state that even
when abuse has already been identified as a problern and is the reason for the referrai to

therapy, resistance to change c m be encountered. Eiiciting M
the issue is still iikely to be impeded by both shame and M

y dynarnics surrowiding

y expectations of privacy, as

well as concem that the therapist's discoveries could be used to harm certain fanrily
members in court situations (McCown & Johnson, 1993). For these reasons, rnany

familes who are deaiing with violence do not seek therapy voluntarily for the above
S or legal
reasons. As a result they are ofien referred or mandated to attend by C.F.

authorities. It shodd be noted as well that in my experience these families who are violent
and resistant may also be hostile. This presents certain challenges to the therapist as

personal safety also becomes a factor.

A review of the Literature was conducted to identify strategies for intervening with
resistant fandies. It was discovered that resistance was rarely dealt with as a separate

issue and in fact there was resistance in the family therapy movement to it being identified

as an issue at all. In one view, the concept of resistance is central to psychoanalysis and
therefore as having no place in the brave new world of family therapy (Anderson &
Stewart, 1983). As previously stated structural therapy incorporates resistance into the
schema of family firnctionhg, in partidar, by the term homeostasis. It could be said that
al1 nnichiral intervention techniques are aimed at addressing resistance. Anderson and

Stewart (1983) state that the emphasis placed by structural f
w therapists on 'joining"
maneuvers, and the carefiii attention they pay to the way in wbich tasks and directives are
presented can be seen as prescriptions for avoiding, rninimizing, or overcoming resistance
even if they are not presented as nich. Smictural therapy however, does not identify the
unique issues for f d e s dealing with violence and the resistance that might result.

McCown and Johnson (1993) developed a model d e d the consultation-~xisis

intervention model. They propose a series of interventions designed to reduce treatment
resiaance and potential crisis-proneness while maximihg the desire of the system to

overcome its dysfunction. Their stratew is to intervene first in the presenting cnsis,

detùsing it sufficientlv so that the family can function, but not so stringently that the
family's motivation for treatment is dissipated. Following this, they advocate a change of
therapeutic roles to that of consultant. working with the family to avoid their propensity
for early termination. Udike many traditional farniiy therapy interventions, the techniques

they advocate empower families to change themselves, rather than mandate them to
respond to system dismption. The power of the therapist in the family system is
de-emphasized, with greater consideration placed upon allowing the farnily to change its
own environment and eventually itself (McCown & Johnson, 1993). This model is

creative and insightful, and recognizes the cornplex cycle many families expenence of
repetitive cnsis and early termination of treatment. Its applicability to families affiected by
violence may be lirnited, and the authors caution that a more directive approach may be
needed particularly when the family may be prone to making decisions for itself which may

be hurtfkl to other members.

Weakland and Jordan ( 1990) idente a framework for working with reluctant
clients in a child welfare setting. Although this was not the focus of the practicum, the
issues were sirnilar to what a child protection worker may encounter, and therefore the
strategies are relevant. As previously stated, many clients seen during the practicum were
referred by C.F.S. and were mandated to attend. Some had d i i k d t y adequately meeting
their children's needs for a variety of reôsons, and sdety concems were apparent
throughout therapy. The model addresses the needs of the situation, and the strengihs and
values of the family; and suggests that change formulated in ternis that the family sees as
both positive and consistent with its values is more likeiy to be accepted, adhered to, and
Uicorporated into the ongoing fabric of farnily M e (Weakland & Jordan, 1990). The
importance of building cooperation quickly, forming an agreement of what the problern is,

and building a d e t y net and network of support are key aspects of the framework. This

model is applicable for workinz with abusive families, and is more directive than those
previously discussed .

The foilowing case examples will explore how resistance was expressed, what
impact it had on the therapeutic process, and what intervention strategies were used to
deal with it. Kay was a 25 year old woman who requested therapy to assist her with
self-esteem issues as she was feeling depressed in her current situation. She described her

panner as physically and emotionaily abusive and she had experienced abuse in her famiiy

of ongin as well. During the process of therapy is was leamed that she was seeing another
individual therapist for the sarne issues. This was considered unhelpfùl, and it was

suggested that she terminate with one of the therapists to avoid duplication and confusion.

She resisted this directive as she seemed to gain a sense of codort fiom the involvement

of both therapists. This had an impact on therapy in that she spent a lot of energy
considering any similariries and differences between the two therapists' approaches.
Aithough this was not overtly resistant, it clearly had an impact on the ability of the
intervention to be effective. It was a strategy which dowed the client a means to delay

change and resist exploration of alternative ways of coping. The other therapist was
contacted with the client's permission and it was leamed the client had been referred to
the E.H.C.C., but proper termination had not occurred with the previous therapist. She
did not see the harrn in maintaining an ongoing therapeutic relationship while her client
was being seen elsewhere. The matter was raiseci again with the client and it was

suggested that therapy be temiinated if she rernained involved with her previous therapist.

This case highlights the subtle but effective ways clients can receive the '%enefits" of
therapy; the supportive environment, empathic listening etc., while avoiding the stressfui
aspects of making chanses to how they \ive their lives.
Jili and Ken demonstrated resistance in diierent ways during the course of

therapy. i i s previously discussed this f d y was referred to the E.H.C.C. as a result of the
semal abuse of Jiii's daughters by a fnend of the family who later became the mother's

boyfhend. The step-father of the children had been accused of being physically abusive to
the mother This family battled resistance fiom the onset. They had difficulty accepting the

impact of the semal abuse on them as a family. This was demonstrated by a series of

cancelled appointments. It is interesting to note that although the family was resistant to
attending therapy, they did not want to terminate therapy. This family experienced
frequent C

~ S and
~ S reiied

on me to provide support and assist them to aileviate the

presenting problem. This dynamic was effective for the family because it alleviated the
stress caused by the immediate problem but also eliminated the need and motivation to
participate in planned therapeutic intervention. McCown and Johnson ( 1993) state that
interventions mua effectively challenge the f a d y to irnplement genuine modification or
change. Otherwise, such interventions merely provide a temporary solution to a
dysfunctional system, changing nothing in the process. With this particular family they
were able to maintain their state of homeostasis by staying comected to me, but not
actually doing any therapeutic work.

Once my response to the farnily's behaviour changed, they reacted differently and
attended therapy. Phone c d s were limited, and attempts were made to deal with crises in

session rather than at the time they were occumhg. Resistance presented itselfin other
ways however, and the family attempted to control who attended therapy. h particular
the sep-father opted not to attend. H i s absence was a reflection of the f d y ' s attempt to
maintain equilibrium, and the mother's attempt to control the process of therapy. This
was accepted as it was clearly necessary for the mother that he not attend and it was not

crucial for the therapeutic process that he be present. Contracthg was also used to deal
wit h the f a d y 's pattern of canceling appointments. This was effective in chdenging their

ongoing pattern of resistance and avoidance. Eventually the family became somewhat
more open to therapy and the resistance level dropped fiom an extreme to a moderate
level. McCown and Johnson ( 1993) state that structural and strategic therapies have been

particularly effective in developing techniques to overcome miid or moderate resistance.

This familv responded well to restructuring techniques once their initial resistance was
diminished.
In IWO cases where the women had been referred by their C.F.S. worker, there was

resistance over the goals of therapy. These examples highlight how the referral process
itself cm contribute to resistance to therapy. In both cases the women had children who
were in agency care and were involved with abusive men. Both had been abused in their
families of orign. Clearly there was a need for therapeutic intervention, however, their
needs were oflen more immediate in terms dfood, safety, stabiliîy, etc. and therapy may
not have been the moa appropriate intervention at that tirne. Weakland and Jordan
( 1990) stress that

the needs of the situation must be addressed in order to be effective. In

both t hese cases the issues had been identified by CF.S. and the focus of therapy
predetennined. This proved to be counter-productive because dthough the worker may
have been accurate in her assessrnent of what the issues were, the client may not have
perceived the problem in the same way and was therefore, resistant. For example the
worker may believe that the woman's parenting diflicuities were related to her f d y of
ongin issues and identified the resolution of these issues as the goal of therapy. This may
not be relevant to the client, and in the case of one wornan she did not see her childhood
as being any different than any one else. It should be noted that these clients were dready
resistant to change, and this strategy added weight to their stniggle to resist, and avoid
therapy. Even mandated clients should have control over the goals of therapy otherwise it
is unlikely that they will invest in the therapeutic process.
The literature supports this approach as well. Weakland and Jordan ( 1990)
suggest that an important issue in working with resistant clients it to agree on what the

problem is. They state that success will depend greatly on how well the case worker can
give advice in tenns that "rnake sense" to the client, that is in terms that recognize and fit
with the client's own views and language. Starting with the client's view of the problem is
as relevant in child protection as it is in therapy. Imposing the worker's view of the

problem will likely be met with resisfance. as was the case for the women that were seen
dunng the practicum.
Efforts were made to work with other systems around increasing ffexibility around
therapeutic goals. It should be noted that in some cases the workers identified what
needed to change in order for the children to be retunied. Therapy oflen would then
address this issue or issues as part of a plan for reunification. A woman may chose to
work on other issues in therapy however this rnay not lead to the r e m of the children if
there is not sufficient change in the targeted area. In my experience it is preferable for
referring agencies to s p e c e the desirable outcorne of therapy, not the process or goals7or
not state that the client simply attend therapy as a goal in and of itself
In conclusion the practicum provided a learning experience of the issues related to
resistance. Of particular relevance was the way that resistance is a function of the fmily
system and that intervention should address the part of the system which keeps the f'amily
"stuck. Resistance is expressed in different ways and even clients who are "vovoluntary"

c m display resistance to change. It was also leamed that in explorhg resistance, other
contexts need to be considered such as the impact of other systems or the therapist
hirn/herseif

Mulriproblem Families
The tenn "multiproblem" is used to descnbe familes with specific characteristics,
not just those that are encountering multiple problems. One of the characteristics of
multiproblem families is that the problems they face exist in multiple layers of the systems

in which the farnily is embedded. Suarez. Smokowski, and Wardarski (1996) list the
following problem areas which are typically found in multiproblem families: incorne,
housing, parental help, child behaviour. farnily relationships, education, foster care and
physical health. Families o h Iack the resources to deal with these probiems.

Multi-probiem families tend to be socially isolated and uncomected with the community,
and many are in need of sociai skills training to help them to iocate and utilize resources
and supports (Saurez et ai.. 1996).

Rothery ( 1993 ) describes multiproblem families as those who are poor, deprived of
social and concrete resources. are ofien highiy (though not happily) involved with a
number of formai social service agencies, are prone to crises and are âequently regarded

as impossible to help in any lasting sort of way. Multiproblern f d e s are distinct because
of their belief that their attempts to solve their.own problems wiil be hadequate and they

are easily ovenvhelmed as a result. Schlosberg and Kagan (1988) state that the most
striking thing about mukiproblem farnilies is their resistance to change, despite the orders,
pleas, exhortations. and combined efforts of multiple community agencies. For some

farnilies it is the involvement of the agencies themselves that they resist, rather than
changing.
Multiproblem families are often at risk of abuse and neglect due to the combination
of the characteristics described above. ln fact, abuse tends to be the major situation in
multiproblem families that cornes to the attention of sociai s e ~ c professionals
e
(Suarez et
al.. 1996). In work with multiproblem families, some of whom were violent, Rosenthal

and associates observed two extremes in f d y functioning. One extreme involved

families that exhibited inertia feelings of futility, feelings that they were no good, and had
no control over their fates, and the other consisted of females that were invoived in
constant activity which ofien involved antisocial acts (Wells, 1981). Minuchin ( 1971)
describes the style of communication in multiproblem families as one in which people do
not listen or respond to one another, gain attention by yelling, do not resolve conflicts or
develop themes. have a limited emotional range, and are not able to elaborate on questions

or gather idonnation. In a study assessing patterns of communication, Wells (198 1)
found that multiproblem families had a great potential for explosive behaviour. Given the

dynamics in multiproblem families and the iack of intemal and extemal resources it is not
surprising that abuse and violence are prevaient.

Rothery f 1993) proposes conceptualking family functioning dong a continuum
which is defined by the types of stress families characteristically deal with and the
responses they favow as part of a modei for assessing fimi1y ecology of rnuitiproblem
families. Adaptira furnilies expenence theû stresses as manageable. Their resources are
adequate for their needs, and they are effective at using them. Stable fd1ie.s expenence

theû stresses as manageable until changes to estabfished patterns are caiied for. They
therefore emphasize stability maintenance even when adaptive change is required. Crisis

pronr familes may be abie to attend to members' developmental needs during stable
tirnes. but when perceived basic needs intrude (as they fiequently do) stability becomes a
priori..

The family's sense of its own competence and resources is such that stress leads

to a loss of organization within the famiiy and escalating efforts to get extemal agents to

help with problem-so1Wig. C'hror~icullydisorganizedfmiiies enjoy few penods of
stability, and few extended penods when they are successful at meeting their members
needs. The farnily's sense of efficacy is darnaged to the extent that even relatively

moderate stresses lead to interna1 loss of organization and a search for extemal supports
(Rothery. 1993). It is the families at the l e s t adaptive end of the continuum for whom
traditionai approaches to family therapy are often ineffective. Creative approaches to
treatment to address the complexity of the problems are required.
An ecological framework is helpfùl in conceptuahhg and intewening with

rnultiproblem families because of the focus on the different systems impacting on the
farnily.

Families facing a multiprobiem crisis need intrafamilial attention, as well as

environmental assistance (Suarez et al., 1996). Given the importance of environment as
both a source of stress and a potential resource for multiproblem M i e s , many traditional
family therapy approaches do not adequately address the needs of the multiproblem famiy.
Traditional family therapy considers the f d y unit to be the focus of interventio~and

that work with this unit in isolation is necessary and sufficient for the relief of human pain
(Rothery, 1993). The ecoiogical modei implies a range of general interventive goals:
stress reduction. a strengthening of resources, empowerment through enhanced
cornpetence. and a therapeuric attention to belief systems (Rothery, 1993).
Engaging multiproblem families presents the first chailenge of intervention. As
previously discussed it cm be anticipateci that families wiii be resistant to change, and
possibly hostile towards those who try to engage them in a process of change. Meeting
people in their own environment is cruciai in the engagement process. A therapist ofien
picks up on vital clues during home visits (Schlosberg & Kagan, 1988). It allows for an
assessment of the family's basic needs, and shows a sign of flaebility on the part of the
therapist that hdshe can accommodate the f i y in its own environment.
Once an assessment is completed then treatment modaiities can be specified which
meet the family's needs. Family and marital counselling can be used in imerpersonal
relationship issues. Group counselling, social skUs training, and linkage ro cornmunity
organizations are ail important in improvhg irnpoverished support systems and preventing
social isolation (Suarez et al., 1996). Rothery ( 1993) ernphasizes the importance of
prioritking seMces for families. Services should target basic needs for cornfort, senirity

and survival first. This does not imply that developmental needs can be disregarded. but
simpiy that they cannot be effectively addressed until a f d y feels rninimally secure about
its basic needs.
Intervening to address a family's basic needs can be diaicuit. Problems such as
poverty, inadequate housing, discrimination, and crime cm seem outside of the control of
both the social worker and the family. The social worker, however, can act as an
advocate for family members as well as refer them to community agencies (Suarez et al.,
1996). Families can be assisted in recogniMg what part of a problem they do have

control over. and focus on that as the target for change. For example if family members
felt unsafe in rheù community due to high crime rates they codd join the local

neighhborhood Gatch. or th- couldsign up for a self-defense class. Although these acts
rnay not address the problem of crime directly, they dlow the individual or famiiy to
change their response to the problem so that they are not longer passively responding to
the problem. but are taking control.
Creative approaches can be used to teach families new skilis. in one project with
low-income multiproblem families, concrete seMces were combined with activities such

as arts and crafts or simple games (Wells, 1981). These activities becarne the vehicle
through which problems were introduced and. conflicts resolved (Wells, 1981). These
activities also aUowed children and their parents to have fun, experience success. and to
learn to problem-solve through play. Other excellent opportunhies for intervention may
be organized around food. a basic socializer; leaming to negotiate community services;
and simply getting out of the house (Weils, 1981).
A careful analysis needs to be given to the fàmily's support system and social

network. The quality and adequacy of a family's social support system and the ability to

mobilize these systems, particularly during aisis situations,aBects the weli-being of a
family and its ability to function (Suarez et al., 1996). The farnily's ability to access its
own resources will be the key to its ability to cope without the assistance of professionals.

Families may need infmation, or social skiils training to assist them to create and
maintain a supportive network. They may not realize that being part of a network also

means that they have to give support. Helping families members l e m ways of being
helpfbl to others can ernpower them and improve theû feelings of self-worth and expand
their social network.

Rothery ( 1993) identifies three goals for intervening with families' social networks.

One goal is to reduce stress by changing the family's perception of the network and its
demand on them. This recognizes that networks often contribute to problems as well as to
solutions. Another goal may be to enhance access to the concrete, informational,
emotionai and a£l%ationalsupports required for problem resolution. Finally, networks

mav suppon beneficial chanses to family beliefs, and rnay mode1 specific cornpetencies and
support their development in a client family.
What is important in treating multiproblem families is not to treat the individual

problems of family members, but to consider how the problems are inter-related within the
family and within the larger systems around the famiiy. The foliowing case examples will
hi-dight some challenges of working with multiproblem families experienced during this

practicum their unique characteristics. and possible intervention strategies.
Rita and Rick were referred for couple cowselling by their C.F.Ssocial worker.
Eck's violence towards Rita was the primary identified problem however, the couple also
experienced problems with alcohol, parenting difficdties, criminal behavior,
unernplo-ment, transiency, and problems with personal coping and problem-solving.
Their social network was Iimited and the most dependable resource was agency in-home
support. The relationship between Rita and Rick was highly volatile and Rick had been
abusive to Rita as well as his step-son Mark on several occasions. Mark had been in
agency care for a period of tirne.

This family appeared to be in a state of perpetual change and chaos. Rothery
(

1993) states that families such as this find that stress reaches a threshold beyond which it

has disorganinng effects. In this family, Rick would corne and go nom the home
depending on the state of his relationship with Rita and the cycle of violence in their
relationship. Mark's rnembership in the family also changed when he went into foster

care. and when he was rehirned. This f d l y was clearly having difficulty meeting the
basic needs for safety and stability of its members. The parents were overwhelmed with
their own problems and with Rick's violence. Wells (198 1) states that several commonly
recognized but not necessarily universal traits of parents in these families are impulsiveness
(or conversely, apathy), immaturity,poor self-image, underlying rage or feelings of

desolation, concrete thinking and inability to meet one another's over-whelming ne&.
These features characterized this farnily. Wells (1 98 1) adds that these pattern may result

in the parents tuniing to their children for gratification and expecting more f h m the

children then they are capable of giving. As the parental needs envelop the children,
familial patterns of interaction are created.
Intervention. although initially targeted toward the couple, shified to Rita herself

as she requested individual counseihg. This was supported as it was felt that safety was

both Rita's and the children's basic need and that this could not be achieved conjointly
with Rick in counselling. In-home supports were coordinated to allow Rita to attend
individual counseiling and have her children looked after.

Therapy focused on Rita's personal goals as well as issues in her relationship with

Mark. Intervention was aimed at establishg appropriate boundaries between Eüta and her
son. Suggestions were made for them to enjoy activities together at home, such as playing

a same.
Rita's social network was also explored and strate@ for addressing her social
isolation were discussed. Rita was restricted in her ability to connect with people she
knew

She found that many of her friends still used alcohol and she was trying ro h d

different fiends to assia her maintaininç sobriety. Rothery (1 993) identities one of the
goais of intervening in social networks as modeling specific cornpetencies, in this case

modeling sobriety.
At the end of therapy Rita reconciled with Rick. This case was challenging
because on her own Rita was overwhelmed with the responsibility for three children and
stnigmJing with her own aicoholism, social isolation, and poverty. Despite the risks Rick

posed to her and the chiidren, he provided financiai support, and the much needed
exnotional support to Rita albeit unreliable and hadequate. Thus the entire family is

caught in a cycle of chronic patterns that by theû nature pull the couple together, then
drive them apart. This fàmily needed an entire team approach which could more directly

include Rick rather than exclude him as weii as a range of seMces and interventions that
could have adequately met the f ' l y ' s needs. In retrospect a meeting could have been

held with the C.F.S. worker and Rita to discuss what services were needed to improve the

situation for the family.
Simiiar to Rita and Rick. Kevin and Carol presented to the E.H.C.C.
for couple

counselling. This couple had been together for a year and were living together at the time
of the therapy There were two young children in the f d y neither of whom were
fathered by Kevin. This couple was coping wiih financial difnculties, parenting problems,

as well as mental health problems. They had separated and reconciled numerous times in
the year that they had been together. This farnily was in perpetual change and chaos
which was a result of the highly volatile relationship between the couple. This family
cenainly had the characteristics identified by Wells (1996) including impulsiveness,

immaturity, poor self-image, underlying rage or feehgs of desolation, concrete thinking,
and the inability to meet one another's over-wheiming needs. Carol and Kevin were each
referred for individual counselling which would give them a greater Wrelihood of success
in their relationship. Their personal problems precluded their ability to function as a couple
and therefore they needed to address these problems before any relationship counselling
could occur.

In conclusion, there were some constraints in being able to provide the most
effective intervention possible to multiproblem families seen during the practicum. These
constraints included my own limited experience as a famiy therapia, and lack of

famiiiarity with the city's resources. As my previous expenence had been with a mandated
agency. 1felt relatively powerless to mobilize resources on behaif of families. The
practicum experience offered me an opportunity to learn fiom other therapists ways of

mobilizing agencies to provide the resources needed for families. This was an important
aspect of my role as the E.H.C.C.
did not have a range of both concrete and therapeutic
senices to offer clients and it was necessary to advocate on behalfof clients for these
senices. There were also some restrictions regarding outreach with clients which is

almost aiways necessary with multiproblem families. Other options needed to be

considered such as arranging for child care to aliow clients to attend.
.4icohol and Violence in Farniiies

.Ucohol and violence have been commonly thought to be associated with one
another however. the precise relationship is unclear. For many couples caught in the cycle
of violence. the relationship between alcohol and violence is presented as one of cause and

effect (i.e.." If he wouid just stop drinking, then the violence wodd stop"). Research
suggests that both perpetrators and victims tend to blame the aicohol for the violence
(Cooley & Severson. 1993). Some professionals feed this myth by ignoring violence and
focusing solely on alcoholism. In fact, because of the prevalence of violence in aicoholic
families. many professionals have corne to view violence as a part of the total picture of
the "'dcoholic family" profiie. This has led to the adoption of the fdse premise that when
abstinence is achieved. ail other family problems will abate - including violence (Cooley &
Severson, 1993). Understanding the link between alcohol and violence is important in
order to help families cope with these two problems. From a systems perspective both
alcohol and violence affect the entire family.

During the practicum, substance abuse was identified as a problem for at least one
family member in five of the 12 cases seen. It is possible that the incidence of excessive
drinkuig and drug use were higher than what was actually reported. In dl but one of the

five cases. domestic violence was also identified as a problem. In aU but one of the cases,

both members of the couple acknowiedged having a problem with substance abuse as a
problem and in three of the cases the woman was perceived as having a greater problem
with substance abuse than the man. In three of the cases other substances were abused
dong with alcohol. Those which were identified included prescription dmgs and solvents.

Child abuse was identified as having occurred in two of the five cases.

It is clear from the details of the practicum that alcohol and violence coexisted for
many families. Corner and Ackerley ( 1994) idente a number of conceptual frarneworks

in the literature. One paradigm is the direct cause view, that alcohol directly results in
agression by anesthetking aggression disinhibition centers in the b r a i (Conner &
Ackerley. 1994). This theory has obvious limitations and has not been supported by
research. Indirect cause explmations comprise a second major paradigm (Conner &
Ackerley, 1994). Alcoho1 consumption produces certain physiological and psychological

responses which may result in impaired basic coping skills, reducing the abiiity to
problem-solve. biasing interpretations of others' behaviour, rnaking it seem more
provocative. narrowing time and perception, creating an intense concem with the present
situation and lack of concem for fùrther consequences of aggression (Conner & Ackerley,
1994). A third paradigm

is an indirect cause conditional upon motive for drinking. It is

hypothesized that when the motive for drinking is to achieve personal power in
relationships men are likely to aggress. The last paradigm is that the relationship between
alcohol and violence is spurious. According to this view, the association rests on cultural
belief and not on the propenies of alcohol. No one theory alone can adequately explain
the existence of an association between alcohol and violence however, being
knowledgeable of them can add further insight into the relationship between the two.

It is important to note that in exploring the relationship between alcohol and
violence, alcohol does not cause violence. Research indicates that violent men are apt to

be violent both when intoxicated and when sober (Cooley & Severson, 1993). These
issues must be viewed as comected. When the victim also drinks the c o ~ e c t i o nbetween
violence and alcoholism becornes more cornplex. One study reported that the drinking of
battered women does not dBer from non-battered women. However victims rnay be more
at risk to be battered on occasions when they do drink (Corner & Ackerley, 1994). It
could be hypothesked that battered women who drink may do so in part to cope with the

effects of violence. This may in tum place them at greater risk of being beaten as
research suggests. which may. in tum serve to perpetuate their drinking.
in the case of Dawn and Kyle. violence and alcohol were identified as problems.

In rhis case however. it was Kyle's violence, and Dawn's drinking that were the problems.
The relationship between these two issues was not explored as the family terminated after

one session of therapy. It cm be hypothesized however, that there was a connection
between the violence and drinking. The sober partner had more power in the relationship
and exercised that power in abusive ways. Dawn's drlliking may have been a way of

coping with the effects of violence. With Burt and Sylvia, Burt was the sober parnier,
and aithough violence was not identified as a problem, there was a clear imbalance of
power due to Burt's sobriety and Sylvia's chronic and severe substance abuse. The
couples would have to experience a significant structural shifl when the wornen
maintained sobriety. The family systems may not have had the capacity to make this
necessary transition. Given that both couples underwent numerous separations in a short
period of time it cm be suggested that they had difnculty achieving a balance of power in

their relationships. It would be interesthg to explore whether these women were at
greater risk of abuse as they came closer to sobnety, and gained more power in the
relationship. What power might the men have had to "push their buttons7' and bnng them
to the point of substance abuse again? The cycle of alcohol abuse and violence is
perpetuated under these dynamics.
When violence and alcoholism CO-exist,a decision needs to be made about how to

treat both problems. Cooley and Sevenon (1993) state that violence and aicoholism are

similar in that they both have an impact on the f d y , even those not directly involved in
the drinking and violent behaviour. They suggest that the first phase of treatment is to
name what is happening for the f a d y in order to address denial and minunization. Denial
is a dissociated state that serves to protect people from the effects of violent behaviour

and aicoholism (Cooley & Seversoa 1993). Issues of safiety need to be addressed at this

stage as well.

The next stage of treatment involves securing cornmitment to treatment. Cenain
behavioun must be stopped in order for healing to begin. Cooley and Severson (1993)
state that the focus on abstinence ffom alcohol often must be dealt with for the dcohoiic
batterer to be in a position to terminate abusive violent behaviour. Corner and Ackerley
( 1996) indicate however that

linking termination of battering to aopping drinking sets up

a dangerous scenario. and one that is not likely to be achieved. They recommend a
cognitive-behavioural approach in treating alcohoiism and violence concurrently. There is
considerable overlap in treatment because bot h treatments emphasize imparting skills for
healthy coping and relating. During this stage of treatment, the focus is on individuals in
the family and their respective needs.

Once alcoholisrn and violence have been named and reorganized, systems work

can begin (Cooley & Severson 1993). The prerequisite to this next stage is that
individual family members have made sufficient gains in their individual work. This may
include treatment groups such as anger management, or support groups such as AA or

ALrWON. Fostering empathy between partners is a powemil tool for healing and
continued progess (Cooley & Severson, 1993). It takes tirne to reclaim a sense of self, to
l e m to live nom that sense of self, and to be close to other people without resorting to
violence or alcohol abuse. During this process, many r e c o v e ~ gindividuals fuid that they
cannot continue in their current relationships and remain sober or fiee of violence (Cooley
& Severson, 1993).

Two of the couples seen dunng the practicum, Dawn and Kyle, and Burt and
Sylvia, were at the stage where they needed to focus on themselves as indiMduals and to
address their respective problematic driding and violent behaviour. At times however
they felt that the problems in the relationship were the rnost stressful and pressing, and
they were unable to see how the violence and addiction were a d y the source of the

problerns in the relationship. For exampie, Burt's primary concem was his distnist and
jealousy of Sylvia. His controlling behaviour, and her drinking were less a concem for the

couple. It was hard for these newly fonned couples to place the relationship on hold and
tend to thernselves and their own issues. In some ways the relationships were too new to

focus on self Perhaps there were dysfwictionai aspects of the relationship that met the

needs of the self These couples may end their relationships due to the fact that they were
using when they met, and they may b d that once they become sober and non-violent that
the dynamics that held the relationship together are no longer there.

Substance abuse is known to have an impact on children as well as the aduits
involved. Alcohol abuse by parents contributes to problems in the marital relationship
which impacts the child, as well as problems in the parent-child relationship. Variables
found to be associated with both substance abuse and child malneatment are: parental
inconsistency, poor lirnit setting, excessively harsh discipiinary measures, parental conflict,
poor communication, parental absence or unavailability, and social isolation of the family
(Toinison, 1993).

The exact incidence rates of alcoholism and violence against children are not
known. Depending upon the study, the reported rates of aicohol abuse in maltreating

families in the United States have varied from 25 to 84 per cent (Tomison, 1996). It can
be assumed that the same factors that are at play with domestic violence and alcoholism

are aiso at play with child abuse and alcoholisrn. Tomison (1996) summarizes three
factors which contribute to violence against children in the alcoholic parent. Alcohoi acts

as a disinhibitor for the release of violent tendencies. The use of alcohol a d o r dmgs rnay
exacerbate any psychiatrie or emotional instability in the user, including such conditions as
poor impulse control, bipolar disorder, low fkustration tolerance and tendencies towards
violence. Second, it has been contended that alwhol or other dmgs lower the inhibitions
that keep people from acting upon physicaiiy or sexually violent impulses. Finally,

hstration toierance may be lowered by alcohol or drugs, leaving parents more likeiy to
physically abuse a child when under the influence.
It is important when assessing these issues that a systems perspective be

rnaintained. These are two variables which are related however their relationship is
complex and the fact remains that the causes for violence in families is multi-detennined.
Alcoholisrn when it is identified. needs to be treated as an important issue, however it is
likely to be one issue of many that is related to the violence or other family problems.

Ethical Considerations

By its nature, f a d y violence is a complex problem which is not j u s a clinical

concem but aiso a kgal, political, and societal concem. Safety of fàmiiy members and
sometimes the therapist can also be issues. Thus decisions made during therapy can have

a direct impact on the safety of f d y rnembers. Ethics should guide the therapist dong
every step of the therapeutic process.
Ethics can be defined as -'mord duty and obtigations to the community" (Websters
Dictionary, 1991 ). Aii social workers are obligated to provide quality service to clients
and to assist clients in ways that are believed to be most effkctive. In the field of family
violence treatrnent however. the issues becorne complex. For example is the therapist

obligated legally or ethicaily to report domestic violence to the police, particularly without
the victim's consent? When should couples be treated for M

y violence, given the

existing criticism that conjoint t herapy can reinforce the belief that the woman is somehow
responsible for the violence? Should women be encouraged to leave abusive
relationships? These questions highlight some of the ethicai considerations for a therapist
working in the field of family violence.

Ethical practice should pide al1 farnily therapists not just those working with cases
involving violence. It is of geat significance however to therapists working in this field

because unethical. or inappropriate decisions relate directly to the safety of farnily
members. For this reason it should be given special attention. That being said however, it
is aiso important to note that anyone practicing farnily therapy should be prepared to deal
with family violence. Failure to be knowledgeable and skiiled in this area d likely lead
to family violence being ignored, and the intervention may in fact reinforce the dynamics in
the family with serve to support violent behaviour. The incidence rates are high enough
that practitioners should expect to be faced with the phenomenon at some tirne during
their career. regardless of theu area of speciahtion. Being "prepared" means being
knowledgeable about the indicators of family violence and its various foms, and knowing
what to do about concerns or suspicions should they be present. Thus knowing what to

look for and what to do about it should not just be a necessity of family therapists working
with violent families, but for ail f d y therapists.

Currently, mandatory reporting laws for domestic violence do not exist as they do
with cases of c M d abuse. Cervantes ( 1993) suggests that in the absence of legal mandates

regarding reporting, the ethical and legal issues can be divided into two categories:
responsibility ro provide effective treatment and duty to wadprotect. She offers the

following guidelines for therapists to discharge thejr ethical responsibilities:
-thorough assessrnent for violence
-development of a safety plan with clients
-therapist knowledge of legal protections
-t herapist

knowledge of comrnunity resources (shelters, support groups, legal

resources, and so on)
-assessrnent and reporting of child abuse (if children are present in the home)
-continuhg education for therapists working with clients tiom violent homes

-treatment plans that address (a) potential for continued violence, (b) individual

versus couples t herapy (safety issues addressed and documented), (c) treatment

for the perpetrator. and Id) monitoring and documentation of dety issues.
With respect to duty to wam and protect, Cervantes (1993) suggests that

therapists have an ethical responsibility to protect victims of potential violence from harrn.
The therapist has a duty to warn when the client d e s a serious threat of physicai harm

to an identifiable victirn. If an abusive spouse is the client, then the therapia has a duty to
warn the victimized spouse of potential physical harm.

Thus providing ethical treatment,

and exercising the responsibility to wam and protect are two areas of ethical consideration

in working in cases of domestic violence.
Some ethical çonflicts occur when considering how family therapists in particular
should approach family violence. Traditional f d y therapists and feminist therapists

cannot stand alone in addressing family violence. Bograd (1992) states that we must
explore how understanding gendered patterns of violence and control c m be enriched by
clinical insight and how therapeutic practices cm be deepened by polihcal or sociologicd

wisdom. Thus family therapy can be enriched by femùiist principles and it can therefore
deal more efféctively with some of the ethical dilemmas that traditional f d y therapy has
created. In particular. the feminist perspective identifies the women's safety as the first and
foremost concem. This has provided the guiding feature for f d y therapists who want to
incorporate feminist principles in their work.

For example. Bograd (1992) challenges the concept of neutrality and its
appropriateness in cases of famiiy violence. She states that although it is commonly argued
that the imposition of values is counter-therapeutic, it is also hue that the strategy of behg

noncornmitta1 sometimes doesn't work because our silence about Our values on family
violence may be viewed as consent for certain actions. Although it can be agreed that
neutraiity is not an appropriate stance in cases of fiimily violence, leaming how to

appropriately express one's values is challenging. We mua be cautious not to condemn
the violent person while we condemn the violent behaviour, as this may have

consequences in terms of the therapist's ability to maintain a relationship, or to engage the
client. This is tme as much when working with the offender, as with the battered woman.

With L - m and Terry. both the husband and wife muumized the impact of violence,
and it was important not to collude with them in doing this. However, it was important in

hearing this information not to address it with the couple together as doing so may have
increased the risk to the wife. Perhaps of even greater significance than my words, were

my actions in this case. Terry was referred for individuai counseiling to address his
violence. This was not a neutral decision, but one that recognized that violence was the
problem. not marital codict. and that he was the only one who could change that.

Secondly, throughout individual counsehg Lynn became more open over t h e
about the exact nature of the violence. She eventually started to make fùn and be cntical
of her husband. As a therapist. 1 continued to condemn the behaviour not the person.
Although I did not criticize her chiid-like behaviour, 1 did not mimic it. Maintaining
neutrality about the person ailows for the client to evolve over t h e and not feel the need

to reflect the therapist's views of the violent person.

Bograd ( 1992) states that another dilemma which family therapists face is their
role as social control agents vs. therapists. She adds that battering is both a crime and a
clinical problem and therefore therapists d e n have a dual function. As social control
agents we may be required to break confidentiality, as is the case with the duty to wam
and protect the victim. Therapy on its own may have limited ability to address family
violence, given its multi-detennined nature. Bograd ( 1992) states that one program in
New Jersey capitalizes on systems knowledge by enlisting the aid of nonviolent men in the

cornmunity as sponsors for batterers. This program does not mjnimize what therapy can
contribute but is well aware of the limited effectiveness of therapeutic contact isolated
from the surrounding social context.

h o t h e r ethical diiernrna relates to the limitations of therapy in any fom to
prevent f;unily violence. Bogad ( 1992) states that as we develop more complex treatment

models. we cannot Iose sight of how therapy may be significantly limited in its impact on
family violence. By not recognizing the limitations of therapy we give Mctims, and

perhaps abusers. false hope for change. Bograd (1992) states that the brutal and

fiightening realities of battenng are not only temfyuig, they also force us to accept limits

to healing, understanding, and the capacity for change. As therapists we are not spared
the batterer's attempt to wield subtle but pervasive control and thk atternpt compromises

our alliances with other farnily members as well (Bograd, 1992). Clearly therapy is not

appropriate in al1 situations, and there wiil be limitations to the therapist's ability to brins
about change. Ongoing debate is required amongst professionals who intervene in cases
of domestic violence. Although it can be expected that the debate wiii contulue to be
acrirnonious. it is non-the-less important in order to challenge our thinking, and continue

to refine and influence both theory and practice.
Family therapists have been challenged by Bograd (1 992) and others to
incorporate a more feminist informed approach. This recognizes the realities of male
violence. its impact. and the socio-political structure of society which supports it.
Concepts such as neutrality are chailenged, and other dilemmas fàcing the therapist are
brought to light. Hexibility is required on the part of the therapist in his/her

conceptualization of theories to incorporate a feminist perspective, as well as flexibility in
intervention. Meth (1992) states that therapeutic flexibiüty is both an ethicai and a wise
position t hat needs to take precedence over our loyalty to, familiarity with, and belief in
systemic rnodels that ignore individuai treatment. Family therapists need to be flexible

around who should be seen for therapy particuiariy in cases of domestic violence. In his
commentary Meth states that '9 hope that marnage and f d y therapists eventudy leam
to value two things: (a) not every problem fits neatly w i t h our fhmework for therapy;
and (b) one can see individuals and still maintah a systems perspective" (p. 260). Thus it

is not only just acceptable to be flexible in our intervention with f d i e s , and to see
individuais using a synemic perspective, but in cases of family violence it is a necessary
part of ethical practice to do su when required.
Again using the example of Lynn and Terry, the couple presemed themsehes for
therapy due to marital conflict and violence. Both wanted couple counseUing, however
following an assessment, it was clear that Terry was not t a h g responsibility for his
violence. and the violence was ongoing and severe at times. It was determined that he
required individual counseiling before he was ready to participate in conjoint therapy.
Although he accepted this verbally in session, he did not follow through. Individual
counseiling was initiated with Lynn with ongoing attention to her safety, and with
recognition of the limitations of her therapy on impacting on her husband's behanour. A
systemic perspective was maintained with Lynn in terms of her reiationships with her
husband, extended family, siblings, coworkers, children, and comrnunity and her
interaction with those systems. This case demonstrated not only how it is possible to do
synemic family therapy with one person, but also that it is ethical to do so.
Jenkins and Asen (1 992) developed a fiamework for systemic practice with
individuals. They state that systemic therapy is not a question of how many people are

seen but refers to the theoretical framework which infiomis what the therapist does.
Sy stemic t herapists focus on creating new connections between dEerent patterns of
relationships for the client as a £ksr stage of developing a therapeutic clirnate for change
(Jenkins & Asen, 1992). Using their framework, Jenkins and Asen (1992) suggest that the
therapy system be considered "open" in that others may be included in the process at any
time. They add that a major tool of systernic therapists is the asking of questions which

are intended to lead the client to question the beiiefs, expectations and roles for himself or
herseif and for those around him or her.

This fiamework is applicable to working with individuals who have expenencd

violence. but needs to be incorporated with the existing knowledge and experience about

intervening in cases of domestic violence. Systerns theory states that change in one part of
the system will lead to related change in others (Jenkins & Asen, 1992). Althou@ in a

pure sense this staternent is tme, it does not mean that a battered woman can change her

husband's violent behaviour. Thus it is important in practice, when seeing clients
individually, using a systernic approach that both the client and the therapist are aware of
the limitations to this approach.

Jenkins and Asen ( 1 992) state that individual systernic work is contra-indicated in
cases where a c M d is the referred client. They state that failure to engage the famly nsks
invoiving the therapist in covert alliances with the child. It &O makes it more likely that

the more powerful (adult) forces within the f a d y can undermine any changes in the child.
In some cases individual work rnay occur concurrently with family work.

In this final section the leaming objectives will be reviewed, a critique of the
models will be conduaed. and some general conclusions of the practicum will be

discussed. The motivation for this practicum came fiom my experience working with
families primariiy in a child weffare setting, who were experiencing violence and who had
difficulty accessing service, particularly family counselling. It was difficult for them to

speak openly about the violence that was occwring in their fhily, and there were few
agencies that were willing or able to provide intervention to them. For the most part
services consisteci of gender specific counselling, with the man and the woman being seen

at separate agencies. There were restrictions on couples who wanted to remain together
and receive counselling which at the t h e for me, seemed unjustified. I felt that family
therapy should be available as an option to f d l i e s who were experiencing chiid abuse, or
wife abuse, just tike any other intervention.

One of the most important things 1 learned in this practïcum was that family
therapy needs to occur only when the violence has stoppeci, and that afthough it may

appear "unjustified" to tum a family away from counsellllig, it is both ethical and essential
to do so under certain circumstances. 1 leamed that i f f d y therapy does not occur under
the nght conditions that it c m place victirns at greater risk than if no therapy occurred at
dl. Thus one of the outcornes fiom the practicum was leaming when and under what
conditions family therapy can be conducted as an appropriate and effective intervention in
cases of child abuse and domestic violence.
Ecological theory was chosen to be applied to theories of etiology of family
violence as weU as an intervention. This theory was highly applicable to the study of

family violence for its ability to incorporate a multitude of factors and organize them into a
framework which conceptualized human behaviour in relationship to the environment. It

dlowed for the consideration of the layers of systems from an individual, f d y , and

larger systems perspective which influenced and provided the context for human
behaviour. The literature on family violence has evolved over the years and has moved

h m an individual focus to an ecological focus. What is h p o r t m about the ecological
perspective is that it considers the role of the individual as weil as other systems such as
the farnily and society. To some extent ecolopicai theory has dowed for the integration
of knowledge that has been gained over the years in this area and organizes it in a
manageable framework.
The criticism of ecological theory is that it is so far reaching that it is diEcult to
test. and perhaps difficult to apply in practice. My experience was that ecologicai theory
provided a fiamework to organize my thinking about a f d y . For example, I could look
at the individual factors that were contributing to violence, the M

y factors, the societal

values and structure, and the role of culture and religion and how they combined to
contribute to violence in the famiy. It was fiom this way of thinking that the intervention

was denved. Much of the intervention was focused on helping a family change the ways
they were relating to other systems that were impacting on their lives. In retrospect,
intervention could also have included more direct contact with those other systems such as
child welfare. extended family, schools, etc., to not only change the famiy7sinteraction

with the systems. but the systems' interactions with the M y .
Structural family therapy was also studied and applied to work with families. ï h i s
was a helpful model upon which to begin to understand f d y therapy. It is commody
used and therefore the ternis such as boundaries, and subsystems have become widely

l
therapy at the
accepted. .Uthough I had a basic understanding of s t x u ~ a family
beginning of the practicum, my knowledge deepened once I developed expenence with
applying it, and then even more so during the wnMg of the practicum report. In
retrospect 1may have gained more from the expenence $1 had been more familiar with
the model at the onset of the practicum.

There were other challenges with the practicum itself that limited rny ability to gain

the familiarit). I had hoped with the rnodel. As previousiy discussed, it was difficult to
acquire a committed group of families who remained involved with therapy over a period

of tirne. Manv were mandated to attend, others terrninated early, while others were
experiencing such chaos in their lives that counselling was probably not what they needed
at the time. 1 felt that these issues were not unrelateci to the fact that the families were

expenencing violence. Farnily violence by its nature causes extreme dismption in families,

and it's not surprising that for those who attended therapy, they had âifiïculty committing
to the process. Not al1 the families seen were experiencing family violence, and it was my
experience that the model was more applicable as an intervention with the families that
were relatively more stable. In addition to that, 1 was able to learn more about families,

and the structural model with those clients who were reiatively "heaîthier". My energies

as a therapist with the other families were often directed at simply engaging them in the
process and establishing a level of trust in order for therapeutic work to occur. in
retrospect I may have Iearned more fiom the rnodel if1 had chosen to apply it to a
clientele whose problems were not as severe as those I had decided to work with.
There were few exarnples in the literature of structural f d y therapy being
applied specifically to families who were expenencing violence. Literature fi-om femuiist
therapists, and family systems therapists in general were relied upon heavily to supplement
what structural farnily therapy did not provide. This is particularly true of the assessrnent
process. which is used to determine whether a f a d y is a suitable candidate for
counselling, or whether gender specific counsehg is indicated. This is a cruciai stage

which the structural family therapy literature on i:s own does not address. There are some
limitations on the anictural family therapy model's application to families. However,

when combined with other models, in p d c u l a r the ferninist model, these limitations can

be adequatelv overcorne. In fact, there now exists a growing body of literature of
combined ferninist and systems approaches to work with family violence. The structural

model. like other family systems approaches can be efféctivefy combined with feminist
pnnciples. but on its own was not adequate to address the treatment issues for families
experiencing violence.

Structural family therapy was very compatible with ecologicai systems approach
both from a theoretical and practice viewpoint. There were examples in the Iiterature of
these approaches being combined in an 'beco-stnictura.i"model. The consideration of the
larger systems. and their relationship to the family was crucial in understanding f h 1 y

violence and t hese approaches, when combined captured these dynamics. As a renilt the
learning objectives of gaining expenence in combining these two approaches to understand

the etiology of violence in families, as weil as a pradce approach, were met.
The final learning objective was to gain experience in using clinical rneasures both
as diagnostic tools and outcome measures. The rneasures included the FAM III, EUE, and

BSI. This was helpful in gaining expenence in administering, scoring and interpreting
standardized tests. Ttiere were some iimitations in their use as outcome measures in that
therapy was short term, and therefore little change was noted ifany, in most situations. At
other times. clients terminated therapy before post-tests could be administered.
As a diagnostic tool. the FAM III was particularly helpful. In most cases the

results of the measure reflected my clinical impressions and provided further insight into

my assessrnent of the family. It was easy to score, and the visual image created by the
results provided an interesthg "snapshot" of the f b d y . In particdar it was helpful in
determining family members' different perceptions of their own bctioning and how those
perceptions irnpacted their relationships. The measures were well received by the families
who completed them despite my initial concems that they would be met with criticism or
resistance. The results were not shared with clients however in retrospect this may have
been heipfui in some situations and could have been incorporated into the intervention.
The BSI is also a standardized measure and was used with clients who were seen

individudy. This is a comprehensive measure which assesses a wide range of mental

hedth problems. In most situations the measure did not match my clinical impressions in
that clients who I thought were experiencing significant emotional distress were not
identified as beins outside the rançe of normal functioning. This rnight be explained by the
fact that for some of the clients their emotional distress was a result of their environment
and their abusive relationships as opposed to psychological problerns inherent in their

personality In other situations, clients may not have wanted to reved the emotional
distress they were expenencing, and were guarded in their responses. As with the FAM
III. the BSI did not reveal any significant change when used as a pre- and post-measure.
The BSI was easy to administer, but difficult to score and interpret.
The RSE was somewhat more helpfùl that the BSI. It was easy to adrninister, and
easy to score. One of the limitations of the measure was it was obvious in what it was
trying to evaluate. There was no controi for factors such as social desirability or denial.
In some cases the measure had limited utility if the clients were not wiuing/able to respond
honestly. Another limitation was that self-esteem was not always a focus of the
intervention. Although it was helpful to know this Homation, it was not always the most
relevant issue in therapy.
It may have been helpful in retrospect to have developed a client satisfaction
survey to have a general sense of how clients experienced the therapeutic process.
Standardized measures akhough helpful, do not provide the direct feedback that would
have enhanced the leamhg process.
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